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PRE FACE

The background of this work may help place the material in
perspective. It represents an important part of broader research

.interests in the structure and performance of 'human services ,-

being pursued for a number of ears at the Mershon Center.
Interest pn The part of sponsors of t study was generated in%
response to the then pending legislation that has 'become known as.

the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act' of 1974. Little
information was' available -_to allow for national inferences con.-

cerning the problem and the ways it is handled: The attempt
in this work was to mobilize knowledge organized around social
science concepts 'and data in ways that would go beyond descrip-

,

tion and explanation-Jo providing some basis for policy and- program
deelowent. The path is still largely uncharted and is fraught
with many difficultieS.

It is with great %ppreciation that I acknowledge the sponsor-.
ship of this work by the Children's Bureau, the Office of Child
Develtjpment;1 Deparrrnent'of Health, Education, and Welfare,:
The openness, cooperation, and substaxitiVe contributions of
members of these agencies maiieNt difficult task informative.

s
and pleasant. The willingness of the University"): Michigan's

Survey. Research Center.tb undertake the sampling and the

C

collection' aid preparation of data, and the' willingness of thes .
: e.. many respondents and # gencies to share Weir time and thought,, .

.., ..-.

._,-.4. were vitill to the survey. .
..

--- ,_c_ r.iir 1 17, t. 1 -, - .. . -

,4"; er .
4t Many individuals rriade substantive and other contributions

t,
.

o 'that were very helpfi44n -improving theinquiry and this product.
a
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CHAPTER, I

PROBLEM AND APPROACHES

Background and Scope of Work

As with most social problems, a rise in public awareness of and concern
for the maltreatment of children i)receded both" the development of legal
codes and'state intervention through active services and law enforce-
ment programs. 1

The nineteenth century witnessed many reform
it+

mosiements spearheaded by religious and other voluntary organizations.
During the first, half of that century, houses for poor and neglected
childre,p were opened jh New York, some with pirate and others
with a mix of private and public support. During the second half
of the century, societies for the prevention of cruelty of animals
took note of abused and neglected children. Both new organizations
and new se ctions in established organizations were developed

specifically for the prevention of cruelty to children. Medical
recognition of child abuse Was introduced- in 1868 "in a paper. on
acute periosteal swelling in infants. "2 In 1889 a juvenile court was
established in Chicago, but "the legal presumption of the courts
was generally in favor of the reasonableness of parental action. "3

.. -
New professions concerned with childivn and families, such. as
Child psyclologior and-tocial Work, alsb,emerged around the turn of
the century.

Efforts on,behalf 'of maltreated children,* as well as concern
over child welfare in generalN cullttinated in the First White House
Conference Child4en, held in 1909. The Conference was followed s

in 1912 by legislatiottnittating eke Children's Bureau, a publit

A
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agency, to investigate and report 'upon all matters pertaining-to the

welfare of children and child tife among- all claSses of .people. "4

Although Title IVB ("Child Welfare Services") of, the 1935 Social'

Security Act. represented further development pf public programs
in this area, ,,5 its child protection aspects remained'under developed

and diffused into other social services:

The 1960's and the early 70's were the scene of both heightened

public awareness and of the mobilization of interests to protect
children against abuse and neglect. During, this period, vOluminoUs

amounts of literature concerning this problem accumulated in medicine,

law, social services, and the behavioral sciences.6 The mass media
played an important role in sensitizing "the publio-at-large. In 1962,

amendMents to the Social Security Act "required each state to develop

a plan to extend child welfare services, including protective services.'

to every political subdivision."7
In the same year a model law for

reporting abuse and neglect was issued; its language was adopted by
I

most of the states within the following two years. 8
Dui:ing the lattei

part of the decade, many st.atts'vither introduced new or reformed:

existing legislation 'io require reporting by certain'professions EU1Ct to

lift legal liability for unsubstantiated reports.

The most dramatic results.wete achieved by Florida, whiCh not

only changed the statutes, but also installed toll-free. 24 hour WATS

lines and mounted an effective campaign of public information through

9

the mass media. Within a period of,one year, the number of repotted
cases increased from 17 to 19, 12b. 10

F;om 1971-1974 thtte stabilized
at between 25,000 mid 30,000 annually; approximately 60% of (these

reports were -substantiated upon investigation by responsible agenciv.
Most states made similar legislative changes, .and a number of
communities in the U.S. exerted greater efforts toward caseldentification.

,

-2-
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During the early 1970's, the prIblem of child abuse and neglect

actively entered the political agenda on the national level. In 1973,

the Department of Health, Education,--and Welfare .assigned the OffiJe

of Child Development the'task of coordinating the efforts of thes-

National Institute of Mental Health, the Publib health Sev,ices-, the

Office of Education, and the Rehabilitation Services Administration
12concerning this problem. In 1974 the Child Abuse:Prevention and

Treatment legislation was -enacted. One of its provisfbns established

a 'National Center,on Child Abuse and Neglect; it also funded a.nutuber

of demonstration programs and projects in various parts of the ,

country "design\1 to -prevent, identify,, and treat child abuse and .

neglect.....13 Amendments to the Social Security Act in 1975. intro-

duced 14itle XX, which.!also provided for grants to the state for

services to children and families. In addition to other goals, thistitle

was addressed to preventing or remedying neglect, abuse, or exploit
. .

_ation of children and adults unable -to protect their own interests, or

preserving, rehabilitating, or reuniting.tainilies.',14,
.

It was Within the context of these legislative activities, adminis-

trative concerns,, and heightened awareness ori the part of related
,A4professions and segments of the public that this work was inied.in

January, 1974."

Deliberations over policies and programs 'indicated ?fiat, with few,

exceptiOns, There was a serious lack of information about important

aspects of abuse and neglect among children. These exceptions -

included a bomprehensive survey of the status of legislation concern-/ -15ing ate problem in the various states, as well'as.technical

developMents in the diagnosis and tr tment of victims of abuse

and neglect in pediatrics, radiology, a d related medical and health

fields. 16 Furthermore, since the prevailing assumption is. that reported t

-3- -N4
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. kr
cases of socially unacceptable and legally liable behavior' usuallY

k
represent only the tip of the iceberg, available estimates of the

problem were viewed with skepticism. In fact,. because neither

therapeutic nor law-enforcement agencies had actively pursued

case-finding, was suspected that the submerged portions of the

iceberg in this problem might be even larger than with other forms

of deviance. Giiren these limitations in case identification, the

state of epidemiological knowledge remained anecdotal and

primitive. Some case- studies of given communities or programs

were reported and others were underWay; however, most lacked

a comparative perspective and the requisites for generalizability.

This research was planned to address some of these gaps in

available information. The purposes.were: (1) to gain an

analytital, nationally representative picture of the organization

of the services and control mechanisms concerned with child
.

abuse and neglect; (2) to identify limitations and strengths in the

structure and performance of these programs; and (3) to prepare

recommendations for improving the identification anti control of

the problem. The presentation of. findings is organized around

these objectives, and is preceded ,by ,a discussion of important

,contextual -.issues, dilemmas in tile,field,. and estimates of the

magnitude and dimensions of-the problem. Before 'turning to

these parts of the report, however, we will first review the

methodological steps followed in the study. ,.

Methodaogi-Cal Approaches

The study was 'planned, around _three complimentary aspects.

The first consisted of intensive interviews in a number of

communities selected on the _basis of variability. These inter-
views were conducted with judges, physicians, 'members of police

. 16
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departments, caseworkers,- public health nurses, and others in

organizations related to child abuse and neglect. - We also attended
- -

court proceedings and toured pediatric wards and other facilities.

The objective in this phase was to gain an understanding of the

issues, problems, weaknesses, and strengths that characterize

programs -in the field -- necessary background information both in

= the:development of a, meaningful conceptual framewoi-k for a national

survey and in the interpretation of its results. In addition, this
..,

information constituted an important source of suggestions for
.-.: .

program development. ,.

-The second *aspect of this work involved a survey of organiza-

tions and programs_lelated to abuse and neglect. The seledtion of
.,

organizations and respondents was based upon a probability sample

of the -United States population. Seven agencies and groups of

respondents serving this sample were included in the survey.. Data

were 'collected through personal interviews (See research schedules

in Appendix). These organizations and respondents comprise the

four major institutions most often involved with families-and child-,
ren when maltreatment occurs. The following is ineccount of

these organizations and of the priorities used to select respondents
within each.

,l. Child Protective Services (CPS): Interviewed
were directors-or supervisors of these agencies
or divisions, and the most knowledgeable mem-
berg of the staff i,f the director or supervisor
had not completed -'six months or more in'the
agency.

,
.

2. Juvenile and Famil Courts CRT Interviewed
were judges or co referees, when judges felt
the latter were mo appropriate sources of
information.

v -5-
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3. Police and Sheriff Departments (POL): Inter--
Viewed were heads of juvenile divisions, if
existent, and the heads of departmens if no
such divisions existed..

4. Pub lid Health Nurses (PTIN):' Interviewed were
supervisors of maternal and chila. nursing

ceservis, if such a sp&ialization.extSted; and
if not, the directors' nftnursing services in
generkij

_

5. School Systems (SC: Interviewed wereMssistant-
superintendents for -pupil..personnel or perSonS
in equivalent. positions. \,

6. Hospital Medical Frersonne1V-IM12): Respondents,
in this grqup were seleeiekl.according to
following 'priorities; pediatricians who headed
or participated in ospi iseams or: special
programs; no sue r m existed, h ads
of pediitrid, departments; if o pediatric dart-
ment existed, pediatricians ost knowled '

about' child abuse and neglect 4nd if no I ia-.
trician was available9 chiefs f staffs in r spitals:

7. Hos ital Social Services De
Interviewed were eads of thes
most knowledgeable members if
been, in hospitals foe six months

ents HS
departme is
heads had not
or more.

Th roughout, .the survey emphasis was place upon reaching persons
informed about their respective programs. Re- ndentS were to act
As informants about what they perceived the pro: ams to be actually
like, ,rather than what they believed they should like. A total of
1696 interviews were Completed, representing 96.4
sought in the survey. As showniricTable I-1, the h
rates were for police departments (99.3%), child pro

,.-
(99.2(0, and public health departments (98..0%1, with

',pharsician's (90%).

of the respondents

hest completion

ctive agencies

th lowest for

4 The sampling design and the selection of organization were
based upon a probability sample of 8090 household units 1 ted

18

.t
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'within 1680 sampling segment selected for an earlier 'survey con-_

ducted bN this -investigator. They segments were used as points
of departure for sampli,s the organizationS. Each segment falls.of a child: protective Dgency, a juvenile or awithin the jthrisdicti

family court; 4 8, let or a sheriff departn-tent, a school system-, -

and N. nubilc he th department. - Agencies, representing these juris-

dictions were' elected for interviews. Included also were all

children's hospital3 within the counties or the Standard Metropolitan...
Statiltical 'Areas where any of The sampling. segments were located.

Other hospitals were selected on the basis of accessibility tb the

household units in the sample, the closest 'hosRitals being con-' N,

sii4red. mast accessible. Hospital selection -was further limited to
`, !. . , 1' ,

Mon 0/aerating emergency rooms and/or -accepting pediatric patients.
- ,

Responses from the Organizations surveyed were weighted

according to the numter of hoitieholcis that fell within .their

respectiCie jurisdictions. Thus, it eports about a child protective

agency selected. on the basis of serving 100 households in -the,

population sample were given five- times the weight of another

serving only 20 household units. Similar weighting was applied

to responses from all other agencies. ChOdren'S hospitals which

do not fait naturally in the sainple selection were excluded from

the weighted results by assigning them a 'weight of zero. In this

sense, the findi,ngs represent prograhis responsible for, or most

accessible to,' probability sample of the United States population_

excluding Alaska and Hawaii. Thralighout .this report, unless

otherxise specified, the percentages shown in the narrative or in
0

tabular .forms are of the U. 'S. population as projected from the

,weighted responses in the sample. It 18, alio important to note
-....

that, as its all surveys4 there are missing data for some questions.

-7-
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These came in the forms of "non-response" -and "non- answer. "' The

latter category designates responses that were inappropriate for the
questions posed. Both categories of missing data were slight in
this survey and, therefore, were neither presented in the tables
nor in the distributions cited in the text. Tables are marked when

missing data exceeded 5% for any of the variables included.

The third aspect of this work .concerned the formulation Of

recommendations for policy and program planning. In the absence

of adequately developed design theories to gUide this kind. of effort
in ,a systematic manner, reliance was placed. upon prinCiples of

organization, information about weaknesses and strengths of existing.
programs, and the opinion's of knowledgeable people. Also, much
was learned by analogy from studids concerning, other sectors of

human services.

Attributes of Respondents

Some details about the, various organizations' respondents,might

help 'cltarify their socio-demographic composition. A. significant

proportion of respondents on behalf of public health nursing (13.3%)

were physicians. This was more often the case in larger than in
smaller 'communities: Conversely, 18. 8% of the respondents from

hoSpital medical' departments 'were nurses in service or adminis-
,trative positions. . Amos. respondents from the courts: 71:3% were

judges; 15,5% were referees; and the remaining 13.2% were pro-
:

bation offs make- officers, court social workers, or persons
occupying 'other positions in the courts.

Table 1-2 presents the weighted didtribution of respondents
9!along a' selected number, of characteristics, These distributions

in4citte thairmay i.p% of all respondents wete.below 25 years of
,. - ,, 4

A
e eke, 'with i ,,

n additional '1'7.8% between 25 ,and 34. About one half

-8-
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of them were 45 or older. More respondents from child protective

agencies and spitalaocial service's were the younger age categories

than from any ether organization.' Conversely, more of the respondents
on behalf of t courts and the school systems were in older ages.
Age distribittiOn among respondents from public health 'nursing

were very sim ar to those from school systems.

Sex distrib tions conformed to general expeetations. Most of

the male respo dents on behalf of public health nursing.were physicians

or public health officials other than nurses. Nurses responding for

hospital medi9,gi departthents, however, inflated the proportion of

women in this category of respondents. It' is interesting to note
that women repre ented the .police departments more often in the .

larger size comm nities: The great majority of all respondents were

white, ,varying from 90.4% for ptiblic health nursing to 96.7% for the
.

police. Blacks ra I ed from a low of 1. 6% for respondents from

hdspital.modical de rtments to a high of 8.2% for public health.

Chicanos, Indians, a d Orientals comprised very small proportions
of -the respondents.

Table 1-2 also indicates that most respondents were parried at
the, time of the .survey. The single were more.highly epresented

P.

ceamong members of ho petal social services, child. protective agencies,
-

and public health nursi g, respectively.. The majority of respondents

had ehildren, in most Cases, under 18 years, of age. Nevertheless; it
should be noted that substantial proportions of the respondents were

- childleis, especially among those. participating ,on behalf of hospital

social servieev.; child protective -agencies, and public health nursing.
4

Iii large part, this is attributable to the greater prevalence Hof

single persorfs among these respondents.

Educational levels below the bachelor's degree, represented

-97,
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by .16,8% of the weighted responses, were generally concentrated among

respondents from the police. Holders of the bachelor's and master's

degrees accounted for 41.3%, and were more often to be found in pro-
tective 'agenCies and_hospital social services. Finally, 41.9 %0' of the

weighted responses were by 'persons who had pursued graduate work

beyond the masters; this included those who completed a doctorate

or received,A professional-degree such as medicine or law. As

would be expected, the majority of these respondents were from-'
.

hospital medical departments and the-Courts. Most respondents had

been in their respective organizations for three years or longer, al-
though not necessarily in the same positions. In fact, excluding

respondents from hospital social services, large proportions re-:

ported tenures of ten or more years.

The Interview Situation

Information concerning interview situations sod interviewers'

impressions about the disposition of respondents is seldom presented
.in reports such as this. Still, compaKisons among organizations and

groups of respondents,' along these lines are instructive. Thus, as
we proceed with the presentation of findings, these data will be

related to some of the important patterns of responses. Table 1-3

includes inferiati-on. on the interview situation find the levels df

interest and ,cooperation of respondents: The great majority" of the

interviews were conducted- in private; when others were present,"

they were most often subordinates or colleagues of the respondents.

A small proportion of the interviews, ranging...from a high of 4. 9%
for the police to a low 'of 5.4% for public healtb, were frequently
interrupted. Most respondents were "moderately" or "very" inter-

ested in the interviews, disipterest being most common amOng those

from the courts and hospital medical departme4. A uld be

expected, the levels of cooperation were closely associated with,those

of nterest.
-10-
22
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TABLE I-1

Numbers of Omani tions in Sample
Interviews Completed; and Completion Rates

Types of Organizations Number of
Organizations

Interviews
Coppleted

Rates of
Completion

' Child Protective Services

Public Health Nurses

130

151

129,

148

99.2

98.0

School Systems 339 330 97.3
-1, -Hospital Medical Personnel 388 `" 350 S0.2

1

Hospital Social Services Depts. 325 317 5
, 0

Juvenile 8t Family' Courts.
1, .137,

- 134'
r 97'.8

S Police fit Sheriff Deportments 290 , 288" g9.3SF

TOTAL 1760 1696

..,

96.4

V

,

I.

-13-. ,
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1 TABLE 1:-2

( Selecte-cizttributes ;of Respondents , 0

7
Organizations and Respondents

ttrihutes ,of Respondents CPS PIIN i SCII MAID HSS CRT. POL

Age
Under 25

. 25 - 3'4
35 - 11
45 51
55+

Male
Fein-ale

Ethnicity

White
1-.11ank

Other
.

Marital Status I,
Married
Separated
Widowed
Single
Other

Children'

& Divpretid

None-
Below 18 Only
Above 18 Only
Both Belo* Sr Above 18 .

-5.5
28.2
33.4
24. 1

19. 7
55. 3

//
91.7

Education
Ilolow' College

, Some College
Coliege Degree
Graduate and Proiessinnal Metre b s

Tenure in Organization'

One 'Year or Less-,
Two Iri:ars
Tkrc 10 Five Years
I'jvi to° a' ed .irear
Mori Th:an Tim Years

80.4.

I IIIII
,

5.0 0.5 2.6 1;.b 0.4 7.9
12.1 i 10. 19.5 34. 1 8.4 16;9
26. G 32.0 35. q 20.1 20.3 - 31. 5
39.9 ; 40.7 27.5 19.4 L 42.9 32.8
16.4 16.3 15.0 11.5 ,1 10.8,

9. 1 64.7 69.1 16.6 89. 2- ---8-116
90.9 35t,3 30..5 83.4 10.8 18.4

90.4

1.4

91.1 94.3 92.9 94,.1 96.*7
6.8 116 5.3 5.0 - 2. 5
,2.0 4.1 1.7 0.0 0. 8

85.9 83.2 60. 5 -90.6 8L 8
4. 1 6.3 8.9 I 4.1 G. 1
2.2 2.5 i 4. 1 1.2 1. 1
7.7 8.0 26. , 4.1' 8.0
0.0 O. 0 0.4t 0.0 0.0

18.7 16.4 46:5 6.6 15.6
29.9 45. 6 32.3 30.3 40. 5
27.9 21.0 11.0 39:4 ' 22.0
23.5 17.0 10.2 23.6 21.9

69.8 6
5.0

0.0 5.9
24.2

i
22.8

0.0 .0.0

36.6 35.6
34.4 I 27, 1
18.7 27.3
10.3 10.1

1.1
4.2

'`,37. 3
57.4

0.0

1.9
98. 1

1.6 0.0
6.1 .0:0
8.2 , 0.0

84.0 100. 0

12.4 p.8 1.2 5.1
7.1 7.6 7 5.0

3144 _17.2 14.6 27.7
18.8 22. I 24.17 19,. 6
30. 2 43.3 51.8 1E. 6

-

5.4' 3,7 , 32.1
7.7" 3.1 48. 9

3,5. 1 7. 1 11.1
.51: 8 R6., 1 7.9

1

1

17.5 -9;8 I 4.4
22.91 6.4 : 4.8
35.0 t 24.3 11.7
13.91 25.0 1' 21.1)
9.8 :14. 5 i 55. V,

".



TABLE I-3

The Interview Situation and the Levels of
Interest and Cooperation of Respohdents as Reported by Interviewers

top

Interviewers' Reports

Organizations and Respondents

CPS PHN SCH HMD HSS 1 CRT POL

Others Present
During Interview

None
Respondent's Supervisors
Respondent's Colleagues -

Respondent's Subordinates
Others" resent

Interr9tions
None or Fey
Some - -

Frequently

Respondent's Interest
3

Very Interested
Moderately Interested
Slightly Interested
Not at All Interested
Bored to Tears

Respondent's Cooperation

Enthusiastic, POsitive
Fairly Cooperative
Neutral
SomeMtat uncooperative
Hostile or Stispielous

76.7
6.1
2.8

.12.1 '
2.4

54.0
35.6
10.3

75.8
16.6
6.3
1.3

`\) 0.0

76.1
21.6.
2.3
0.0
0.0

80.0 79.6
2.2 ', 1.6
5.5 9.0
8.5 x'7.3
3.7

74.7 8

19.9 21.2
5.4 5.9

66.5 62.7
28.6 25.9
3.7 8.9
1,2 1.9
0.0 0.7

6.8.2 59.9
20.7 31.3
3.9 7.6
0.0 I 0.7

6

,/

27

87.3
1.5
3.8
6. 9,
0.4

64.5
26.9
8.5

48.7
36.6
10.2\ 3.3
P:/2

4'.73

79.2
4.8
5.9

10.0
0.2

87.1 71.6 .

2.7 2.7
0.4 4.&
7.3 19.2
2.4 1.7

62.8 70.7 50.8
24.2 17.7 35.3
13.0 11.6 13.9

68.3 52.-5 62.8
27. 25.1

8.6 14.6 7::0
1.6' 5,0 4.8,
0.3 .011 9.3

69.6'
24.2
4,0
2.0

'

52.8 6619
33.0 ' 2.3

8.1 . 6.4
i4.6 2.0

; 4.5 0.6
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CHAPTER II

CONTEXTUAL, ISSUESAND DILEMMAS

An understanding of the specific structural features of prdgrams
in this field, and of their limitation's in performance, can.only be reached
within the context of a number of important social dilenuhas, value

.

cdtiflicts,"and othei issues--not all of which are peculiar to Problems
of -child abuse and neglect. This section of the report will identify

some of these dimensions and present related evidence from the
.survey. To be reviewed are the rights of children and parents and. ,

the role of the-state, the sfatus of Icnowledge and technology in the
'

field, incompatibilities between punitive and therapeutic approaches,

conflicts within professional roles, . and the protection Of organizational
and professional domains.

The positions and opinions of the respondents on the above

subjects were sought by eliciting their reactions to a number of
statements (Table 11-1) bearing upon these issues and dilemmas.
Using a principal component analysis, these statements were further
.reduced to'seven indices by combining those addressing the s'ame
'issues. The indices and their distributions actbss organizations and
respondents are presented in Table 11..2 will be referred to at
varicui 'Ws throughou,t kkiii0apter.,-.=*fpre turning to substantive
diSctissionEi;ive need td note, tatn;lechniCal observations in regard
to these indiCes; whenan!ndex represented only one ittin, It was
pretented a dichotomous fashion bir,Oratdr4ng the respon8e6

."testd to agree" with "strongly agree.??auts,ttencl to atgagre" with
k

iit"strongly disa e;" when an index comprirsed tiv6or,more items,

-16-
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it was possible to divide-the co 6. 0 _. responses into three cate-
gories. In dividingithe ran" of the'latter types of indices, attempts
were made to identify the 'natural" clustering of responses rather
than draw the Tines at arbitrary points.1

Rights of Children and Parents.

Evidence concerning a "natural" or biologically bayed parent-chijd
w.tie is at -best inconsistent. Lower fornis of 'animal fife manifest .

conflicting patterns; while fish feed on their young, mothers in other
animal species endanger their own lives to protect their offspring.

Among, humans, parents' treatment of their children is equally in-
consistent; it extends from infanticide on the one extreme to .indulgence
on the other. These patterns would hardly constitute convincing

evidence that parent-child relations are governed by instincts or
intuitions that automaticall3rdirect parents to act.in the best interest
of their children, nor does the state of knowledge about child- rearing

warrant the assumption that parents always know the best Interests .

of children. Nb matte; flow one 'conceives of the nature of parent-child

relations, however, few would disagree-that the basic elements in
these relations aye socially aoqgired ancreniturillycOnditionedi

They are altered an l modified as the institUtion;Of the family undergoeS

change in response, to a varlety,of societal IforceS.

InStori4ally resiponeihility.for the protection of childrei, and
,for that matter for other dependents 'as well,' resided largely in primary
groUps, particularly. the family. The; traditional'roies of 'the family,
one of the earliest social inventions, have alwayS,included both pro-.
creation, and the care, protection, 0')elaiizatkkli, aid control of

children.. The autkiFitY of fanatt qter thet.tcchilaren was dramatically
expressed by RobbeS around t4e.ruide of the nineteenth century when
he stated thati'like the irabtc4e; the\araze;:i and the heitsts,

. ,
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children... there is no law. "2 He maintained that children have

neither natural rights nor rights by social contract because they
lack the ability to make covenants with.the other members of society
and to understand the conseqUences of such contracts. To Hobbes,
children must acknowledge their fathers as sovereigns; they have
the power of life and death over children and "every man is supposed

to promise obedience to him in whose power it is to save or destroy
him. "3 The rights of biologieal parents to custody over their
children were well imbedded in common-layi. In this country

appren,ticeship, 'the colonial response to pauper, illegitimate, or orphaned
children, was partly baked on the belief that "all people should be
attached to a family.

"With the advent of the concept parens patrae, it was held in
English Law that the king was the ... father of all." 3 Under this

doctrine, ivhich became part of early American common -law,. The

state could intervene in parent-child relations 'when conditions

warranted, the protection of children. This, principle has evolved
into the form of in loco parents, "wherein the state may stand in
the place-of the parent.," at times assuming the custody of children.

through tt,5 administrative and service organization_and program- 6. 6

ions vary in regard to the extent and iinpact of state inter- w
vention. Katz concluded,, fdr example:

: When one observes -the expanding power of
gbvernment inta-Qe 'family sphere, one must -begin
to readjust one's concept of family relation-
ship, especially thatof parents and child. It is ,

not accurst to pOrtray the parent-child relation-
Ship a..4 one of the midst jealously gn;rded in society
a frequently. stated myth. Indeed, the greatest..
inroad the gOvernment has made hl the family
setting has been in the parentchild relitionship!,,,
Th pinta is that no7.0nger is4tpossibte to delineate
sharply, the juriadictic;nal lines between 'goiter/Talent,
parents; and children. '

'

,

.



Yet, after an examinatidn of relevant decisiOns, Foster and Freed

asserted in 1972 that "sweeping declarations aside, there is a
paucity of legal authofity for the general proposition.that children

are pet-Sons under the law. "8 In 1973 another analyst observed that
the thrust of most'reform had been to persuade parents to treat

children better, "but has not changed the position of children

within society or made theni capable of securing such treatment
for themselves.' ,9 Interestingly enough, some have come to.view ..,

,child labor laws to be as much a response to the industrial revolution

and a protection for adults against work displacement and devaluation

of the price of labOr as a manifestation of concern. over :securing
,

opportunities for children's educatthn. 10

In spite of differences ov r the status of the legal rights of

children and the impact of state intervention, most analysts agree that

modifieation of strict paternalism has been slow and fraught with
,

dilemthas. Among the'factors contributing to this cautious change

of.pace are: (1) emphasis on the perserVation of the institution

of the family, with no apprpriate substitute In sight; (2) fear of the

',e onsequehees of legal intrusion upoh the authority structure within,

the family, and uncertainty about the secondary effects of such

intrusion upon the welfare of children themselves; (3) 'reluctance
-

based upon this fear and'reinforced by the relatively low incidence

of reported cases of maltreatment, still eciidered by many to be

an exceptional situation; (4) difficulties in articulating appropriate

laws for regulating parent-child relations; and anticipated difficulties
in enforcing such laws if eruf.cted, especially in regard to children

.in ages when they can neither def ine problems nor assess motives;
-

(57 "the limitations on state control of private conduct are trans-
.'

%limed into parental Control in a kind of mirror image; to the

extent that the state may not interfere in some-sort of.conduct,

-19-
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it often may not interfere with parental regulation of that

of conduct in children"; 11
and (6) the widely held opiniOn

problem cannot be addressed primarily through legal me

falls equally within the domains of, other institutions suc as
health care, social services, and education.

Underlying much of the ambiguity that surrounds t

the state in parent-child relatiOns is that "nowhere in

law is there a comprehensive statement that adequate

the full range of the legal responsibilities of parents
Katz attempts to develop some norms in his positio

rt

at the

but

e role 'of

merican

describes

children.
"12

that cOrrespending

to the rights to secure and stable parent-child rel ions free from.

unreasonable interference, parents are expected provide for

their children's financial security, health, edu tion, and morality;
to teach them respect for authority and for o ers; and to provide
an enviroiunent:conducive,to the develo nt of sound character. 13

The literature shows other attebipts.to and clarifying these rights
and obligatiOns. Important among .ese are Kadushin's specifications
of the reciprocal roles of child en, parents, and the community. l4

Although statutes

their enforcement

the minim

refer optimal l and desired states,

wever, is generally based upon definitions of

standardd below which the children's health and Well-being

are con dered endaigered. Proper administration of program4 on

chil' maltreatment thus require not only the clarification of parental
sponsibilitie8, but also those of the state. In this respect,

/ Sussman and Cohen point out that:

rite degree to which the state is permitted to
interfere with the traditional right of the.parent to
guide the physical Sand emotional develoPtnent of his
child should be contingent upon thenature of the harm
society and the legislature wish to prevent and the
ability of the state to correct that harm. Statutes
whith authorize the conditions, 'meth6ds, and extent--

0.
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of state interference into the privacy of the family
_should therefore be writteAliwitfi.careful-and constant
reference to the purposes which Jegithilize such.intervention. 15

O

Index A in Table 11-2 assesses the positions of respondents

on the rights of parents and of children. A majority, ranging

from a low of 53. 1% for the police to a high of 76. 7% for child

_protective agencies, strongly felt that children!s rights have not

been receiving appropriate emphais compared with those of parents.

Though expressed infrequently by all respondents (11.0 %), the

opposite opinions were most prevalent among respondents from .

the police, courts, and hospital medical departments, in that order.

Index B in Table 11-2 is based upon responses to the statement

"public agencies should stay out of the relations between parents

and their 'children." As the distributions in the table show, the

overwhelming majority of respondents reacted negatively to this

statement; that, they did not see parent-chj.ld'relations as immune

from state intervention. As will be seen later; however, there

were greater differences over the forms such intervention should

take.

Therespondents' positions concerning these issues were found

to relate to sev4.al attributes. Perions-who felt the rights of children

were neglected and who expressed no aversion 'to the interfeatida of

public ageaciei tended more often to be females, in higher levels

of eclucation, older, non-married, with no children, and in

communities reporting the existence of inter - agency teams, liaisons,

or other forms'of coordination. These respondents `were alio more

likely to have shown greater interest in the study and to have been

more' cooperative diitinethe interviews. '
.

-21-
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4.7

Status of Knowledge and Technology

The stantS of knowledge, and technology concerning child

abuse and neglect poses many difficulties in controlling the problem.

The lack of epidemlopgical knowledge, foiexample, has been a:
'major factor in retarding preventive efforts. More' will be said

. -about this at a later point in the report. Two other issues concerning

Imciwledge and technology in this field ate particularly significant

to the purposes of this work. The first involves the diffuseness of

the criteria which define and identify what constitutes an abusive

or negligent act. .The second relates to the issue of the adequacy

and effectiveness- of available Ichowlidge and technology.

Criteria for Identification and Decisions.

While cases closer to the two ends of any continuum are more readily
identifiable, doubt increases as one moves from either. end toward the

waddle. Although such' vagueness is not uncommon to criteria defining .
.

social problems,.the aim of doubt in regard to child abtise and neglect
. , ,

seems to include a larger proportion of cases. At the heart of the,

problem lies the question of when and what forms of Maltreatment
are .to be considered di ciplinary, excessive, br'abtisive. Much

_

has been written about 's question,. 'ranging froni .societal,

prescriptions denouncing violence to ''Speaific justifications for
court rulings. fieverthele.ss, the numerous statements made
about the subject thus far have neither significantly furthered :the
clarification of criteria nor narrowed the range of doubtful cases.,

The delicate and often unclear%alance of the two sides of this

issue istypified by an examination of the language of a court ruling
on a case of "excessive puniShment',4 in 11340 and a statement on,
children's rights-made 'In a rep'ort'to Ihe.President by the White

.
Rouse Conference on Children in 1970. The court ruled that:

42-
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The right of parents to chastise their re-
fractory and disobedient children is so necessary
to the government oT families, to the good.
order of society, that no moralist or law-
giver has ever thought of interferririg
its existence, or of calling upon them4o
account for the manner of its exercise,
upon light or frivolous pretenses. But, 'at
the same-time that the law has created and
presefved this right,, in its regard for the
safety of the child it has prescribed bounds
beyohd whick it shall not be carried.

In chastising a child, the pa- rent must be
careful that he does not exceed the bounds of

. moderation and inflict cruel' and Merciless
_ punishment; if he does, he is a trespasser,

and liable to be punished by indictment. It
is not; then;, the infliction of punishmen4 but
the excesp, which constitutes the offense, and
what this excess shall be is not a conclusion
of law, buya-vestion of factlor the deter-
minatitin 6f the jury.16

--The White House Conference on Children confirmed a commitment

to the rights of children to optimal health, growth and development,
M1and to security--which was further specified as:.._..

... an absence of /want; it afso.includes a
sense of future security - an absence of fear
of the futtire, a senge of the regularity of
basic necessities defined in the context of a. .

society with material abundance, and a sense
of control over\impcii*t life 'choices. When
such security cannot 4.afforded by parents
alone, society must provide the means for
achieving it; at the sainertime society must
preserve the family's dignity 'and its right
to decision making. 17

AlthoUgh perhaps, helpinito sensitize the reader to general conditions
t,

. and forms of behavjor, 'terms and phrases like "refractory," "disobedience, "
"cruel, -" "merciless, "-"excessive, " "optimal gealth and development," .

-23-
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"security," and "family's dignity, "'do not in themselves lead to

specific criteria, especially in cases toward the middle of the

'continuum. This lack of clear and objective criteria reflects

fundamental limitations in the state of knoWledge.about child

development; it constitues the most difficult obstacle to appfopriate

decisionLmaking in connection with child maltreatment.

The reactions of respondents attest.t4 the ambiguity and

diffuseness of decision-criteria at crucial junctures in the process

of intervention with abuse and neglect. As the distribution's on

Index C (Table II-2) indicate, only small minorities of the weighted

responses, ranging from 5.0% for hospital medical departments

to 20.7% for child protective services, considered available,

'criteria,sufficiently specific and cle.r. Conversely, much greater
proportions of these responses, ranging-from a high of 67,9%,

for respondents from school systems to a low of 43.5% for those

,from child protective agencies, found decfsion-criteria badly

lacking in specificity atirclarity. It is interesting that physicians,

whose fields are based on the harder and more advanced technologie

expressed much greater skepticism about the current status of
,decision-criteria than did personnel flimn child protective agencies.

Respondents' evaldation of 'criteria exhibited a weak relationshi

to community Size and the number of reported gases of abuse and

neglect: the larger the community sizeand the number of cases,
the greater the tendency to view the criteria as clear and unambiguous.

I. .The existence Of interagency teams and jiaison activities was also

associated with positive assessments of available decision-e'riteria.

These relationships might have suggested level of education as the

underlying link, since higher levels were more of

larger communities, as were teams and liaisons. The relations

-24--
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between the educational levels of respondents and their assessment

of thefitatus of criteria, however, followed a somewhat curvilinear

pattern. Respondents in the highest and the lowest levels of education

were similar in viewing the decision,:criteria as diffuse and ambiguous,

with those in the middle educational levels reporting fewer problems

with the clarity of criteria. None of the other 'resPondents' attributes
related to this index in a consistent manner..

Adequacy.of Knowledge and Technology

The second issue concerns the adequacy and effectiveness of

available knowledge and technology in coping with the problems of ,

abuse and neglect. Technologies determine the means available tor
18reaching the gOals of agencies and programs. Of the different \

fields involved in the problems of abuse and neglect, certain areas
of medicine stand out as the most technologically advanced.: The

knowledge and skills of pediatricians, radiologists,"and surgeons

in diagnosing and treating, physical damage sustained by victimized

children constitute impressive coping capabilities. Unfortunately,

the complexity of the problem goes beyond the diagnosis and

treatment of,physical problems, It entails identifying and treating

whatever emotional damige the children might have sustained,

motivating parents and others to report cases of suspected abuse,

changing the behavior of abusive parents and guardians in order

' to-prevent repetition, making decisions, as to when_it is to tilt,. .

benefit of children to separate them from or leave them with their
- 4.

families, and calecting legally achniggible evidence tOr protecting
the 'rights of 'children.

Aside from the medical fields mentioned above, technologies

for reaching these latter objectives are seriously underdev,61oped:

-25-*
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Consider counseling, for example, which underlies many of the. .
services addressed to parents. There is no reason tobelieve,that

,t
Counseling is based op firmer technological foundations than those '
of psychiatry, once described,as not offering,a viable teChnorogy' .19

.

The literature includes conflicting reports on the effectiveness of
,

various approaches, both in changing the abusive behavioror parents
and in dealing with their related emotional problem's, While social
welfare agencies continue theirprofessional approach to the
problem, some advocate the help of layperions as being more,

ot
effective; still others find,greater 'assistance in erganizations of

-parents experiencing similar Problems (Parents Anonymous)

modeled after "Alcoholics A nOnymoUs". type groups. 20

. .
Technology offers a useful insight'intO the structure and

performance of 'service and law enforcement organizations.'
Developed technologies lead to a greater articulation of roles

$

in the structure-of organizations, less subjectivity in decisibns
,1/41

and open Lions, more identifiable outcomes, and greater specificity
,..in criteria'for assessing these outcomes. 'Index D (Table II-2).

presents respondents', opinions about the effectiveness of available ,

technology,' based on their reactions the following-twe,Statenients:,
"We just do0 know enough to deal eff ctivyy with problems of
child mistreatMent," and "Treatment for pari:itS.wtio mistreat their
children is largely. ineffectual. "

The reactions ofrespondents varied widely. fielding high opinions
about the effectiyeness of current intervention techniques were w hted
responses ranging from a high of 57.4% for child protective agencies-s
to a lov/ 'of 22. 1% fdr the police. The prevalence of negative assess-:
ments ranged from04. 6% for the police to 15.1% for public health-a.

departments, Cons ring the strength'of the two statements, and
)
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that the respondents are involved In the application of whatever_ -
, technological developments there are, the distribution of responses

,
is not reassuring.

.

Positiyeassessments of technology's effectiveness tended

to come from respondents from larger comfnunities or those

reporting higher numbers of abuse and neglect eases. More
women than men believed avai lable technology was highly effective.

Once again, however, educational levels showed a curvilinear
relation to these assessments. More of the weighted responses

among persons with the highest and the lowest educational attain-

ments questioned the status of technological developments in the
field, while respondents in themiddle levels viewed the status of.

such developments more potitively. Does this pattern reaifirrn
the adage about thi dangers of "half-knowledge?"

$Punitwe and Therapeutic Approaches

One of e mQS t policy program dilemmas con-

cerning child maltreatment is that ofaortflict,s between and ambivalence

over, therapeutic and puniti, a approaches, -particularly to neglectful
and abusive' parents ardians. During the last quarter of the
nineteenth cen organizations concerned with the prevent ion of

p

cruelty 'to dren improved the therapeutic milieu fdr affected-
'chil n; however, the approaches of these organizatiolis to abusers

ewe punitive. ConVinced)that cruel and irresponsible
parents or guardians deserved 0:4 be punished, and that ptinishment

can serve as a, deterrent to the initiation or repetitieW of abusive..acts, s s itutions pursued abuses into the9otirts.
_

'Mere. ;..6fgnificaniV.Aiffere$It PerapeotVest-.CrnieeAtigig

the interpretation ofdeviant deli 'SUCh,aii child abuse and neglect

have bee'n introduced. Individtial responsibillty, upon which Punitive/
-27-
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a
approaches wei..e,precliAecl, yielded ,to interpretations involving

mental and emotional conditions beyond the individuaf', control,
. Also, greater weights were assigned to erivironinentarfactors in

the preCipitationof these acts. Both' of these perspbctives lessen

the. attribution of responsibility.and blarne.1.9.abusers: previously,

ponsidered completely willful and fully aware of the consequences,.

of their acts. Rather than deserving punishment, abusers have
come to be regarded as needing therapetitic 'intervention and

assistance ih coping with their health problems or in overcoming

environmental,stresses. The fact tlidt'most victiiiikzed children
. , . .

are.either left with, dr are eventually returned to, their parents -
.

adds considerable strength to the Justification of therapeutic
, I

appimaches tathe problem.
s,

AithoUgh the current prevailing attitudes are less punitive

toward abusive and neglectful parents and guardians, emphasizing .

tali.

protection rather than prosecution, the punitive-therapeutic dilemma

remains,a significant issue* in -the structure and provision of services.
Regardless of how the intervention of public agencies is perceived

$.4.ans defined by:their Persbnnelqprofection and prosecution),' most
...

parents are unlikeli,to Yield-police or social services investigations,"
. . ,

cOnyt hearings, and, custody challenges over their children to be
. -

EillytililfOtit punitilip!, .

Statements cOnkiituting E (Table II -1), which assesses

positions on-this dilemma, were phrased in a way that openly'
....-

polarizes thetwe alterhatives. The distribution of..weighted resPon,ses
, . ,

(Table'll-2) shows that espousal of the stron#eft th0rapeutic orienti-,-
' I

tlen verged frimi ir high. of 9. 8% for respondefitsgin child proteetibit
,-,--/-

. . : .. , .aggaeiewte-a low of144. it% tor those frour the polt,Ve., Very few,
_....i:.-._

itiostlireitcondell' tsf;?Mit' the poliee's,nd The courts, were willing to/

characterize parents who iniareat their children 0 "criminals"
a* J..-
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rather than "sick, " and'as deserving "punishment" rather than

. "therapy," Nevertheless,- sizable proportionsf the weighted

responses were in a middle position.

Diffeyences in orientation between law enforcement agencies

(the police and the courts) and those of social 'and health services

are cleaily reflecteciin thepatterns of reactions to the statements

comprising, this index. Equally important are differences within

each. Of the groups -of respondents. A therapeutic orientation wait

more alely to be characteristic of women, persons with higher

educat,ionatta;mments, and those in communities with developed

interagency teams or other forms of coordination.

\ I

The issue of therapeutic versus punitive orientations was

further pursued ih this study by seeking the respondents' assess-
,

meats as to whether or not differences inherent in the two approaches

are reconcilable.. Index,F (Table II-2) measures the reactions ,,'

of respondentS in this respect. The majority of the weighted '
,. .,

°responses indicated that conflicts between the two orientations
. 7. ,

are' reconcilable. lit41finte'resting to note that respondents from

the police and the courts were more likely than thoe from child
5'

protective aencies tq view differences as reconcilable. ThoUgh

expressed infrequently by all respondents 44. 2%), the opposite. 7
s,

position was most prevalent among protective agencies and-the

pollee. Equally important are the sizableproportions-Of respondents
,

from all agencies who took a middle position in. their assesdlnent of

the ebtential foiebridging the gapsietwee -fainitive and therapeutic

approach& .7-TheifUere no strong tterils of association bgtvireen .

posit' this sIWTP014den't:4,1.attritutesk, except that,

optimistic abOtit r t these conflicts were Mote
1

..,. .
-,:.-- _

characteristiO of nkep than voametu and of respondents from
. T--nz--- v. , - - ----- . 41.s,

,7 :,'' /
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in the same role set, °afflicts in roles can ensue. Physicians

encounter this conflict when required by law to report suspected

cases of abuse among people in their care; as do caseworkers when

obliged to initiate legal proceedings against parents to whom trey

are also expected to extend counseling and other services: At .
.

issue is the relationsbip'of trust and opeiiness to the den;ands of effective
therapy; its necessity is tmdcnibtedly one'of theieasons for the
AMA's opposition to statutes requiring physicians' reporting. It,
.should be noted that the"mere potNitial for:the invbivemepi of

therapists in ,initiating or participating in 'punitive proceedings
, -

is sufficient to affect adversely the establishment orappropnate
therapeutic relationships with parents. The impairment of such

relationships assumes greater sIgnificance in view of the fact that

parent's and.guardians are not only the sources of information about

ccanmunities -where teams and other interagency liaisons ekiisted.'

Also, those who held theie views Were more cooperative .during
the interviews. -

Conflicts In Roles .

When, the punitive and therapeutic approaches are combinfd

thetiiseiveS, lilt also often the sources of information about the

children.- This role conflict has serious implications for case
identification,. the likelihood of services being sought for affected
-Child-ten; the 'response of parents to therapy, and relationS among
agencies.

(Table Ils--2) represents reactions to the 'statement:

"Physicians who are known to4repoit cases of mistreatment of children.
. ..

.-lose theconfidenee.of their rratlents:" Although a Majotity of the.
.. . .

Weighted responses from each-group gave negative feactions to this
1 , \

s' . , \statement, the'proportions: in agreement were sizable, ranging frcan
.
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a high 41.4% for respic> sc401,0!stenis to a low of .

22.9$ for those freni child prritectiye soOttg,:: of particular
i .

iinporf4nce are ret4PonieS,IFlui 'hospital niedleal personnel, 30.4%

of .who affirmedtlie itee.*/),?4thisf6onfii4t. .Alsp to beR noted are` , ;: '
the,afitrmativ,e resPonSei Of personnel froin :public health services
(41.2%) and those roni:,1*)spical social servites ,(26.21)..; These

,

: two groups of respi)nd*S ean,be'expectedto be fairly accurate fir

; their assessment ok the eiistence'of 'such Tole conflicts among in-
,

dependent practitioilers;an4hosPitalibased physicians.

the smaller the :eite, of.theinnTuniky," the greater the likelihood

that respondents Would*Ve,perceied physicians to experience,

role conflicts when required. tP.iepOrt suspected child Maitre:tale*

among their ptients. 4otisTstent with 01'anonYZity, t e
.

q.1
oununit,les.- (,.% Alb:dm:shed, emphaAls Upon infornial relations

, ,

Ccmflicts within thS role sets; of giv

arise when their poSitioll

multiple clientele; whose

workers In child pro ion
.

entail'

thiS form of co

Air.
.4

03x1 Aegf - .

fr

nne*
the ivelfae
,

rests are riot Cas

egencre's often find themselves olught in
v.

ct because they represent the interests of both abused
.

children and bf abusiVe aiid neglectful parents and

A common criticism leveled against these agencies'
.,

practices is that caseworkers either,:identifywith the children to

' thepoint of ahtmonism5oWard, parents, or with thepar4s to

the point of endangering the safety.,of children. 21 ConfLictA in

caseworkers' roles arg.further compounded when they become
'

simultaneously involved with a third grOup of clientele, foster

parents, especially thtose who are potential adopters. Although.

their positions are most( illustrative, caseworkers are not unique

in experiencing these conflicts.c

et
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Organiiitional and Professional Domains .
. lonal nature of the problem of child abuse.

and neglec- t:neceSsitates the involvement of a number of independent

agencies and. a variety of professions. Several public agencies,

whose "domnins include responsibilities toWs.rd the prevention and

- control of these problems, harealready been identified. In addition,
fr

there are numerous voluntary organizations in the field. As Rein

observed, soci_eervices are in many ways the last bastion of ,.

enterprise; any time two people come together in the nano .

of gc;od works, they can start a service agency:22 "They can even

clatiiar Sokbonnordinating the work of other agencies who, in turn,
have the right to ipore them.' Inyolvemet in abuse and,neglect

1'
programs extends beyond puhlic and yolinitary ageneies to,inglude

indixidual physician; and other clinicians who encounter theproblem
' in their private practices, and.who are often required to report

suspected cases to appropriate authorities.

This multiorgilationa1 and multiprofessional involvement ..
makes it informative to view new program develoriments in. the field.

from interorganizational and interprofessional perspectives; this

inevitably raises the issue of "domains." Warren's conception of organ-

izitional domain, applicable also to profeigos; i4 helpful analytically:
: ...orgaiiiational domain is .the'organization!s
'locus, in the into:xerganilattokal .network, litic hiding

, itt legltiMizecPrIght' to onepate in specific geo-
'graphic and functional 'areas and its channels of .'

access to, task anOrlatatenance resoiirces. The'
two important components here :are the organiza-
tfon'S right to do something, and its'access to
thresources it need's in order to do it. 24

. . ,

. ,'. , In this sense, the domains of thp orianitations and professions involved
.

.

with child nialtrentment can-be defined in terms of'the legitimized
. : , - ,. . '

. _5"



rights of (1) access to populations of children-at risk, abused and

neglected children, and/or potential and actual perpetrators; (2)

specialization in areas of knowledge, techniques, and a sphere of

Junctional activities appropriate to the tasks of control and treat-,

meat of the problem; and (3) access to manpower, technological

means, facilities, and other resources to maintain the organiza-

tional and professional concerns themselves and to enable them

to address these-tasks. It is often the case that interests in

maintaining and enhancing the ongoing organizatiodal and professional
. .

concerns ,supercedes, interest in the populations served and to

effective control and treatment programs....

The, relations among organizations and professions can be

seen ihXarge part as the management of domains and the articulation

of boundaries. Several propositions have been advanced to characterize

'and explain these relations, especially concerning interaction among

organizations. Important among these "propositions is one that

postualtes a tendency for organizational.decisions and actions to be

oriented toward protecting and expanding their domains% 25

propbSition sheds light on competition smo4carganititions and

professions, especially when access to new or additional resources
. ,

As at `stake.'

Such competition was exPerienced, covertly1and overtlY.,,,by many

. communities attempting to respond to the problemS ofchild Maltreatment

by ielecting orianizations to seek ciomonstratien grants and to

coordinate activities for the denaonstrations themselves. The tendendy

toward expanding domains was manifested,also in many'demonstration-..1

proposals, in which applicant Organizations emphasized one.creation

of new services under their control rather than-further d9velopment

of and closer working relations with agencies already offering these
.

services. Thus, fur example, the plans Of an applicant hospital were

4 5
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more likely to have called for developing a new child. mgntal health

clinic within its' own, sti:ucture, than for 'sharing resources with

an independent clinic in the coinmtmity. Similarly, the plans of
an 'applicant ttiental health talc were more likely to have called
for adding social work to the clinic's staff to work with the
,famiiliesinvolved, than for sharing resources -.with existing social

and protective services. This_ form of organinatiOnal behavior

i,s not unique to hospitals:or clinics. The attempts here are not
just to eXpadd domains,;.- but to expand them in certain'ways that
would aSgiecantrbrover wider' aspects of the "task environment."

ti

While the expansio6 of &Mains *Ott act;ourttfoi4hebehaviOr
of some organizations-Involved coping with child analfreatxnent,

it cannot.extilain.the tenden on the part of others eithir to resist

participation °rt.() do so onl reluctantly. The schcks, for
instance, ,a natural place for e4rly detection :and .successful

.

intervention, have a much lower record of reporting suspected
cases and of contributing to contrplisrograins than would have
been exPected. The same said about' he frequent failure,.
of offices of proSectuting at ys to provile adequate Iegal-suPpPrt

to Child protection agencies ingpursuing their services.
Ati understand of the factors that both motivate and enable

-

organizations to-assume a-negative stance toward such a problemtis necessary in order to build appi33 priast incentives and -conditions
to insure their effective participation. To 'consider this form 'of .

organizational, belrayior as siniplyia negation of a tendency toward
4.'expanding domains would be mistaken, forthese'organizatipns Strive,

, .
to expand in othei areas; namely, instructional programs inthecase

_of schools, and criminal jdatice in the ease of prosecuting attayney.
Rather, the extdanation lies in the pkiorities accorded alternati4i

e
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directions for extending the organilational boundaries, that is,

,the'ftuictions to be added, and the potential for a corresponding

increase in resources. With the exception of family and juvenile .

courts, pediatric services in hospitals, and child prbtectiop agencies, .

other organizations in this study are preoccupied largely with objectives

different or much broader than the control of child abuse and'neglect.

Theperformance of these latter organiiations is not being judged

by, their contributions tothe control of this problem, nor is their

involiement likely to enhance their access to resources commensurate
with the efforts required.

Three approach& suggest themselves in dealing with this

problem: (1) to moti agencies to undertake certain, activities

through an increase in resources, appropriate recognition of _

efforts and results, and,other types of incentives; (2) to mandate.

legally that -certain functions and tasks,be perforkted by given agencies,
.

f . ,.. .4 .
thus defining the boundaries of their reSpOnsibility toward the problem

-..
, .

...,
la a statutory manner; or (3)10-increase awareness about the respective.,
roles they can coftstructively perform iii.thientrol of the problem

l
V

through educational programs within and outside the agencies.

pUndoubtedy,
the soktion lies more in. a mix of all three,ap roaches

than in an exclusive emphasis upon one.

Two conditions mitigate the effectiveness of tit se approaches

in resolving the articulation of bouhdaries.of agencies addressing

the problems of dhilF raaltreatinent. Firsta,sornat.. organizations

and professions might view involyement ae Att least controversial or,
worse`yet, as conflicting with their pr ary-oitectfires. The second

-'conditioninvolves the. .ambiguity that surrotmds:definitiona, criteria,
and approaches iothe problem, an anilAiguity that 14.been reflected

. .

..'911,along in unce rtain jurisdietional-bOUndaries an d unclear divisions

Of

.

respOnsibility ariiong igelicjitto:

\ ,
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TABLE II-1

Opinion', Statements Concerning Contextual
Issues and Dilemmas

Responses*

4 SA TA ,Tp % SD ,
* Indices and Sj.atements**

.
31.8 41.6 21.0' 5.6 -

v.

31.9 49.5 16.3"
t

2.3

. 1.9 5.4 29.5 $3.3 .

.

16.8 52.4 24.9

13.0 66.1 18.3

7.0 29.1 49.0

7.3 31.9 .40.7

5.8

2.7

14.8

20.3

57.2 3G. 6 4.7 1.5
5.8 19.9 48.9 2504

29.2 G0.8 1\ 9.1

1.5

8.1

6.3

18.6

Q. 9

49.3 42.9

46.8 26.5

"4.7 25.9 43.9 25.4

Index et: Rightisof Parents and Children

'1. The rights of children have long been neg-
- lected in favor of parental rights.

,2. Too many childrcv have been mistreated
in the nkne of dis6ipline.

Indait B: State Intervention
. 1

3.. Public agencies should stay out of relations
between parents and their children. r ,

Index_C: Decision. Criteria

4. it's difficult to say what is and'what is not
child mistreatment.
It's difficult to determine when parents
should'have their children returned.

Index'ES: Effectiveness of Technology .

6. -TreatMent for parents who mistreat their
children is largely ineffectuSI.

'We just don't know enough to deal effective=
ly with problems of -child mistreatment.

Index E: Punitive Versus Therapeutic Orientation

8. ,It is therapy that patents need, not punishment.
9. People who mistreat their children should have

their parental rights terminated.
1,0. Parents who mistreat their children*are sick,

'nbt criminals.

Index F: Conflicts between Punitive and Thera- ".
peutic Approaches

If. Conflicts between therapeutic services and
law enforcement activities cannot be recon-
ciled,

'12. In dealing with childmistreatment,.law en:
forcement efforts'should not be mixed with
service programs.

Index G: Role Conflict

13. Physicians who'are known .to report Cases
. of mistreatment of children lose the confi-

dence of their patients:

*SA = Strongly Agree, TA = '1-end to Agree-, TD' = Tend to Disagree,t
SD = Strongly Disagree. 4 t

**These statements wcre notpre'sented to the respondents in this order.,"
Also; the interview schedule included opinion statements other than these.



TABLE 11-2

Opinions of Respondents on Conteictual
Issues Related to Child Maltreatment

Indites
Organizations and Respondents

CPS PHN SC11 }MD CRT POL TOTAL

A. Rights of Parents and Children

,.

V '

t 111

' ,

Parent Oriented
Medium Position
Child Oriented

,H. State Intervention

"

:7

.

C 2
17. 1
76. 7

96:.6
3.4

20.7- '
35.47
43.5,

57.4 -
26.5
16.1

. 0.0
8.2

91.8
.

58.2
7

-6:1,

22..1
4;1

5.3,
2112
73.4

ns

93.'3
6:7

-
-

10.9
25.5
63.6

'35:8
49.1
15. 1

b,o
9.9

90. 1

64.4, .

3

°

41.12
nit,

.7.2
'22.8
70.0

9314
"6.6
,

6.4
25.7.
67.'9

44.6
37.4
17.9

0.1
23.4
76.4

79,,4'
ra. 5
1:,8;

47. 4:
52.6

15.0 5.2
26.6 20.8
58.4 74.0

90.2 95t 0-,
- 9.8 4.4

5.0 10.4
30.9 26.3

7, 6#.1 63.4

.

40.5 ' 47.,2
38.3 84.3

18.5

,

- 0.0 '0.3
20. 5 16. 7

.79.6 83.0

r
65.6 '02. 2
28.8, 32. 2

6. V 5.7

,;
30.4 -' 26.2
69.6'x 73.8

18.0
%27.7

54.3

89.7
10), 3'

.13.0
3 5 . i3

51:d

43,4
34.,8
21,8 '

1.7,
" 28.2

70.0'

70.3 ,
26.5

3.2

31.3,
684.'

Supports
Opposes

C. Deasion Criteria

Clear, Specific
Medium Positigh
DiffuSe, Ambiguous

- .
D. Effectiveness of Technology'

Effective
Medium Position
Not Effective

E. .Punitive Versus iherapeutit
Orientation

. .
PUnitiVe OrientatiOn
Ivied/Wm P9sition .

TberapeU4eOrientation.
In

Cqu,flicts Between punitive
and Therapeutic, lipproaches;

.' Reconcilable ; 'e

. Medium Position
itrOconciA.146

G.-Rol,47Conffe
..

j.figh
Low ,

.

1. T /1.'0

'

a. fi,

e:-

o

,

.52 l'-'71 Ar

"

18./5,
28.4
53. 1

TI4

89.3 92. 5
16.7 7. 5

10.7 11.1
33.6 - a0.6 '
55.7 58.2

22.1 41. 3
43. 3 37.8
34.6 20. 9

4.1 1.1
'5012 ,22.7.-
44141 76.°2

76, 0
18.2

5.8

68.3 r
2/, -51

32.$ 33,4;
67.2 cp.: ii
.
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CHAPTER III

- MAGNITUDE- OF THE PROBLEM
AND EPIDEMIOLOGICAL PATTERNS

Magnitude of the Problem

Accurate, assessments of the magnitude of the problem' of child

maltreatment end of Its dimensions in the various communities

would proVide a rational basis 'both for the distribution of resources

among agencies and programs and for a meaningful evaluation .of

their performarice.f To account for the htrue" incidence of abuse

arid neglect, however, is more of a n ideal than attainable- goal.

Still,, an ideal goal serves the important function of indicating'ways
\

to impidve attainable approximations. Available national estimates

of the .number of cases of abuse an neglect ,vary widely. In the

following passages, which-we quote a t lepgth, Sussman-and Cohen

detail some )1,1 the important variations:

The most commonly glioted national figure is
that of 60,000 incidents each year,, but what this
number denotes -is subject to wide. interpretation:
Senator Mondale, in his-opening remarks before
the Subcommittee hearings on the Child Abuse _
Prevention Act of 1973, stated. "Each year, .some
60,000 children. in this country are reported qo
have been ibpsed." The Educdtioa Cominission
Of the States reports the same figure, blit-'claifns
that 60,000 children are ethtually physically abused;
each year ..."

Dayid- Gil, citing data from ,a 1965 National
Ophilon Research- Center survey of ptiblic attitudes
and opinions about physical abuse, estiinated that
"the figures 2.53, and 4.07 millions, 'respectively,
would kepresent... the lower and upper limits of ,

-41-
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the annual nationwide incidence of child. abuse
resulting in some injury ...° Dde to aome" '

limitations of the NORC%study, hoWever, Gil
added that the totual <incidence rate" wass .

not deterjnined'by the survey, and is likely - .

to be considerably lower.". r... .

Using Gil's liORC data,' but making , .

t slightly different assumptions; Richard Light
`estimates that between 200,000 4txr. 500,1)09

hildren are physically -abused each year,,
ciditionally, he 'suggests than 465,900 .to

).,170,000 children are. geverety neglected
or sexually inoleatezt each yor,iii ,Ameri4.'.1'

, --
1. P. iS

Sussman and Cohen went on to derive,th4ir oWn national estimates
.., , ,

based on the reported 'incidence of ,

4abuse and neglect in the fen most,
,,

I- 4

populated atitea, whicksinclude about, one-half 'Of the, U. ',population,'

- and_the. confitmation 'rates of reports :in eight, states where su6ii ,
. t

2 -
records were ,maintained. Their projections for 1972 'and 1973,

`respectiVely,'\yielded 35,267, and '38, confirmed casef abuse._, ,,

figntes'wh4ch they -Considered to be the "uppermost' perniisOle
eestimatea"fro4i the :data available 'to Ahem. Su4inan and 'Cohen

- ' i

tfuttlier_qualified their findings, noting that the tittrent status of
.

0,

reporting suffers 'many liinitationst. In' portant -among these are
. .

differeribes in the statutory definitions. of%bilie and neglect, in the!,

ageslif children covered b' the laws, and in the types. of cases

for 'Which , repotting is mandated;' diffuseness in identifying criteria;
4reiuctan4 on the part of many laymen and professionals to report

cases they -quapect;. aid the wide discretion officials who receive
I 1

the reports have in decisiansConcerhing record-keeping and

coiatration.
Although aware of these and other shortcomings , in the reportihg

and registering, of abuse and neglect, we' stil.,felt that an

account of the 'number of reported. cases in jurisdictions included
-
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in .this survey would by-informative, and lufthermore, that pro-

jectioos ,of these jures to the national population would provide
.

useful appro ations of Pie magnitude of the problem in the
,,,

L'nitecytates. Three estimates were computed in this analysis'

of Ate national incidence of abuse and neglect during the year

.1912. These estimates were based upon rates in (a) all samplin

jurisdictions in this survey, (D) the State of Florida, a d (
high-reporting jurisdictions in the survey sample. Data re-
'porting and "confirmation rates, in the sample juriSclfctioris were

z
also used in projections. to arrive at estimates,,of the "true" rates
of confirmable abuse, under existi4- laws aid practices, and
estimates of the probabilitieS or confirmation of reports at

.

varying,levels of reporting: This chapter presents the rational e-
,

for the assumptions, data elements, computational procedures,
and 'results of these estimates and projections.

. Before turning to these estimates, however, it is -important

to clarify the types and Meaning of rates' in this analysis. Ths-

'tinstions need to-be made- between three types of rates. First;
are incidence rates of maltreatment': which 'constitute the- number

of new cases _that occur ,during a specified 'Period of time in

relation to a g,iven_populatiorvat the mid-point of, that period. A z

specification of these .rates requires Ichowledge ofhe time of on-,

set of Maltreatment and, whether the rates are of_ ePisodes orOf- .

a pattern of Maltreatment. .Secorid, are prevalence.rates,.whick
r efer to the' proportions of tictiMs of maltreatment in a given

,

population at any given time -in' 'relatiotr to -friar populatioh.. The- .
third type of rates might be ititned ivtpidence of ,reporting,

whicli- comprises the number of cases reported cbirir a period
tirnlein relation to a 'given .population,;itt the-mid-tooint of

`7,
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'3 'that period. Discus;sion In the literature ok.cliiId maltreatment
often contuses these three types Of rates. Because,of the
chronic nature of much of abuse and neglect, wechelieve the
tern4reivalence -"is more applicable than incidence to current
data -in the literature. In' this presentation, .the term incidence
is used /o cieSignate incidence arreportink, rather than, that of
maltreatment. Exceptions will be found when quoting or referring
to the work of citheps, where ,the term incidence was used in-
discriminately.

. Estimates Based on Incidence
In All Sampling Jurisdictions'

Information was sought from each of the various agencies and
respondents covered in this study about. the number of abuse and

-neglect 'reports or referrals. Since reports from agenCies
-serving the same populations were expected to entail considerable ,considerable

e

overlap, it was necessary to decide which esponses were to be
used in estimating incidence rates for' the sampling jurisdictions

arga in projecting,estimates to the nation. Controversy over the
designation of -agencies to be recipients of reports of abuse and
neglect generally centered around the relative_avaitatility and

.merits of social service versus tlqe police .departmentS. 4

For several, reasons, incidence estimates from this survey,
ale bLed on responses from child protection agencies. By.1.973-,-

the trend among the states was toward timing child protection
.

agencies either exclusively or in combination wittCother agencies,
-to receive repOrt-t of abuse and neglect 'Furthermore, protection ,

agencies are the only organizations whose- ission is totally
addreSsed to this problem. "These factors aime would have been ..

144.
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"." sufficient to.weight the Idecision in favor Of using responses from

these agencies forestimating'inoidence; However, the Sampling

. plans also made it necetsary to rely on data from child,protective
4 .

agencies. These data were the' most appropriate for natiOtial
z

projections since the jurisdictions of the agencies are coterminous

with population reporting units of the U.S. CenSus.

Questions about the experiences of_agenciei -with the magnitude

of the problem elicited data on
e

1. The nurnber of cases (children under 18;
of abuse and neglect referred or 'reported
to the agency or-identified by its personnel
during the last year, priog to interviews,
for which figures, were available.

2. Definitions of the 'years for which. figures
were available.

3. The proportions of cases considered abuse
and those considered neglect.

The proportions of reports 61 Suspected'
abuse and those of -.guspected neglect that

"%were subsequently *ionfirrneci. ----;

Often, interviewers made econd visits Co" obtain figures related

to these estions an,d, in many instances, were given copies of

the agencies' ,statistical reports,or ecods. It should be noted

that- interviews were conducted. in 129 of the 130 counties, and_
equivalent 'jurisdictions In which the survey *ample was, located:

,
Of these' 129, data' on reported ,ases,were obtained from 116.

' .these new`fi itilize:d in computing the incidence

for the sample furisdictiOns and making natiorfal projections based
-b

on the weighting frameWork descrilSeki In Chapter I. The 13
ry

Counties' which failed to-provictedata on the reported incidence

of abuse.-and neglect were aasig-ndel the average weighted rates

7
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of the 116 that provided such information. As-pointed-out earlier,
incidencg.ratel of reporting represent the numbers of_neW reports
that occur during a.spe cified period' of time, divided by the teference

population at thek mid-point of that period. Because of the many.

crudities characteristic of available data on ,reports of abtise and

.neglect, however, it was believed Linn' ecessary to make specific

population projections for the various, sampling jurisdictions for

the midpoints of the years represented by the incidence data

provided. Instead, it was decided to rely. on population figures_

from the 1970 U. S. Census,. updated to reflect 1972. . '
.,The first two columns, 'irt Table III-1 show estimates for the

sampling-jurisdictions and projections to the U.S. population

Several diniensions of the problein. The national projections in

the second C,Olumn were based on fhe 'weighted incidence of reported

and neglect, in the sample areas; this rate was 8,78 per
. 1000 children Under 13' years of age. This means that 611,684
children in these age cat3gorfes were repOrted as suspected

victims to protective services throughout- the' country during 1972.

Of these; 27: "(16e, 702) were considered by these agencies to
be eases of abuse; and the remajning.72.7% (44,4;982) Cases of

neglect. Of -the reported abuse cases T1.3% were confirmed, as

were 69.6% of the reported neglect cases.

Projecting gtheee proportions to the U. S. population would lead

to estimates of 118,794 confirmed cases of,buse, and 309,592

confirmed es of neglect. In Other words, for every:1000

Children below 18 years of age in; the country, 1.,7,1 cases a

abuse and 4.45 of neglect were suspected, *brought to"the attention

of protective services, and confirmed; Because,' Of inadequacieS,

in reportinF, to be more fully, discussed 'at a liter point; the
-- -
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numbers of cases and rates of incidence presented ..ailoVe-coli:stitiites

the lowest of the three estimates of the magnitUde of the problera.
prepared for this analysis. ,

Estimates Based on incidence
In the State of 'Florida /

Wbenever the issue pf a standard for case identification apli`
reporting is discussed, the State of Florida co-m$ mieci. AS

mentioned earlier, change in the statutes which:4004= the repoerTi.ng

pf abuse, and; Neglect, as well as the implementation of 'statewide
WATS' lines, backed by an effective campaign of public, information;

raised the -number-tor cases reported in one yea (1970 to 197I)
frorii

. .7
.17 to19,120 Cases, Prom October' 1972` through September

1973 -- the year that mott closely represents the. period for which.
i,.liguies.'wee obtained:from -most at ihe ttiencles. in this survey--

th.

,
.. .

.e frequency of such reports had stabilized; readhing29, 013. for
children Under 17 -7 the age :limit fOr Which, reporting was required _

by law. ,

Aside from these statutory a*.limitations, there were no,
special 'reasons 'to believe that 'reporting in Florida wouicl have

,

been different for 17 Year old Children, than it was fo the' 16
year oldS (1115 persons). "Therefpre; it was estimated that

30,099 cases would have been reported" in Florida wring that
,

year if the ages of Children for whom reporting was required had
included the 17 year ,olds. In-'1972 the populition of children. .

,below 18' ip Florida Was estimated at about 2,118,000. 5 ,
when.

the rates of repOrting are related. to this 'population, the yield
- is an incidence rate of a-pproxiinately 14.21 reported eases per.

-100e children. Should all parts of the nation have had a level
of reporting' similar to that' of Florida, 1,000,420 reports Pf

4,
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suspected cases would havecome to the attention of public authorities

(Table W-1).

No prec e distinctions, are made in the Florida data-between,

"abuse" and 'neglect."' Nevertheless, on the basis of the, types of

maltreatment acts committed, Polinsky and s associates attempted:-

to classify the cases into these two categori s. 6 :The results of
their effort' s led to a ratio of 231.7% cases of abuse to 76.3% of

neglect, which differs-Tiitle frointhat yielded 'through the national

survey. this ratio to.national projectiOns yields 217,100

cases' of suspected Abuse and 763,326.of suspected neglect.

Assun-jing that the :ratl of; confirmation fbr all_ reported cases in

the state (56.0c10) applies equany, to both abuse anti neglect, it is
possible .to estimpate 13; 776 confirriable oases of abuse and 427, 459'

,f neglect.7.

if it is warranted to 'assume that differences between pro-
r

sections based on reporting in Florida 'and pn the weighted average

or the' sampling prisdiCtions:is due to tinder-reporting in the latter,
45. . . .

i$ .Would be meaningful° to compare" figures in the second and third
. .

.Oolunins of Table III-1 for.;.an approximation of the magnitude of,:

-,tinder- reporting. -Considering the differential rates of confirmation, ' I
such a comparison would reveal that 13,982-confirmable cases of
abuse angt.`117,867 of neglect were not reported-during- the'year
covered in this 'study, For these to be identified, 388,136 more

.

:cases in: the nation would have had td have been brought to the

_.', ,:sttention of apprbpriate agencies.

S:tiMates Based. on Incidence Iii
ThO.Higli-Reportink .Jurisdictions

A priori expectations were that, with very minor exceptions,

the rates of reporting in' Florida (14.21 per 1000 .children belOw18).

:would have far exceeded those of all jurisdictions, in the sample.

-48-
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4Responses in..the survey indicate, however, 'that, the rates of
reported incidence a abuse and neglect in the sampling juris-

diction's- ranged frpm 0.25 to 59.62 per thousand. Furthermore, .

of th1\129 arncies participating in,the study, 21 (representing

2127q, of t'he pOpulation).had actually reported higher rates of

incidence than those of Florida. Utilizing data from these 21

jurisdictions, ,a third set of national projections was prepared,
as shown in the fourth column .of Table III-1. These projections

constitute the upper ,limits of estimates for the magnitude of the

problem that can be derived from our data. It might be argued
Than an average of the highest ten per cent; or even a more
restricted .portion *Of the range of rates, would have been a

better estimator of the upper limits. There are ,no specific., ,

rules for selecting'. among alterdative miffing 'points on a.
s

continuum of this type. In order to aPlow fOr greater stability

in estimates, preference was given in -these` computations to
-t

including all -jurisdictions that 'exceeded Florida. Naturally,

this' position yields amore conservative projections.

As shown in Table the average weighted rate of

reporting for the "highest jurisdictions" was 21.47 per 1600.

chilaren'under 18 years of age. a these cases, 17.0% were
considered abuse; and, the remaining 83.0% neglect. The ,rates

of confirmation for high -repot tang jurisdictions yaried little from

those for the total sample. Projecting these 'rates to the U.S.,

population of children under 18 'would indicate that a much larger
portion of the problem remains unidentified. These Projectins
(last column in Table in-1) show that during that year, there

would have been 171,547 confirmable cases df ablise or '886,408

of neglect in the nation; these confirm. able Cases Would

-49-
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resulted from 254,573 and 1,240,894 reports of suspected cif s,-
respectively.

Should figures from the high-reporting sample jurisdictions
constitute ,closer approximations,of the "true" incidence, and
considering the differential rates of confirmation, it can be said
that 52,753 confirmable cases of abuse and 576, 816' cases of
neglect failed to be reported during the year covered in the
survey. To have reached these cases would have reqUired

,,87,871more cases of suspected abuse and 795,912 o'f neglect to
have been reported during the year.

Estimate's of "True" Rates of Confirmable
Maltreatment and Probabilities of Confirmation

The relations amongthe rates Of reporting of abuse .and neglect,

the rates of confiimed abuse in the population, and the estimated
probability that a case will or will not be confirmed exhibited
important-patterns. As the rates of reporting increased, the

rates of confirmed maltreatment increased rapidly up to a certain
point, after which the rate of in.crease tended to lessenconsider-.

ably (see the solid part'of the curve In Figure I). -,The ,r elations

between the rates of reporting and the estimated probability That

'maltreatment cases will be confirmed, however, depicted the
reverse pattern: the probability of confirming reports, of, suspected

cases dropped sharply as"the rates of reporting increased. The

curves repreSenting data collected in this study are shown in

Figure II. The behavior of- these two curves enabled us, through
projections based on available data, to obtain three crucial ,

estimates: (1) the rates of confirmable abuse and neglect in the
nation under current laws and practices; (2) the rates of reporting
needed to uncover given proportions of confirmable maltreatment:

-50-
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and (3) the probability, of confirmation at Varying, leVels of re-

porting and at varying proportions of known. abuse and neglect.

Estiinates of the national rates of confirmable abtlse were

obtained by projecting the curve, relating the rates of reporting
to those of identified and confirmed abuse to the maximum

where all children. under 18 would have been reported (Figure I).

('Fo spare the reader the complex technical procedures involved

in this projection, this information has been placed in a
reference. )8 The projections yielded a rate of 3.53 per ,1000

. 56) confirmable abuse cases under current laws and organi-
,

zational practices.. These figures indicate three-projected rates

of confirmable abuse for, the ,year 1972. 9 The rates and the
numbers they represent are as follows:

Low (2. 97 per 1000) = 204; 978 children

Medium (3. 53 per 1000) = 243, g26 children
,

High (4! 013 pet.10Q0k *282, 275 Children

These projections tall within the range; of Light's estimates, which

ranged from 200; 000 to 500, 000. la
It should be noted also that,,

during 1972, Acording to the middle projections, 49. 1% of the

confirmable, abuse cases in the nation (inv.olving 124, 084 children)-
.

remained unidentified.

When- eglect cases were added to those Of abuse, the total

rates 'of confirmable maltreatment in the nation increased,

dralnatically. The estimates obtained for these total rates

reached 29. 7 per iiioo (± 2. 0) for the year 1972. The rates
and numbers these figures represent are:

Low (2.7.. 7 per 1000) , = 1, 911, 743 children.

.--Midrtan (29.7 per 1000) = 2, 049, 775 children

High (31.7 per 1000) . 2, 187, 8Q7 children

-51-
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Projections of the rates of reportiV in relation to those of
identified and confirmed child maltreatment (Figttre I) help in
estimating the levels of reporting of suspected cases necessary for
u.lccArering given proportions of confirmable cases. V'or example,

according to these estimates, to identify 75% of the confirmable cases,
of abuse would require reporting at the rate of 20 per 1000; to identify
90% of the confirmable cases would 'require reporting at- the rate
of 28 per 1000; and for 95%, 34 per 1000 would be needed. The
corresponding figures for total maltreatment (abuse and neglect)
are 30 per 1000, 43 per 1000, 52 per 1000, respectively.

Figure I

The Relations Between Rates of Reporting
And Rates of Confirmable. Prevalence of Child Maltieatment

C

C
ci)

- 3.53o

es

'Prrue" Rate of Abuse and Neglect

"True- Rate of Abuse, Only

:
10 20,

Rates of Reporting (per thousand children)

Abuse and Neglect

Abuse Only

4
30 40 50
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The relations between- proportions of the prevalence rates of

identifiable maltreatment and the corresponding rates of reporting

required, holds many implications in regard to policy and program
operatiOns. Central in this respect-is the question of how much
effort and cost in gene-rating afid investigating reports would be
justified in relation 'to the additional increments of confirmable
abuSe uncovered. Information about the severity of maltreatment
and the degreeof threat to victims would have been very helpful
in resolving thie question. If the severity of abuse is associated
with the rates of reporting and identification 'in such a way that
the more severe. cases surface earlier, then the small 'increments
requiring substantially increased reporting would be the least,
serious and urgent. Because no data on severity were within the

scope of this'work, however, the issue remains open. It is one
that deserves research attention.

.

Moving now to the third set of estimates yielded through this

analysis, we take up the probability that a case will or will not
II be confirmed lit 'varying levels of reporting. These estimates are

commonly referred to as "true positives" and "false 'positives,"

respectively. Estimates ofjhe "true negatives" and the "false

negatives" -were beyond, the range of our data, since they would

require the screening an investigation of a random sample of non
,reported children. The curves_ in Figure )I depict the estimated

relations between confirmation rates for abuse cases, foOotal.,

maltreatment, and for rates of reporting. The confirMation rate for
abuse cases. declines rapidly as reporting increases. For example,
a reporting rate of 10 per 1000 would Lbe associated with a con-,
firmation rate of about .13%; for a 'reporting rate of 0 per
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The RelatiOns petween..Rites of .Reporting ,,,.
r And Rates of Confirmation :sf. .Cbild'MaltreatMent :- ,
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Abuse Only

1000, the confirmation rate for abuse cases would' drop to about
7%. Projecting ,this trend up, to the Maximuni point of having all
Children reported,. 11,

shows a continued decline in the rates of
confirmation., When reporting rates reach 100 per 1000 and 200
per 1000, the rates,,of eonfirmation would have decreased to 3. I%

,
-and 1. :4', respectively. The rates of confirmation for abuse and

'neglect- combined show a similar pattern. COnfirmation rates of
70% and 46(', would be associated with reporting rates of 10 per
1000 and 50 per 1'000, 'respectively. Projections to reporting rates
of 100 and 200 per 1000 would mean confirmation at the rates
32%, and 15%, in that order. other words, the reverse proportions,

,y,1
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-68(70 and 85%, in that order, would have been reported, investigated,
and found to -entail neither .a.buSe nor neglect as defined, by current
laws and organizational practices,

Equally, if not more, applicable to policy and program

,decisions and operations id the ratio of true positiVes to false
positives, that is, the relations between the rates of known mal-
treatment and the probability that a case will or will not be 'confirmed.

Figure III incorporates a graphic representation of this relation,
which showA a rapid decline as the rates of confirmed mal-

'treatment increase.. To identify 50% of confirmable cases,
false positives will have reached 44% of Vie cases reported.

.+

LI

Figure III

The, Relations Between Proportions 'of Maltreatment
Identified i).nd Rates of Confirmation

A

80

20 -4-

4- 1 1 4 4 4 4
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According to these projections, to identify 75% and 90% of,*
confirmable maltreatment cases, the proportions of false posi-
tiYeS will have reached 48% and 54% of the repotted 'cases.-

- .
The policy and "program issues engendered by these relations
concern the appropriate trade-offs between' the numbers of families

, .

brought into question and subjected ,to invettigatiOn in compitriaion
with the proportion of abused children who remain unidentified.
Data on the distribution of severities of abuse in relation to-early
and later reprting would be equally useful in ,resolving this issue.

The estimates 'and figures presented in this analysis repre-
,...

-sent projections baied on a limited range of, the rates of
reporting, and therefore should, be' interpreted with caution.

I

Equally important, however,, are the techniques used in these
projections, which can be applied Toward better estimates as
data on reportirig and rites of confirmation are improved. The

same technique's can be' used 'to arrive at estimates specific to
the age of, children', sex, socio-economic levels, or to any other
charaCteristics. Should data on the' severity of abuse become

Ervailablcr, this approach to analysis would- hold .even greater
promise for addressing crucial policy and program issues.

-
Epidemiological Patterns

Initially liinited td studies of "epidemics,"- the field ,of

epidemiology' now incorporates the study of the rates, distri-
,butions,, and determinants of a wicip.,:yariet.- of phenomena such

as other diseases and disorders, accidents,, different forms of

deviant behavior, 'and even health.12
This-change represents an

expansion in the concept of what might constitute an epidemic



*

aid a realization that epidemiologic perspectives' need not be

restricted to the interpretation of epidemio patterns.

Any epidemiological study; including that of child maltreat-
_

'meet, .involves both des-criptive and analytic aspects. Descriptive
epidemiology conce.rns,t e estimation of. rates of prevalence

and incidence, and 61 , distributions of these rates according.
to population characteristics. The objective' in .analytical
epidemiology is to derive and ascertain causal inferences about

,determinants of child maltreatment. Such inferences form the ;`
bb.Sis for defining the Populations at risk; helping to develop
preventive measures and to focus their application. -

Advancement in epidemiologic knowledge' requires the pr6Sence
--of a number of 'elements: (-1) clear definitions; (2) classifications

useful to both conceptual and applied :purpodes'; (Sr specific and
objedtive, criteria and empirical indiCators; (4).thorkitigh case
identification and the absence, of systematic bias in ,unidentified

_ cases; and (5) plausible and verifiable concepttial frameworks
.

or theories that specify explanatbry 'factors and hell5 guide the

collection. and analysis of data. A realistic assessment of the
e

curregit Hofof the epidemiology of child, rcttltreattnent wpuhl

reveal- that -developments along- all of these fit're aspects 'remain
,-

primitive.

Descriptive Aspects

From a descriptive viewpoint, repoited' cases of abuSe ,and

Constitufe-the most IneanIngful source of-data.. Estimates
of the magnitude of :the 'problem, presented in the fofegoing

.7"

i'section of this chapter, were ''lased upon the frequency of nev'Yf
c.
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,reports,- and thus represent neither the incidence nor the. . , . ...

prevalence of ehijdemartreatMent. The incidence of maltreatmPnt

requires knowledge of the time eif onset; such information would
be difficult 'to verify; Fuithermbre,'estimitqs of the prevarence.

, .rates of maltreatment would haveklequired the ihclusion of cases'
"4.

"already -part of the 'case loads of agencies. 'Consequently, con "'

sidering the 'present status .Of definitions, -classification, and case

identification,the icidenQe of 'new rel)Orts- constitutes_ an important

estimator of,the magnitude pf the problem.

Insonsistendies among the sampling jurisdictions in the ag ies'

systems of classification hampered the-collection of meaningful

data on the characteristics- -cif abused and neglected children,

allegect abusers, and the nature of maltreatment acts or.their
,

manifestations. Reports 9f suspected abbe and neglect ii lorida
-

during the year covered in the survey were -converted to rates

specific to age, hex, and ethnic categories. The si 'ficance. of

thesq rates (Table -2)- derives fr thfLa51--tat they repre-
-

. sent the situation in a large state with a diversified population

and a nationally acclaimed system foi case identification and
...

.
., 4. , ,

-reporting.
I . ../

For the heuristic valite this might serve, the social

distributions of abuse and neglect *indicated by these rate's were

prOjected tothe national population. As distributions in

Table III2"-Znehow, the rate of reported maltreatment was highest'

among children below fotir years of age (20.-9 per 1000) and

declined with' advancing age. Grouping children in the age
Prcategories .presented in,the table did not obscure major

fluctuati Otis fioin year to . To illustrate, the rates for'



4

7,e

belew one y.ear, one, two, and three ,ISars,',otsage:';eltd nclt

ary greatly. Il'he same 'can be satd, fr diffeken'c4S, by" '.:.. . . ,, . . ,

individual years Within each. categoryi: A-irde fKPirr,,Aig ethnic .!.
..

categor9 "other," figures in this table also4141p* that 7 t4".. ',.r . . ;.', '

rates of reported abuse and 'n'eglect in, qb,r(da wire. highest

among whites and lowest 'among Spanisfi.-ArnericanS4;:'1he[4 '.
-- ,- ' -ibr

, . I

rates were eonsistent12,, .11i-exer for femaleS than' fbr Males
, '

i ... ;
.

across all ethnic groalk except- among American- Indians,
------

where* difference's in rates. are clearly fn the reverse`t eciion., .

.,...Continuing with projections based upon f,he....inciderice of
ereporting maltreatment in Florida, Table, III-3 shows the"distri-

bution of alleged abusers in the state and, the corresponding'
.. , .

c

numbers in the nation for each of 1iiethree riViOnal:estimatei

presented earlier. We shall designate the estimates, based-on.
all sampling jurisdictions, on the State pr. kiotipas, and 'on the
high- reliorttn jurisdictions in the sample as ltaw, medium, and

Tugh, respectively. The figures indicate that allegations -lit.
e

reported cases would place mothers as ;the Most frequent abusers,
' followed by both parents, and then fathers. A sizable proportion

of suspected abuse and neglect was 'attribue ted. to steppa,rents a.nd

mothers' boyfriends. Furthermore, when one coniiiiers relatively

smaller proportions of children in foster homes, the s'i'gnificance of

involvement of foster parents in the maltreatment of children in' their

custody becomes 4pparent.

The Florida data also- included a classification of the :types of
abu e Tieg ect_reported. Again,- in Table the :distributions.

.0f-these types were projected to the three national estimates 'of

the magnitude of the problem. As would be expected, categories
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indicative of neglect account 'for the greaf majority of cases. ...
For example: medical neglect, disorganized .fat iily' life, abandon-

, ,rnent, being left unattended, and- the lack-of necessities (food, :,
clothing, and/or shelter) exceeded two-thirds of ,a4 cases. Among

a : \
problems duggestive of abuse:, geatings, brAses, . and sexual. . .

, .- .abuse constituted the highest proportions, in that order.
Especiallt significant are projectioia to the ratio ofthe

14,

numbers of children who died because of suspected abuse; they
ranged from a high of 927; to a low of-380. 'Of all dimensions
Of, child maltreatment, cakes resulting in' death can be most-
expected to exhibit the iceberg phenomenon, where the submerged
portions are much larger than that which appears on the surface.
In fact, Many fornis of death in early ,telancy'.Kes'fiously attribute'd,

0

..

to a variety of natural causes are now being seriously questioned-

concerning the pogisibility of eonsciotisly, or, subconscioxIsly` nictivated...;
acts of negligence on the part of parents anki guardians.

Aspects

Advancement in the analytic and descriptive aspects of epidemiology
are* highly interdependent. The reciprocal nature of theiit'telations
is erriphasiied when one considers, for example, that although
clarifying concepts and improving estimates of rates and distri-
butions aids chiefly in testing explanatory propositions and theories,
the resulting increase in the sophistication. of the explanations in
turn contributes greatly to the clarification of concepts and classi-,
fications and hence, ultimately, to better collection of data.

A plethora of.hypotheSes have been advanced in attempts to
explain child agibe and neglect. They Have been related topoverty
and economic stress, especially in the case of neglect; 14.to

male unemployment, because of the 'role problems it creates

72
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1.p, and the economic stress it preeipitates-;--, to the culturally

sanctioned use of physical force'An child'rearnig; 16 and to other: .

cultural values 17concerning child care. Child maltreatment
has been also explained in terms, of the:psychopathology of
parents, their addictive or alcholic behavior, their isolrtion
and loneliness, unwanted pregnancies, the pressure of_large
numbers .of Children, -and'the prevalence of marital problems. 18
Furthermore, repeated, references hmle;been made tb child abuse
as a learned'behavio'r, in the sense that abusive persons were
themselves the victim of abuse zittring thefr childhood, and that
they even tend to apply the same methods. 19

In pursuit of additional epidemiological leads, and to assess
_etexisting propositions against the experiences of respondents hi

this survey, respondents were asked to characterize those
parents and guardians "most to abuse"' and those' "most

.. likely to neglect" their children. The weighted responses are
opsented in -Tables 111-5 and 111-6. Although many of the
t'esponses coinciae with propositions in the literature*, it would
be difficult to ascertain whether thille consistencies, represent
Confirmatibnsthrough truly independent observations, or merely
reflect the .respondents' knowledge off the literature. A

'comparison of distributions in the two tables clearly indicates
that- economic factors were assigned a greater -role in neglect
than in abuse. Comparisons across' groups of res'pOndents also
reveal some interesting differences;. Caseworkers and nurses,
for example, tendee6) mention emotional states more frequently.
than respondents from police departments and the courts.

AlcOholism, drug a diction, mental and emotional disturbattoe, and
stepparents were more 6fteu mentioned 6y-respond-re-zits from law
enfpcpenlent agencies.
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Much of thing and most empirical studies are concerned

with the attributes of perpetrators> of abuse and neglect, rather

'than with the characteristics of the children involved, other than,

the' standard' socio-demographic identifications. ' Questions were

included' in this survey seeking information about the traits of
:-

those children more likely, as well as those less likely, to be
abused or neglected. Consistently, both abuse and neglect, were

reported by the various groups of respondents to 'have occurred

less frequently among adopted children than among others. On

the other hand, the reral consgsus of respondents was that
the mentally- retarded and the enlotionally disturbed'yere more

likely to be the target of abuse and neglect. 'These latter

observations raise the question of causal direction,, that is,

whether such forms of maltreatment occur more' often. among,

children,;,irith these impairments, or whether the 'impairments are

eh° result of the maltreatment. It is highly prebable that there."

are mutual influences in the relationship. Characteyistics

mentioned of Childrefr.mCre likely to have been maltreated
included ':hyperactive," !'bright," arid "yOung.'",.., he latter

responses are' consistent with -the age specific' rates -of 'cases
,

r;'reported in Florida.

Towards an Epidemiolosic Theory
of Child Maltreatment

It .was nottheintention-of this work to develop an epidemiological

-1,heory of child maltreatment, nor

sufficiently identified, let alone to.
features and considerations might

are the elements of such a theory

&Rd. Nevertheles, certain
be anticipated in relation to

andboth substance and form.' First, it must-be recognized that
1

child ma)treatmeht is 'a 'multicausal phenbrrinon; hypotheses and

=62-
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propositions need nit be viewed as competing extdanations.

Rather, attempts should be made to integrate -hypotheses tinto

eumuldtive systems which,, as they grow, would explain mole
of the variance in that-' type of behavior. -

Second, it Is important -to emphaSize that explanations of ,

child 'maltreatment, or of any other 'phenomenon for that
matter, can be formUlated at Varying levels of abstraction.
Although highly abstract formulationsxhibit greater elegance

and provide for more economy of thotight, they are generally
less amenable to verification and are less likely to inolude
guides for action. It is one thing, for example, to relate

child maltreatment to the feelings of alienation and power-

,lessness over forces that shape one's life. To explain mal-
treatment in terms of unwanted pregnancies or drug,addiction

.constitutes a different, and a more concrete, level of

explanation. Theoretical developments at one level of abstrac- ,
tion facilitate those on Other levels. The current state of

_

-

epidemiological knowledge is such that systerriaticde.velopments
.t

at any level-on the continuum of abstractness-concreteness

should be welcomed. .

- --Third, it is neceasary to 'note that there can be -economic,

psychological, political, sociological, and other theories of

maltreatment, each providing only a partial explanation of the
aproblem. This is an extension of ihrtia.i was mentioned earlier

concepiryg the segmental nature of explanations that any single

hypothesis can provide. The same can be said for any-given

discipline, as well as its basic theories. For example,

propositions deriVed from learning theories can, only account

for a portion of the variance in child maltreatment, as can

-63-
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propegiitiOns deriyd from a.theOrip of Motivation.' I; is-bne.'thing
6 a behavio 12pattern such a child nialtreatthent as an

instance rfo estifig a theory of *socialization, learning, or the. . . ,

labor market, the interest primarily being to attend and add .

co mation to that theory. It is a different matter when the
ask is to look for explanatory propositions that account for as

mach variance in child maltreatment as possible, regardless of
their theoretical or disciplinary origins.

,,
An examination .of Kaplan's two types of theories can

illuminate the point under dismission. Building upon distinctions
made by Einstein concerning forms of theory construction, Kaplan
differentiates between "hierarchicarand "concatenated" theori6s.
A 'hierarchical theory is organized like "a deductive pyramid in -

which.we rise to few er,and more- general laws as. we Move from
conclusions to premises which entail"thern."20 In contrast, the
concatenated or "pattern" type. is one 'whose component laws...

.
typically, ... converge on some central point, each specifying
one .of .the factors which plays a part in the phenomenon which.
the theory is to explain."

The hierarchical model is better suited for codifying the.

21

principles of the disciplines, that is, their basic sand, often

absfraCt" theory. The concatenated or pattern form, however,
is more appropriate for theories explaining given problenis,

such as child maltreatment, which become.the focal point

for' the convergence of contributing factors. The eclecticism
intlitied in this latter type,of theory need not lead to the

unsystematic selection of causal factors, nor should the

'product constitute an unintegrated inventory or collection of
'these factors. The chief meriCof the concatenated form\ is
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4

.vthat it organizes knowledge in a way that offers as complete
an explanation of the problem as possibje. Furthermore, it.

allows for the integration of propositions from potentially diverse

perspectives, and it can be form'u- lated at concrete enough

levels to provide gdides for action.

From a substantive viewpoint, child maltreatment
the result of interaction -among.a number of constellations

of factors. An iminclusive set of categories for such factors
would include the perpetratoraithe victims, the personal
attributes each brings' to, the interaction, the environmental and
situational factors that influence the behavior of both parents
and children leading to such acts, and the critical 'incidents
that may act as catalysts triggering episodes of abuse or other

's forms of maltreatment. Clear and useful classifications and

typologies are sorely needed, for specific types may require
differing explanations. The episodic physical violence of a

mother against an infant during the early months of life may
have little in common with malnutrition' because of lack of
resources, 'anti both can be expected to vary widely frOm the
sexual abuse of a teenage girl by,a parent or guardian.'

At present, the difficulties facing the creation of an

epidemiological theory of child maltreatment are numerous; to

begin with, arguments still rage over such basic etiological
questions as whether maltreatment is of psychogenic or socio-
genic origin.22 Useful as they are, each of the propositions in
the literature can only offer a segmental- explanation of . child
maltreatment, The lack of coherent theoretical frameworks
capable of interrelating these propositions has contributed to a
numb& of fruitless tendencies arid limitations in current analytical

4
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material about the problem. Thus hypOtheses, tend to be offered

as mutually exclusive' alternatives, rather than as complimentary
aspects of broader explanatory systems. Furthermore, in the
absence of developed theories to guide the identification of signifi-
cant propositions, the selection of explanatory factors has pro-

;
ceeded on a highly empirical and accidental basis. Thus, the
more common explanations are of the ex -post -facto type.

Recognition must be given, however, to efforts toward broader

frameworks that.aftempt to integrate existing classifications and
yO'r

propositions. An example of these is cane offered by Gel les

(Figure IV), described as representing a social-psychological
perspective.

23
Appropriately, the author qualifies the scheme by

concluding that "the purpose of presenting this model of factors
influencing child abuse 'is not to suggest an exhaustive list of,
approaches nor to select one that is superior to the others... the
purpose is to illustrate the complexity and the interrelationships

24
of the factors that lead to child abuse."

Also useful in presenting a more dynamic, process- oriented

picture of the problem of maltreatment is the stress curve.
Suggested by Koosand further illustrated by Hill and others, it
has been employed in studies related fo families during the de-
pression and under conditions of war separation.25 The conceptual
structure .underlying thiS curve should also assist in organizing the
variablei involved beyond simple inventories. As shown in Figure

-e'the wavy line between (a) and (13)" represents fluctuations in family,-
elatiOns that remain within limits of acceptable ;behavior. At (b)

' a critical incident may occur that precipitates a- crisis situation
leading to an incidence of abuie. A severe or a series of

,,repeated 'incidents might result in a serious problem for the child, /
i W"

,
.`"
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and most likely the family as eell. Reports and investigations may

occur, 'plunging the family into the, level of disorganiAation depicted
by (c). The objective of intervention is- to stop the deteriorating .

conditions and redirect the trend toward greater gamily adjustment
and higher levels of performance, as depicted by (d1, d2, and d3, etc.).
Differences between (al an (d1, d2, and cP3) represent the residual

malfunctioning of the family.

Figure V

Abuse and Neglect Within The Context Of Family Functioning

(b)
(a)

Angle of
Recovery

0

(a')

.a--

a

(d1)

,
/

(d2)

e)

Residua
Problems

"Hypotheses'-have been formulated concerning the relations
between the ""angle of recovery" and the levels of performance
regained. ,''It'is, generally postulated that the narrower the angle,
the higher ,the "level of functioning that families attain. It has also$'
been hypothesized that the level of pre-crisis oig-artization the
family bad, attained is an'important factor in determining the levels

-of functions regained after the- crisis. It should be mentioned also
ti
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that the fluctuations between (a) and (b) May include repeated 'inci
dents of abuse that, do not precipitate major crises.. - Finally, in
terms of severity, timing, angle of recovery, and the level of
functioning regained, the *process will vary depending on the
perspective from which it is viewed. Considered from the per-
spectives of the victimized children, the perpetrators, and the
family as a whole, different curves Can be expected to emerge.

Not all cases of child maltreatMent fpllow this patterli
their natural history, where the points of onset, the points of
control, of crises, and the angles of recovery can be identified.
Certain formsforms may represent a steady, slan', Progressive
de cli a -- a pattern of,,neglect or inAidious non-manifest abUse as
depict d by 'the dotted, line (a) to (e) in Figure ,V. Another ",

pattern common to neglect stemming front insufficiency of
e.conomiC resources is that -shows graphically by the broken line
(a',) to (e) in the same figure. It represents families' that have ,

.
.11t,never-Veciiin position fo prOvide appropriate levels of care for

their children.

The interactions of perpetrators and victims is govcrned by
certain values and norms that constitute' the institution of the
,family. Although child abuse -and' neglect predate the emevgenee
of, the nuclear family, generally considered characteristic Of
modern indUstrial states, the questfoir peksists as to whether

,or not changes in the family have le,ct to an increast in Ate,
-incidence 'of abuse as er neglect.' -There are fundinental issues'
to be explored-in tills respect. To 'begin with' the question
must be raised as to whether Or.not _there has been an actual
increase in incidence and ,prevalence, ^ or whether, this problem.

4.- __

is taking, new and different ,dorms and is only becoming' more ., .., ,
I

evident' through better identification and reporting.,
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Is the interaction among mem6ers of nuclear families becoming
too intensive for, some parents and children to bear without breaks
or 'other kinds of relief r Did' the time children spent with
relatives or others in extended families and traditional communi-

_

ties; whieh often acted as an extension of familial relations,
formerly provide such, relief? Are families finding it difficult
to insulate children from influences contradictory to their
values an beliefs, with the result that their controls are
challenged beyond their tolerance? Are children actually
confronted With "genera ional gaps" that create or accentuate
confliCts? Are the e rgence and prevalence of contractual
foriiis of social and ec nomit security through public and
private programs changing the meaning and significance _

children once had for the security of the parents at times 'of
need? ..,.Are the rise 'of careerism, notions of'self-fulfillment,
and similar movements -- as well as changes, in other institutions,
such as the economy, religion, e tion, and the law affecting
the norms defining parental re"' nstbilities and their dispensations
toward fulfillment ? To be applicable, a theory addressed to these
issues, must not only identify those factors in the family that
relate to the incidence-of child maltreatmentt but also seek
explanations for their change,as well.,
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conti 4tied3
. .

)(,,pectecto be high' -for moderately small reporting ,

rates .and low for higher: raters. This can be easily
seen in the extreme case where the entire population
of chiqren is being reported, and clearly, only those
actual cases of .abuse would result in confirmed
reports. For extremely small reporting rates, however,

4
no clear conceptU,a1 pattern exists because the value
SO) is indeterminate.

-

4 s,
-

«

Additionally, other patterns can be derived. First,
SIR) and A(R) are clearly related by their definitions.
In fact, S(R) = A(R)/R, thus, making either derivable
from the other. Secondly, A(R) and S(R) converge to
the "irue" rate of child abuse, that is, S.(1) = A(1) =
"true" rate of abuse.

4eT objective was to, identify this "true" rate of abuse
gentifying a family of curves which possess all

these characteristics, and from this family to choose the
one best fitting the data collected in- the study. Given
this exa t curve, the "true" rate of abuse can be esti-

mated, well as other 'relationships important to the
policy level decision process, such as the proportion
of the "true" cases being identified and the rate of

-nonconfirmation for any level of reporting.

. The following is the family of functions that has the
,

appropriate 'properties:
R

Let G(R) = c(R;a, b, 6) c t a-1 (1- t) b-1 dt,

where a, b, c, are parameters whose valUas Ive,re to be
estimated from the -data. Oncethese values were computed,
the estimated "true" rate of child abuse becomes:

na) iv))
G(1) = c

r(a +t)-
here px) is the gamma function evaluated at the value' k

a Prelin;inarytrials indicate that by setting a to'equal
2 and by varying b and. c, a good fit far A(R), could' still
be achieved. In this else,

R A

a G(R, 2, b, c, ) = c t (1-t)b-1 de- [1- (l+bR)(1-R) I=c ` , b
-'4. b . (b+ 1)b

ci
.

. . .

,
.

.
t

c* [I,: (1, -4- bR) (1-R)b].
.

40.
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8. (continued)
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estimates of b and c* were obtained that minimized the
mean square error. A number of different starting values
were chosen for h and c` to demonstrate the stability of
the final estimates. The final estimates were:

b =- i38. 22 with standard deviation '28.52
-

C=1 0035293 with stlinplard deviation .00036

The same relationships exist between (c) the rate of confir-
mation of abuse and neglect reports and (d) the identified
abuse and neglect rate for any level or ,reporting. Using
the same family of functio4 as before and the same
computational techniqpes, the final estimates were:

b = 88. 42 with standard deviation 6. 06

c`= ;0297-1 with -standard deviation- . 00196
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TABLE III-1

.

Estimates of Reportedincidence of Child Abuse d
Neglect in the Sgmplingdurisdictions and Three Projections

-To the United Stlit8,139puldtion

Estimates in

Items
Sampling

Jurisdictions

Number of aildren*
Below 18 years of age

Weighted Incidence Rates-
of Abuse and Neglect.
(per 1000 children) ,

21,

,

673,

8.78

282

-

Proiections to the U.S. Population
Based on.lneidence Based on Incidence

in all Sainpinag Based on Incidence in Highest Sampling'
Jurisdictions in Florida' Jurisdiction

.69,64-4,081 69,644,081

8.78

Numbers of Reported
Cases of Abuse 'awl Neglect

. -

la5, 850 611,684 .

Weighted Proportion of All 27.3 27.3
Reports Considered Abuse

Number of Cases 50, 737 166,702
Considered Abuse

Weighted Proportion of All . 72,7 72.7
Reports Considered Neglect

Nuinber of Cases , 135,-113 444,982
Consider.ed Neglect

Weighted Proportion of 71.,3 71.3
Reported Abuse Confirrcel

Number of Cases or Reported 36,156 , 118,790. .
NU Abuse Confirmed .

Weighted Proportion of 69. 6 69,t
Reported Neglect Confirmed

Niirnber of Cases of Reported 94,004 304,592
Neg,lect. Confirthed

.

69,644,081

14.21

f,000,420

23.7

21.47

1,495,467

17.0

237,100 254, 573

°76.3 83.0

763,320 1, 240, 894'

.

56.0 67.4

- 132,776 .171,547`

56,0 71.4

427,459 -- 886,408

For calculating numbers of cases, the rates used included three decimal digits..
Ttiereforer differenoes ore due to rounding off .te.onc decimal, digit. "
Bdsed on poptilation figures reported in 1970 U.S. Census.
"Rates of cOnfirrnatiofi in Florida were 66, 0%"(see Sussman and Csihen,.22, cit.. p. 129).

I,
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TABLE III-2

Florida Rates of Reported Incidence of
Abuse and Neglect by Age, Sex and

Race, and Projecting to the U.S.-Appulation
.

Characteristics
Reporting Incidence
per 1000 Children*

, Numbers in the
U.S. Population**

Age Categories

,

20.9
17.2
14.7
12. 2
11. 7
8.5

14.2

282,747
. 127286

176, 69p
204, 846
142,.893

. . 65,955

1,000,420

Less Than 4
4 - 5
6 - 8
9 - 12
13 - 15
16 - 17

TOTAL

-Sex and Race

,

''

15.2
16.'0
13.3
14.

6, 5
2.7

, 8. 8
9.4

1.1
1. 2

19:6
23.-8

'

.

,..

425, 573
429,166
'64, 168

',. 67,689

1;103^
..

.. ... 463
2, 051
2,1'93

2.; 223
-

2,454
1,452

, 1,760

,,,:-,;- .

:

I

White Male
White Female
Bladk Male

'Black Feitale.
. .

-American Indian Tale
Ame.riczn Indian' Female
Oriental- Male
Oriental Female

Spanish-Airlericannale --

Spanish-4merican Female
,

Other Male
Other Female

4,
, -TOTAL 714. 2 -: 1,000,325.

-

*Based on' projected 1972 Florida populatiOn and1972 reporting rate.
**Based on 'population 10rea reported in 06 1970, U. S.. censtip.
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TABLE 111-3

Distributions of Alleged Abusers i,n Florida
and Projected Numbers in the U.S. 'Population -

Alleged Abuseis

Florida It Projected Numbers in the U. S.*
Distributions Low Medium High

L-k Estimates Estimates' Estimates

Total* 100.0 611,684 1,000,420 .1,495,467

: Mother 50.5 308,814 505,070; 754,999

Father 15.5 941817 155,075 231,812

Both Pa;ents 22.6 138,,590 226,6.66 - 388,830
Aunt 0.6 3,751 6,136 , 9,171

Uncle 0,3 1,939 . 3,171 .4,740
. . _

.

Grandfather 0.3 1,686 - .2,757 4,122
Grandmother 1.2 7,671 12 546 . ' 18,755

Grandparents , 0.4 2, 33 3,826 5,719

Step-Mothdr .. .0.0 3, 562 5,825:. , 8,708..
Step -Father 3.4 20,927 , 34,227 51,165

Foster Mother 0 2 1,370 2,241 8,349
-Foster Father I1 , 44 724 - 1,082

Babysitter i . 6 ' 3, 541 : 5,790 8,656
Mother's Boyfriend .4 8,304 13,581 :20,301:
Neighbor . 2 1,075 1,759 - 2,628

.
Other .8 ' . 10,769 17,614 26,329

laiknown . 2,686 3,412 5,101

*Based on population 11 res reported in the 1970 U.S. Census.

T--
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TABLE 111-4

Distributions of Types of Abuse and Neglect In
Florida and Projected Numbers in the U.S. Population

Florida
Type of Distributions

Abuse and Neglect

Projected Numbers in the U.S.*
Low

.Estimates
Medium

Estimates
High

Estimates

Total 100.0 611,684 1,000,420 1,495,467

Dead on Arrival , . a. 3 211 345 515,
Death Due to an Injury 0.3 '169 276 412
Sexual Abuse 2.7 16;860, 27,575 41,220
'Skull Fracture
Broken Nitres

0.1
0.4

653
2,402

1,068
3,930

1,597
5,874

-Cuts 6.6 3,836 6,274 9,,378.

f3urns 0.7 4,489 7,342 10,975
Bruises 4,6 28,472 46;568 69,610
BeatingS 16.0 .97,978. 160,,245 239,541
Malnutrition 0: 8 5,374 8,791 - 13,139
Medical Neglect 6.0 36,650 59,940 :' - 89;'602
Disorganized Family, Life 31.0 1'89,-655 316,183 463,675

Abandonment I, I 3.5 -21,792 35;640 53,277
Unattended 21,6 ,132,246 216,290 - 323,321
Lack of Food, 7.5 45,754 '' 74,831 , 111,861

Clothing and Shelter
School Problbms '- 2.3 14,479 23,680 - 35,398
Other - .1.5; 9,-652 15,787 23,599
Unknown 0.1 1,012 1,655 2,473

*Based on population figures, from the 1970 U.S. Census.



TABLE 111-5

Chiracteristics of Persons
Likely to Abuse Children

Characteristics

/Organizations and Respondents

CPS
/
PHN S CH HMD HSS CRT POL

Unhappy childhood .

Have too many children

Marital problems

One-pareilt family .

Step-parents ,

Under emotional pressure

Low economic level

Under financial stress -

Highe-Y economic levels
-

Strict disciplinarians

Uninterested in their children , .

Uneducated, low intelligence

Selfish -
Low self- p steem

No friends, family for support

Hystericeal, impulsive :
.

Violence ,part of I ife7 style

Young, immature

Violent, qu icki kin p'e redi nah

Wentally ill 'and'einotionally disturbed

PhysicaW,lli ', ; -

Alcohol, chug iiddiOion
,

Parents of prtbkm children
. r A ,

A llftypei - .nothihg spec -lffe
7

.1 ,4 ,

!' Other / ..,,i : ,

, Dun' t linqut..., ,1.'

_ i ^ " '' ' "

-111

/

71.4

5. 6

, 1449

13.1

1:6

52.4

13.7

1216

0.1
6

. 10.4

; 0. 0

,27.3

6. 7

?.8
18.3

a.5

0.0

-.-27,2

3. 2

. 42, 9

1.2

26. 6
,

5.2

4.8

.10.0

ci.p

51.0

15. 8

16.9

8.8

2.0

44.8

14.2

12.5

2.6

3.7

1./
27.2

2.7

3.3

6'. 3
...

3.6-

X5.,7

29.3

4.8

50.1

7. S.

18.1.

4.9.,

0.8

_13.0

1.6

37.8

9.4

8:3

8.3

7.1

35.9

15. 0

20.1

4.3-

4.2

2. 7

24. 0

12. 0.,
.

8, 9'

3'. 2

6, 3.

1,4

11. 7

10.2

48.1

- 5.3

24. 7

2.1

2....8...

-14.2-
/

0.8

35,5,

9. 0

11.7

14.6

,5.3

30.5

17.7

12.1,

Li
3.4

0.4

34. 5

2. 6

-.k.8
5.7

,itl. 2.3

1.9

443.6 -4

10.4.

-4i} 4

2.3 ..
,4,- .
/7. 2

7. 5

6.9 1..

9.9
.

14,6

45.2

9. 3

16.6

7.3,

1.9

42.7

12. 3

17.9

2.6

8. 1

0.3

27. 7-

2.6

-' 7.02

- 5.,8

4 3. 2

1.2

,,2.7

9.,8

. 53. 8

5.0

17.2

. 5.2 .
4. 4

10.6.;

2.5

28.0

8, 1

14.8

A` 5.2

11.2

29.1

18. 7

14.0
%

0. 5

6. 6'

3. 9

29. 1

3.6 -.,

2. 9

: 2. 1

3.7

O. 5,

13.7

9.'4-

46..8

.0. 1

. -

'26: 0'

0:8

12.9

13.3

2.6

25.8

9.2

-)73-..1.

16.8

13.3

23..8

/5. 1'

. 10.3

1.8
...

-1.2

2. 6
.e

274. 9

'6.8 ,

- 1. 1

5.4

1.3
.

2.5

21.2`

4.8

41. 1

1.8

4 o..(1.

2.1
.

4.0

14.0

1.1

Coltinkir WWI s."may: exceed ^4, b'ecaliseiof multiple respOnses

4.
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TABLE 11176

Characteristics of Persons
Likely to Neglect Children

Characteristic,

Organizations and Respondents .

CPS PHN SCH HMD
-.

HSS CRT POL
.

,Unhappy Childhood

Have too maqyA.,cli Wren
.

'Marital Problems
,.:

Oneparent tarn ilY . .

Step-parents

Under eincitional pressui.e

Low economic level ;
., ..

'Under financial stress ,

Higher economic levels

Strict disciplinarians

Uninterested in their cbildren

Uneducated, low Intelligence

Selfish

Low, self- ;steers)

No friends, familya
for support .

,-.

Hysterical. imptilsive ,

Violence part of life -style .t
,.

Young, ,immature
a 4'.

Violent.' quick-tempered, mean
., , A ,,

' Mentally ill and emotionally disturbed
. / -

Phystcal4y Ill ,. .,

Alcohol, clifCig aftdictioh

Pa renth of problem children '
.. a.

- Al types - nothing specific
. .

Other
T ,'

'Dont t Know
,

.

. -.

'23:6

5. 2

5. 5

11.2

0.3

27.3

38.1

15.1

4.9

3.3

0:8

40.6

1 ;.0'

2. 9

7.:7

e 2.

0:0

28.2

1.4

5'" 42.1;

6.0

19.5

0.3

2.8

,, 9.6

2.0
At

.

31.3

15.9

11.7

12.5 ,

1.7

22.6

25.6

12.6

11.7

2.0

4.2

52.3

'12.2 0'

2.2

4.3

3.1

0.6

27.5

i..p

29.4
.

4.8

17.6

4.0

2.5

15.9

1. 6ir

'

'
.

13.0

7.'0

6.2

.1

3.0,

26.9

33.,9

22.9

15.1

2.0

2.2

36.1

21.0

3. 9

0.7

0.8

0.7

13.5

2. 3

32.2

5.1

20.7

0.4.

5!'5

22.3

2. 9:

17.8

13. 6

7.2:

-12.6

4.9'

19.2

39.7

13.1

10,3

1.9
,.

5.4
,.. ,

,47. 8

9.9

2.4 '-,

4.3

1.8

0.2

20.3'

'2.4

3249'

i. 2

20.1
.

6.1

8.9

18.0

,, 2.0

.

23.8

13.6
4

6.7

7. 6

. 0,.8

24.0

27. 6

14.2

16.4

8:0

4.8
43.5

8.3

%
3,0,

-3.6

1.0

0.9

23:9
,

,
.,3.,6

35. 1

, t. o
'A

14.1

3.Q

3.3

11.8

1.03

_

17.0

6,8

1],.8

r'2.3

6.,1

19.3 ,

30. 5

15.5

12.2

1. 3

6.1

40.2

12.6

2.6

2.3

. 0.4-

1.6

11,1
, 2. 5

35'6

,2 9

29.3

0.8

'11.7

9.0

1.0

.

1t.4

7.6

8.5

24..0

11.6

15.1

35.6
,
14.4

10.1,

0. 6
A

4.2

27.3 A

13.1

L 2
. A

0.4

0.3

0.2

16:1-
2.1,

25.4

"1 g'

42.4

2.8

3. 55

16.5

1.,3-Column totals may qxced-d 100% .bebaiise of mu tiplc resp,ses.
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CHAPTER IV

STRUCTURE 'AND .PERFORMANCE, OF -,pizoGRAms.

One of the primary objectives of this work, ira4 to examine

impOrtant features, 'of the structure and performance of 'programs

concerned with childfabuse and neglect. The presentation,- of

findings related to such an inquiry could be organized in several

ways, three of which -seemed most promising: (1) around each of-
.

the agencies included in the survey; (2) around categories common
_ -

to' much of the currentt literature on evaluation such 'as' objectives,
.

strutture, input, process, and,cutcome; pr (3) artind what might ,\
be .ealled^'fuOctionalb categories --categories that organite elenients of

structure arid performance, in terms of certain problem and 'pro-

grim7orienteci topics.'

After catetul consi
..

tion, the third alternative was chosen.
s. V

The main advantage of fiirtctional categories, is, that they more

-fully reveal- both the ;interaction among agencies and the. dynamics
, -

of problems and programs than do the other two alternatives.

}furthermore, organizing the discussion and findings wound

"functional'! topics still makes it possible to discern a meaning-
,

''ful picture-of the: roles of the Vatioui types of,agencips as

reflected in the profiles of -theirs actions 4nd 4 appr,oaches. to

Proble,ms. The ,selection oCtoiiios iollimed the sequence of

inactivities n programs addressed .t child maltreatment:
_

iderytification and reporting, res - ense- to reporting, availability
;t -

sand provision orservices; re :1 intervention and:thepfablems-

of custody and placement,' etc' and the coordination

of programS.
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Case Identification, and Reporting

The importance of accuracy and proper timing in identifying: .

r

and reporting cases of child, abuse and neglect cannot be 'over- ,

stated: Most importantly, case-finding, is the rifst step in the

initiation of protective and treatment services. Furthermore,

knowledge of the social distributions of abuSe and neglect, and

of the factors precipitating them, is necessary for identifying

popttlations at risk and for mounting effective efforts toward

prevention. And as mentioned earlier,,, the quality of epiderni-.

ological knowledge concerning these problems depends largely

,upon the validity of available incidence data. In the following

paragraphs, we 'will explore Athe Sources, procedures, and

limitations of identifying and reporting Child maltreatment as

they apply to the various agencies.

The investigative role and the, authority of chilt3 proteatien-
,

agencies, the police, and the courts have madet1m-rn the most
-

frequent recipients of reports. Schools and' hoSpitals also
^

constitute important settings for the observation of children;

for e although they may receive reports from- outside sources .

about 'suspected abuSe and -neglect, personnel inthese two types

of institutions have greater opportunity to 'identify cases on their

own. Finally, cases' may dome, to.. the ,attention of public health

nurses from a variety 'A sources, as well as from their Sown

observatiOnS in, the residences they visit.

.Respondents from child protective agencies, police and
e

sberiff departments, and public health nursing divisions were

asked identical questidns' concerning the sources from Which
,

they learned about suspected.,abuse and neglect during the 'year
.

prior to' the survey. Esseptia4 the same information was 1'

-627"
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sought from respondents in the courts, who were.asked abOut the

origins of "affidavits" filed in connection with ,these probleMs.

Data obtained from these agencies are presented in Table-V-r.

Sources varied markedly from one receiving agency to another.

Relatives, friends, and neighbors were responsible thr large

proportions of reports to the police (48.6%) and to child protective

services (31..1%). These latter agencies seem to have been

involved in ,a relatively hi .h' rate of referrals to public health

nurses- (21.970, as did itals and clinics (1.a.4%).' Schools,
,

hospitals and clinics', other social welfare-services, and the

police and sheriff departments all contributed; in similar levels-

to reports reaching child protective agencies. l is linportant
to .note the relatively low eAchatige between these agendies.and

the police in, terns of the levels' of reciprocal reporting Or

referral. - By far, the greatest .proportion of affidavits submitted

to the courtS,emanated front protective agencies.: Responses . ,

in the table confirm tche disinclination on the part- of persons'qiir.
private practice, 'including- ,physicians, to become involved in ,

7

reportinCchild 'maltreatment to publiC 'agencies. '"Fitiaj/?; it
I t

should be added' that of all the eases that becante known t6
,

them, public health nurses themselves "t'ame across" ,,44.99

curing "home visits," 17.0% to schools, ,and 68.-1% in settings
,

"such as Clinics, child. health conference's; and" others. --°
.

Although varying somewhat in 91tssification,- the diat:ribution"..

of sources of reports in the State of Florida for the year - t,.
--

..

comparable to that covered in the survey 'shows similar trends:. H.
.>

Family and, relatives were ,respolisibi.[for.,24.0%` of the "reports;

------7TirTd-ne,j.ghborsr" for 24. 8%. Schools 'Were. the source of reports,

.

-- -"Only ins6.5% of the cases; andoziay care centers, in. 0.4 %;
.

hospitals nor private physicians were a. major .sourb4 of
.
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reports in ,Florida; they, accounted for ,1.3% and 1. 4% of the cases,

-respectively.

hi interviews with smedical

hospitals; attempts weremade

,:,;%,,and social services, personnel in,,,

to distinguish between 'tases,,

ntified within 'the hospitals by their own staff and, those re-
t ,

1 ,.
*.f.

..
rreii co them by other" agencies or Individuals. The average,

,

pies given by the medical personnel' -for-for these two sources
1, .

et,
, ts

ik " "" entifi cation were 8x3.2%. and , 16.8 %, respectively. , he

corresponding estimates given ,by, social services depart
,

, in the same hospitals ivere 85: 0%. and 15.0%.

Clearly, ,the ove5wheiming niajrity ofcases of abuse and
neglect, that becaine knoWn to hOspitalg were identified, by their,

own personnel.. 'When asked vilho brought or referred children

4

f .11,-

"

ents

'who were subsequently suspected as. being the victims of al-
,

treatment to the hospitals, the two groups of respondents gaVe
,consistent estimates. Respondents froni services .placed

1

.
Parents 'first ,(61. 4%), other relatives and, neighbors Second. -
. . .,

' :..., (13;1), and private physician* third (10, (F4).,.,-,with other
,:t . , ,

'''hospitals accdUnting for ,;about L 4.70 -Of the referrals: ',1:.

`Answers from :those interviewed ion illehalr;of the, loci
. ,,, . s 1

Servicea and medical departments copeerning sources of
.

. , ,
- ,

.rtferral for, cases already ,suSpepd of abuse '0,nd neglett were-

4 also fairly consistent. According 'to responses fr social '''
.

... , '

"
so, 0

services'' persOnnel, child protection agencies cookinted for
-

32.2% of such referrals; the; for 25.3,;4 physicians
,w

in private practices, for 17.4%; *id other hoZpitals, lor 6.7%.
, .

The aopdfeiltly greater 4role Aliat 'private physicions,'assunie in ,

4 referrals to hospitals, as opposed other." pUblic (genties

presumably' derives from their ,i;iinary ..done6rn ;with 'medical
- '"

add-hearth care. Unstructured interviews with 'physicians also
,

revealed that mittly of those ,private practice refer suspected,
4 r

,
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cases of Child maltreatment to hospitals as a way of transferring

the responsibility of reporting to them. Once again, this illustrates

the influence of role contlict, as was discussed in the previous

chapter.

Because of the nature of school systems, information sought

from these institutions about identifying and reporting child mai-
',

treatment varied in some ways from those appropriate for other

agencies. In 33. 31-. of the cases identified during the year

covered in the survey, school personnel were alerted by the

abused or neglected children themselves. Siblings were the

source of information in 2. -1(T.:( of the cases; and other pupils,

in t,..3 In 56. Cer--f of the cases, perSons outside the school

systems or other agencies brought incidentS to the attention of

the school, The most frequently mentioned were-informal

sources such as relatives, friends and neighbors of the
r

families involved, parents of the victims of maltreatment, and

anonymous calls. It- appears that schools are not well connected

with the other parts of the organizational network concerned

with this problem, at least in regard to being informed about

cases that become known to other agencies, We further

inquir6d about the proportions of cases first reported by persons

'occupying different roles in the schools. The average weighted

responses Show, that 50. 8% were f,irst reported by teachers:

9. 4% , by ,counselors; 10. 6%, bi ,school nurses; .0. 1%, by school

phYsidlans; 5. 8r-c, by school social workers; 7.5%, by...principals

and other administrators; and 15.8 %4 by others.

Finally, it should be of .interest to. note variations in the

relative proportions of abuse and of neglect among cases reported

or referred to the agencies included in the survey. As might be

-85-
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expected, the distributions in Table IV-2 show greater proportions ..

of child abuse among cases that came to the attention of 'hospitals.

The ratios of abuse to neglect were also greater for the schoolS

and' the police than for child protection agencies and public health

nursing. The ratios for affidavits submitted to the courts were

similafitto those reported by protective agencies. Because of

the lack of criteria for clearly differentiating the two categories

(many jurisdictions make no distinction at all), these ratios

should be interpreted with caution.
4

TO processes of identifying and reporting child abuse and

neglect may constitute a single step, such as a call from the

observer' of an?cident to a given agency, or they may entail

;multiple steri.both within and across agencies. Procedures

governing ,these processes, if any, are particularly important in

agencies where.relatively sizable proportions of the cases are

identified internally, through the systems and their staffs, as ,

opposed to those reported' from outside sources as already

suspected cases of child maltreatment. Identification and

reporting in schools, hospitals, and divisions of public health

nursing entail such processes. Respondents from these three

'agencies were asked about the existence-"of specific procedures

for reporting suspected cases of abuse and neglect," followed

by other questions inquiring whether or not these procedureS

were available in a written form, how regularly they were

being followed, and the locus of decisions about reporting on

behalf of the agency.

IN'-3 presents some of this information, School

syste s and public health nursing departments representing

aboetf one-half of the U.S. population had written procedures

-86---
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for reporting suspected cases of Child maltreatment.eThe medical

and social. services staffs of hospitals, however, differed in their
responses to these questions. According to the ..medical persOnnel,
hospital most accessible to only 46:0% of the population had
written procedures; the corresponding figure for respondents from
hospital social services departnients was 60.2%. The variation
might be due to the social service personnel's increased aware-
ness of the existence of report* procedures, as well as to the
fact that in some hospitals such rules are specific to these .

'departments. Most likely a combination of th e and other
factors contributed to the discrepancies. To noted are
proportions df the population represented by /igencies for which
neither written nor unwritten procedures exi ted; this ranged
from a high of 35.2% for hospital medical rograms to a low
of 21.9% for hospital social services.

Even when already established, reporting procedures were
not always followed (Table W-3); however, the predominent
opinion was that they were used "often" or "almost always,"
Adherence to such procedures only "sometimes" or "less
frequently" ranged from 7.3% for; school systems to 4.9% for
public health nursing. Medical and social services personnel
in hospitals were very similar in their estimates of low
adherence (7. 8% and 8. 0%, respectively). The most frequently
mentioned reasons for failure to follow reporting procedures
in the Various agencies included lack of training and knowledge
about these ,procedures, doubts about the sufficiency of evidence,
and reluctance or fear of getting involved. Ignorance about

. procedures was most characterikic of hospital personnel.

While reluctance and 'fear of getting involved was most-common

)
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to those from the schools. Formalized written procedures were

more likely to have been followed than unwritten ones. Hospitals

and schools4seemed to centralize procedures for reporting to

other agencies into the hands of one person or one' department

more frequently than did public health nursing organizations

(Table IV-3). These responsibilities were most often under-

taken by heads of departments, supervisors, principals, or

assistant principals, although school counselors were also

frequently mentioned.

Some measure of current limitations in reporting and of

.the magnitude of the problem might "be inferred from compari-

son tt among the three estimates given earlier and their

ojectionf to the national population. To probe further. into

other acts of these limitations, questions were asked about

the consistency with which the various sources reported

fuspected abuse and neglect eases to the respondents' agencies.

When addressed to child _protection agencies, police and Sheriff

departments, and public health nurses, inquiries covered a

broad list of sources. Assessments given by interviewees

from these three agencies are presented in Tables IV-4, IV-5,

and IV-6, respectively. A five point scale was used to record

responses ranging from "almost always" to "hardly ever."

Since protection agencies-and 'the police are the legally

'mandated, or most common recipients of reports, responses

giren by their personnel- are of particular significance. If

we consider the latter three responses ("sometimes,"

"ocCasionally," and "hardly ever") to represent difficiencies

in repor:ting suspected cases, the distributions in these three

tables 'cast serious doubt about-the adequacy of current levels

of identification and reportinAg.

=88-
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The-reasons given by personnel from,child protective agencies
. _

for inadequate reporting by others varied according to the sources

of reports included in Table IV-4. In regard to the police, public

health nurses, and other divisions of welfare services, the most

frequently mentioned reasons were, that these. agencies handled

the problem themselves and that their staffs lacked sufficient

knowledge about the role of protective -services. The most

prevalent reasons for the likellhoocrof non-reporting by pro -

fessionals in independent ptactice, especially physicians, -included

r the desire to maintain Confidentiality; -reluctance to become in-

volved, fear of loss Of patients and clients, and the belief that

they should handle the problem themselves. -The lack of aware-

ness among these professionalgrabout the child protective agencies

and their role also contributed significantly to limiting the *eh--,
hood of their reporting. Under-reporting frOm such informal

sources as family members, other relatives, friends, and neighbors

was attributed primarily to the desire not to get involved, concern

for personal ramifications, and the impulse to protect the perpetrators.

, ;Medical and Social services respondents. from the hospitals

were,asked to assess the likelihood of physicians and nurses in

hoSpital settings reporting cases of abuse and neglect they know

about (Table IV-7). The evaluations of medical respondents were

thiformly more optimistic than those of`the social services personnel.

According to both, however, nurses were more likely, than

physicians to have reported cases that came to their attention.

It is important to note the much greater probability of reporting

by physiCians in hospitals, even when considering their'lower

assessment by social services personnel, compared to physicians

in private practice as assessed by respondents from protective
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agencies (Table IV-4), police and sheriff departments (j'ableIV-5),

and public health nurses (Table' IV-6). Nevertheless, -'the likeli-

hood of reporting by physicians in hOspitals was still lower than
.

might have been expected. The reasons given for non-reporting

by physicians and nurses in hospital settings centered around

insufficiency of evidence, lack of knowledge and experience in

handling the problem, and the desire not to get involvd bebaUse

of inconvenience, fear of losing time, or of other consequences.

Finally, as. illustrated in Table IV-8, the most likely. hospital'

operations where suspected child maltreatment would have gone

unreported were emergency rooms, followed -by out-patient

services. Conversely, these\ problems were most likely to have

been reported if obse.rvedhci- it patient wards. The reasons

given for these operations' failur to report were similar to

those mentioned above. In addit n, understaffing was cited

frequently as a reason for inad uacies of reporting in a number

r of settings.

Interviews in the school syStems included similar questions

aimed at evaluating the probability of different personnel having

reported suspected cases of abuse and neglect. Table IV-9

presents the results of these assessments. Given the level of

reporting accorded school systems by other agencies (Tables

IV-4, IV-5, and IV-6), redpondents' ratings' of the likelihood of

reporting, by school personnel seem rather high. Nevertheless,

the distributions in Table IV-9 are revealing in terms of the

relative practices of personnel in different positions. Con--

sidering that the two responses "almost always," and "often,"

represent adequate levels of reporting, the*sessments show

. school social workers to be the most ins
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suspected uses; and school physicians, the :least

fact, school physicians were "concentrated 'in 'the ca' egory
. ,,

by respondents as, "hardly ever" rting, The leasons.:,givg4n ti
,

for non-repOrting on the ,part these personnel' were stinilar to
those mentioned in co ion with hospitals, phYsiciariev"-and

nurses,, namely: dequate evfcience; the desire not to get ,;

involved; cern for potential consequences; a lae of know.---

some,ledge and experience with' reporting on the part of_some,
.-

,especially teachers4---.and an inclination to ..handle' the probleth

personally part of others, especially school social workers,
nurses, an counselors.

Personnel from school-1-y-Stemsoublic rith nursing, and

hospital medical departments- were alkekwhetheetheir organi-..-
ACzation"- had "standard screening proe s which may detect.

abuse and neglect" among-clultliert they see: iii-their
respective settings sow se cts fnteresAngiy," an affifiative

response -to this question, yatf-::rrittpli -rriore prefilent -for school

A:yatenVs and public health nursing -than for hospital medical

departments (Table IV-1Q).- ''hospitals representing only 13.1% of
the popultiti developed standard screening procedures.

Although more common in iCno01-1 and public health nursing,

these two agenciisfiad.'eitablished standard screening prOce-
..

dures only in 'areas including less than one half of the U. S.

population; furthermore, even when aVailable, they were not
always applied to all children. For a significant proportion of
the population, screening procedures were 'applied only to

suspected victims of abuse- and neglect, to children being

admitted to schools, to .pupils in certain grade levels, -or to
children covered by certain programs, especially Medicaid.

'1
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In most cases, standard screening in schools c onsisted of physical

examinations, followed by observations of suspected cases for such

manifestations of abuse and neglect as bruises, scars, injuries,
or emotional problems. It is KbtfUl, however, 'that the routine

medical examinations administered for school entrants were

specifically oriented toward the identification of these problems.
.

The great majority of respondents from all agencies and

programs felt that child abuse and, neglect were being under-

reported in their 'communities (Table IV-11). When it came to

assessing the degree of under- reporting, hoi,ever, opinions were

divided. "A great deal" of under-reporting was more characteristic

of responses from child protective agencies (45. 0%), the courts

(40. 9%), arid public health departments (40.5 %) than those from-

the other groups interviewed. "No under-reporting" was claimed

most often by respondents from hospital medical personnel (41. 0%);

and least, by divisions of public health nursing (10. 5%).

With minor exceptions, most respondents who believed abuse

and neglect were under-reported also-, felt-that selectivity played

a role in under- reporting, and that it was influenced by the

characteristics' of both victims and perpetrators. Although both

high and low socio-economic levels were mentioned as categories

of parents for whom under-repo- rting is most likely to happen,

Much larger proportions of the weighted responses mentioned

people in the higher socio-economic levels. To concentrate on

the most common recipients of reports, child protective agencies,

the proportions naming parents from high and ,low socio-economic

-levels were 70.9% and 15.5%, respectively.

Another factor in Selectivity involved the ages 6f children.

Although, all ages were mentioned, the most frequently stated

\\
e."
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views were that under-reporting of maltreatment occurred among

those children. below 5 years of age. The prevalence of these
, 4

views decreased as ages increased. Under-reporting was also

believed to haVe been characteristic of'physically' and mentally

handicapped children.

Respondents from protective agencies and the police were

also asked about selectivity in confirmation rates, as well as the

associated characteristics of perpetrators and children. Their

weighted responses affirm the existence of selectivity. in relation

to the characteristi s of both. The proportion of protective

agencies that confi d the, influence of parents' characteristics

on cases of abuse has 57. 5%, and on cases of neglect, 56. 7%. -

The corresponding weighted responses concerning the influence

of children's attributes -'were 24. 2% and 20. 6%, respectively.

The prevalence of affirmative- opinions, about selectivity among,

respondents from the police was somewhat more limited.

"Have there been any special' efforts in the last few years

in this area or in the state as a whole to get cases of child

abuse and neglect identified and repoited ?" Respondents from

all agencies and programs inchided in the survey had the

opportunity to respond to this and three follow-up questions about

the nature of such efforts, their administrative boundarieS

(state or -local), and their effects upon reporting (Table tV -12).

Most of the efforts seen have been directed teward legal changes/'
and professional and public education. It is impOrtant to note

differences in the prevalence of negative opinions (those indi-

cating that no efforts had been undertaken)-which - ranged from a

high of 44. 6% for hospital medical respondents to 0.3% for

protective agencies, Respondents from child protective agencies,
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public health nurses, and the police were equally distributed in 7
.

itheir' views as to the scope of efforts -- state vs. local. 'The

courts were more likely to see the effects as statewide. This

is, not surprising since important changes of a legal nature
usually stem from authorities at the state level. More of the

weighted responses from schools and hospitals indicated that i
Idevelopments toward enhanced reporting were local rather than

statewide.. The greatest claims for the effec iveness of such.
\

efforts from child protective agencies (53.1%) f flowed by the
police (46.5%). Considering the ,assessments of 11 respondents,

the effects of these attempig to enhance reporting.seern to be
limited.

Response to Reports

Although police departments have personnel on t all
hours, only 32.1% of the population live in communities here

child protection agencies provide such coverage. Also,

divisions of public health nurses representing only 5.3% o the
population reported around-the-clock availability of persof*el

from their' 'own agencies. In protective agencies serving 0.4%

of the poptilation, and public health nursing divisions servt g.
49.5%, a' caseworker or a nurse "always made a home visit
during the same d__aa that a new case of suspected child abu

--- was reported.". In all of. the other jurisdictions, 55.,8%

of the cases were, visited, by caseworkers from protective

services i the same day; and 82.4%, dtirin' the

The corresponding proportion's visited by nurses from public -
health departments were 57.3% and 8 %, respectively. '
p r a c t t e a l r y a71 c . : ) f The cases ,consjdered -eine r

-
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officer or a sheriff's deputy -went to the home withinhours. This

was also the case In regard to non-emergency situations for. over

85%' of the population. Most of the departments representing the '

other 15% condUcted visits to the homes within the day,. Dis-

tinctions between emergencies and non-emergencies were based
et

largely on the information given by, callers and the degree of

'It threat or danger the 'incident tttaS.believed to _pose- to the health

or life of children involved.
:. ,.

. ,
When home visits sere rict'conducted by child protection. ,,,

respondents,e . - agencies and the police for, all cases -reported to them; respondents,

. from the two agencies were asked about procedures used to
. i

a`icertain which calla. were' likely to have some verifiable basis.;
. ,

.
A
-
list, of the responses is presented in Table IV-13, demonstrating

that the most cOrnrnon procedure'. for both agencies was to obtain

onfirmation from other agenCies. Protective agencies also

relied on confirmation froin other people', and previous reportS,..? -

.

whi e the police were/likely to handle the problem thrOugh-
.

, i
.:

,, ', ' - f, re erral cases to othep a::-4 cies.

t PoliCe officers and depUttes 'representing -52.4% of the popu-
.

latIon never had -4taff,inenibers of, other agencies accompany-them

-41' making the-first:visit to-a,home Where a a'hild was reported'

to ,have been ablised-::,.T. neglected. In.the remaining 47.6%,

officers and deputies- ere -a butes accompanied by personnel. 7

from other ageheies. =Viie,-, Most' -COminonly iiitptiAktied" agenciet ,in:,,

. this regar,d were. ohileproteciftin 'se` ryloAS, other' diVleipnaot .-
. ..,-

.,. ,\ 4<:': ",-;;,',., j '''''.. '''.4.'welfare services, and probation and4uyentle,.officereir Tespectivilw,t,
--,.

.. ..iyfter they had become aciluainied with the-Catie,., officers and,.., .
ir ,

deP4ies re-presenting 76.2% of tne.-population ghthave asked- ,

f ,
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this case, child protection services, other divisions of welfare

services, and public health, nurse's were the most commonly

mentioned. Presented in terms of frequency of mention, the

reasons given for asking representatives of these agencies to

enter the case included conducting investigations, taking over

the case, arranging for the placement 'of children,. and

counseling. It is important to point out that 14.5%; of the,.

population resided in the jurisdictions of police and sheriff

departments whose officers neither 'called ont personnel from

other agencies to accompany them during the first visit nor

went to the home afte; -these officers had become acquainted

With the case.

The average proportions of cases in which the respondents

found, it necessary to remove children from their homes were

as follows:

4'. 6% in annost all of tSe cases
9. 1% in more than half Of the cases

12.6 % in about-half the cases .
35.6% in lesS than half the cases
38. 1% in 'almost none of the cases

Respondents from protection services, public health nursing,

and hospital social services, were asked about the proportions

of the abuse and neglect cases that'came to the attention of/
their agency which, they felt warranted- the children's temporary

sepafartion from their, families .(Table IV-14). Although opinions

varied, the figures reveal a Strong tendency against the removal

of Children, especial y op. the .part of respondents from public

health departmente.- , Descriptions, of the conditions viewed as

authorizing- temporary removal of children were given in general

terms (Table IV-14)1 consideratiOns included the :seriousness of

-96-
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abuse, ideals to the children's health and life, and their needv

for protection;

The length of time required for investigations conducted by

the police may vary from a few hoUrs to over one month. For

27.7,;c: of. the .population, such investigations were usually

-completed within one ,day. (24 hou'rs); the usual duration for

another, 29. 12(7r did not. ,exceed: oii . week; and the time required

for 14.3R' stretched iron" more than one week to over one

-r1 month. Finally, the respondents for 29. 0% failed to specify,

duration because of "variations among cases." The sources

most 9ommonl% pursued by police officers for evidence ©f abuse

And ',neglect were witnesses (including neighbors-and relatives),
.

photographs, medical reports and physicians' statements, and

oburvation of the children's conditions. Less frequently

mentioned were such sources of evidence as the statements of

children, parents, or other reporting persons.

enforcement officers,- hospital tnedical personnel, and

respondents from the school 'Systems were: asked alyOut the type
.

of evidence they lobk for in- cases of abuse and of neglect. Their

.

. answers (Table Tv-lit) show a heavy reliance. on such physical

signs as injuries, bruises, malnutrition, and similar indicatiOris

of improper treatinent and care. The relatively .more frequent
-V tp. '

. mention of the "home environment" by police officers is

s.

surprising, since they are the most likely to -have visittl
e. I,victirns' homes. .

3 e
As has been illustrated, the initial response to'reViitingi.

. ,..: .
entaRs many inveitigitorx functions,: ,verifying-elainis d!abizOe .....,:..

and. neglect. asselssing the severity. of ,darnitie andthi .risksPitni;". ,

er.:TrutitreatinOnt* and collecting such -ivfdefice M might
:

;
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become n cessary for jUvenile, family, or crim\1 court pro-

ceedings. Based upon these assessments, the-initiar responses

4.4

to suspicions.,or reports of child abuse and neglect become the

starting points that activate services'and/or legal intervention.

Services: Provision and Availability

The first priority in intervention with situations of abuse and

neglect should be attending to the medical and health care needs
of the children: Hospital med ical personnel were asked about

'what happened to children when abuse, and neglect were identified
,

in out-patient serVices or in erneroncy rooms. Responses to

question indicate that, with sortie qua liffCations, such.
children were admitted to in-patient AerNaices'c.:in: hoSpitalt most

:

accessible to the majority tif the popiulation(B7,1%).': About
. ,

1.4.21) .of: the iyeiglited'responses.:reporied no..admissionS to in-
patient

. '.. ',

ficilities-:' hociei.er, these cases: were' referred to,' otherr; ,

-..--f agencied, Buell' is Child prOteCtion services; and: the police: It
i , .,,L- i ;.. .1

, f I ' '

i 1S 'signiyfpnt.:tto:*tipte tiit 2. 0% of the Weighted :answerS statedl'

,:th,lit ;it, *Penciled on
What;'s

the parents wiAteti to 4. 0%'adrnitled, II i , i ' ,. 1 :, : . : I ''* ' ' t ...: I

'ttie elfiltqen:fn:CaSfm of; stase and -let:them go: home In ages:,
. . . ,

,,-,t , or negleht, W10.! io ;Mention $fj.eporting to °the/ ageliCies;',,aiid .....,
f,.

I.. 'i. I Af.14.0, -do no Iino*, What: happeried.. The: thoda'lestinlate of the, .. I : ', . ,

,, ,:prevallitnee- Of ,mediqal !and Ivialth care 'neetis among ,dbildren,
. , .:,
,,,, ,;

,-, , _ . ,. , .. , . , . , -I1.
:that came 'totthe. atten'tion. or'proteticip: ligenliek was "mcite,:' r!.;-.

. ,. , _

, -;: . ' ,:-
,

'. ,.- ,,than 401' of ( the casee. : 41trther*ore; ' 0 all :casea ibvestigathd

4.;

-by tt:te.tpOl4ce,,' a Ny4ighlied.aytkorgei:stt Ick..wite. 4alten io .

.; .

; i , ,:hosPi.71p, vlincesi. 'aelither health. care facilities.- -. ,. .. -,,,---,
, : . ,

tints
.,;,.

.Five.-gttitkiis,iif -1:eap (those,,f141Otildprotiectat' '''..
, , , , 4

.. - :setrviees, public health =nutses., school '-ay fteras, hogpitil 'rdediett'
.' . . ,..... ,...

departments; and hospital-l' Were 'asked: about' .':,
i
.--..: - . , ... . ., ..::..-. -,--... --

..... -0.- , ,4 . .-. --. '. .
.......... ..,a8.......

..--. : i:::
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11;

V

tliq, services their respective programs were able to provide or-
.

secure -for children and families involved in abuse grid neglect

problems.. Table. IV-17 presents a detailed list of these
op

Services ; these distributions reflect the specialization,of the

various ,organizations. In addition to services provided by the

ending agencies themselves, others were sought from a

tr'arie0,c or organizations (Table IV-18).

'..A persistent source of fruStration, for warkers in this field,

and one firequetttly mentioned during unstructured 'interviews in., .

a number of COrhirturu was the:abubive'`:land neglectful- parents
-

and-gitardiane resist, advice to seek help from mental 'health

peyC trists, Counseling, psYghelogists, matriagt

coUnselors,- and. imilar pkofesSins, incl. facilities. TO .teSt. the

preqialenc o f t iiti.S:,probletn,, 'related qUestions Were asked of

-dertain'groupis of l'reSpontrenW .00w often did they recomm4d-'that
, ,

.
pOrents: seek s.to.y...help?.. How ata. they sfindthem reltietan t't ;

.
, f

to seek 014 help?....,And,,- -*how h.elpful .N.SpOCkelltS believe' the

services we,re. tO-4..hose. who blisett to these

questione are `4,ric4ided. 'Tai:11e, The Iriajprity of we ighted--;

re,spon4e s re cOrrtkriendeel '-.the se. types of 'servicOs ?"&imest. alstrayi"

o'f "often.", Still, At was .sur*I4iitg to.see the
, , .

prevalence tinedieat.s
well as social'. Se r-NIC'esl,incticiti4g \that'xnentikl bealt'h setvices'

were "hardly:ever"'reCcrimmended:1& ibitSiye. ancl,snegliptiell' ,
,... y -: - . . ,. , ..

4

.. ,. . O. '. , .

F
A

'Pa re Iltti: This initi 64',1x#tit*ablei.-hcivireNt,' to-the ,`Ccincentrst-'-
.,-- \ .,..t ,

i ?tiOn pf 'efforts al,ntng flolipital'peiksolinel .o,71 inervetiing',Witti% ".
. , \ -- -,N..2. -, ., 4 -..;... , .', ' ,, '.. '::.

; : the child-cete.S.4sonditioni,s2i6,,that they '.tricl- to 'rely op ofher .,--

agencies 'oio're'..in, oohtS4-vah'iiiient's i?At'allraiith their , ,
- --/..:: ,., , ! ,,,..

problems. .;',", .; & .:- ..0. .. . ,,., :-. ,
r

, ' ' \
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Reluctance on the part- of parents and guardians to', avail

themselves of mental health services seems to be a widespread

phenomenon (Table W-19). It was "almost always" or "often"

Ole case in more than half of the weighted responses for all

agencies where the, question *as raised. The modal answers

for all agencies except public health nurses were that these

services were "somewhat helpful." Public health nurses

representing about half of the population felt that such §ervices

were of "little help." It 'should be noted that of all respondentst

public health nurses are probably in the best position to assess

the effectiveness of the mental health services received.

"One of the difficulties in dealing with child
,

the parents may know they are abusing the child

buse is that

t they are

ged with

, and

afraid to go to official government lest they be clia

a crime or their children be taken from them. "1. Th

the belief that persons who have experienced similar. prob -ms

are more apt to extend greater understanding and assistance

led to the emergence., of "Parents Anonymous" gthups (pattern

after "Alcoholics Anonymous") in different parts of the country.

A wies of questions were incorporated irrthe survey inquiring

about -the existence of such groups in the sampling communities,

_whether or not respondents' agencies refer parents and guardians

to them, alsd an evaluation of the influence of participation in

them. Considering that personnel from child protective servi

should be most knoWledgeable about the existence of sue roups,

figures in Table IV -20 would indicate that they we constituted

In communities including slightly more than third of the .

country's population,. The least's ,ss Of parents groups

was expresskd by hospftal medi*-. personnel. The majority of
,
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weighted responiiet indicated that when such groups were available,

the agencies surveyed made referrals to them. The reasons

given for non-referral were mostly because of a preference that

child protective agencies undertake this task, if it is necessary,
or because df "lack of knowledge" about the parents groups

themselves. Although the great 'majority of weighted responses

-from all agencies- /felt that these groups would help those who

joined 'them, there was a significant proportion of dissenting

opinions,. Most skeptical were respondents from school systems,

public health nursing, and hospital medical personnel,' in that
N

orders

Respondents from the five agencies most involved in the,

delivery of services were asked whether there were any services

that abuteed and neglected children or their families needed that

were unavailable or difficult to obtain. Affirmative answers

ranged from a high of 84. 8% for protective agencies to a low

If of 38.5% for hospital medical personnel ,(Table IV-21). Public

health nurses, who -are alAo- involved iii mobilizing community

services for their clients, were second to protective agencies

. in the prevalence of affirmative responses (70. 5%). Vaellitions

_in assessing the availability and accessibility of services
. I partially reflect the agencies' differing orientations some are

more child-oriented, others are parent-oriented* and still

others are family-orien d. In this respect, greater confidence: ...

must. be placed in the re ponces of protective service personnel,

since it is their primary . sponeibility.to manage cases of abuse

and neglect through the m of available and unavailable

services.

This analysis was purs d further by comparing, communities
40,.

113
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where there was a consensus that services were lacking -with

.others where the consensus was that needed services were

available and accessible. The attempt was to derive some

'characterization of communities with inadequate services.,

The results show that such commur ies are larger and have a

tendency. to have more of Abuse and neglect. Also, the

curvilinear effect of agency coordination is apparent in that

communities with no coordination and those with case manage-
_

ment coordination show a far lesser degree of service un-

availability than those with, only administrative level coordination.

Respondents to the question about service availability were

also asked to name the specific types of services unavailable or

inaccessible to them. Table IV-21 presents a detailed listing of
_

these services. Although various forms of counseling seem to

be the service most often unavailable or difficult to obtain,-

home support, such as homemaker jervices or child care, is

also frequently mentioned. Other types of services named by
wi

respondents from agencies representing significant proportions
11,

of the- population" inclu'de financial assistance and child placement

facilities. In some ways, the responses reflect differences in

the agencies' roles. For example, protection services more

often cite the unavailiibility or difficulty in obtaining suitable

placement than do physicians, who seldom engage in this

responsibility. The same can be said for such services as ,

financial assistance and htme support. Finally,. it is particularly'

important to note the proportions of the population residing in

areas where ag encies found needed medical and other health

'care services 'unavailable or difficult to obtain for abused and

negleilaren: I

114
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One of the most crucial decisions in intervening with problem's

of -abuse and neglect is whether to remove children or to leave

them with parents and guardians who have mistreated them.

These decisions will be the subject of further analysis at later

points in this report; however, it is important here to discuss

the considerations entailed in such decisions and their bearing

upon the provision of services. These considerations include:

the effects of removal to unfamiliar environments, especially

upon children in younger ages; the adequacy of placement alter-

natives and their potentially disruptive influence on family Jai"
relations; and the attitudes and reactions of parents, particularly

the damage to potential counseling or therapeutic relations that

could be developed with professional workers. Any deliberation

of these decisions, however, assumes that priority will be given

to the protection of children from the risk of further abuse and
neglect.

A criticism frequently leveled against child protection agencies

is 'that, because of concern over maintaining rapport with parents

or *cause' of limitations in staffing*and resources, children, are

often left with parents in spite of continued abuse and neglect. 2

In order to arrive at some estimates of the prevalence of these

practices, we asked respondent's from the child protective agencies

about: (1) the proportions of parents and guardians who continued

to abuse' their children after their agencies became involved;

(2) the proportions of parents and-guardians who continued to

neglect .their children after their agencies became involved;

(3) the proportions- of children in families who had been part of

their active case load who.were taken to hospitals for treatment

because, of continued abuse and, neglect; and (4) the proportions of

-103-
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cases who had, been part of 'their case load and who cant to the

attention of the police because of continued abuse and neglect.

Responses to these four questions, are presented in :Table IV-22,

which demonstrates a number of significant trends. One-third of

the population lives in area s where child abuse continues in

Almost none" of the cases after Protective agencies become

involved. The corresponding weighted responses for neglect

account for only 8. 8% of the population. It is no more re-
assuring to note the proportions of cases in the active case

loads. of protective agencies that were subsequently taken to

hospitals for treatment or came to the attention of the police

because of continued maltreatment. In order to verify infor-

mation obtained from child protective agencies on this, issue,

respondents from hospital medical and social service staffs were

asked about the proportions of abuse and neglect case's brought

to their hospitals which ha en part of the active case loads

cof proteciive, agencies. Responde from police and sheriff

departments were asked' similar questions about the proportions

of such cases among those that came to their attention. These

estimates (Table IV -23) corraborate the Widespread Presence of

continued abuse and neglect serious enough to merit medical

treatment or the involvement of the police.

The estimates of continued child abuse and neglect just

presented should become, an important consideration in decisions.

concerning the removal of chil , or in the development of

other ways to assure their protection nst such risks. They

also constitute revealing indicators of t/Ire. a ness. of the
it

services provided by the child protective agencies themselves,

as well-as those they were able to obtain from other sources

in their respective communities.

-1.04-
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Other indicators of the adermacy bf services were sought by
asking about the sufficiency of current resources, as wel as
priorities in the use of new funds, should any become -available.
A recent GAO reports that while federal authorizations for child
welfare services under Title IV-B programs have increased from

555 million in 1968 to $211 million in 1974, HEW has never

requested that- mote- than $47. 5 million be appropriated. 3
The

same report shows, that these appropriations do not represent

the total expenditures on these services, which were estimated

to haVe reached over one billion dollars, of which the federal

share was about $683 million during the fiscal year 1972.

Child protective agOcies seem -t4 have remained short on
funds and resources As sh in Table IV-24, 89. 1% of the
weighted responses theSe'agencies reacted affirmatively to

an opinion Hine mat g that: "Agencies 'are not given sufficient
resouroes to al ef ively with child abuse and neglect."
bistributions of es from other agencies also indicate an
overwhelming sense of the insufficiency of resources, -Agreement

with this statement ranged from 72. 0%.fpr respondents from the
courts,- to 91.8% f9rose from 'school systems.

Further Specification of the need for resources and of their
priorities was s6ught' by asking respondents from the various
agencies.: "If additional funds were to become available to your

agency for child abuse grid neglect, what are the most important

uses you would-like to see these funds put to?" It*as requested
that priorities be ranked in order of importance. Responses to

-105-
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this question (Table IV-25) were grouped under nine categories:

(1) "Personnel, " which refers to increasing staff in respondents' ,

agencies or adding specialists in certain fields; (2) "Improve

Staffing of Other Agencies" by increasing the numbers of people

or improving the qualifications and training of staffs in other

agencies; (3) "Intra-Agency-OpeAtions," which include such

things' as adding specialized divisions or sections, adding 24

hour ,coverage, improving information retrieval, etc.; (4) "Place-

ment Facilities" such as foster homes, emergency, and temporary

facilities, half-way houses, etc.; (5) "Services and Programs"

such as homemaker services, nutritional-services, volunteer

programs, counseling, etc.; (6) "Services Available to Other

Agencies" such as more legal, medical, or social services

offered to other agencies (depending upon the respondents'

agencies), and referral services; (7) "Interagency Functions".

including multi-agency teams," coordinating committees, and

other forms of liaisons; (8) "Miscellaneous" responses, Which

did not fall within any of the first Seven categories; and (9)

"None," indicating neither needs for resources nor priorities

expressed.

Distributions-in Table IV-25 clearly reveal that the greatest

need in each of the agencies is for personnel. Additional

resources would be utilized to strengthen internal programs,

as well as to make services available to other agencies. As

will be discussed later, child protective agencies and the courts

emphasized the need for placement facilities. ,,The -law

mention of interagency functions was not a reflection of strong

existing liasons. The need for stronger interdependence among

agencies was indicated by the more frequent mention of "services

available to other agencies."

- 106-
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II.

. Respondents were asked to estimate' the cost of priorities

they indicated, should additional funds beCome available. Since
s.

respondents for-Many agencies did not prt5vide the necessary

cost estimates, the sheer aggregation of costs mentioned would

be misleading. In,this analysis an average cost for each of
the eight categories used in grouping priorities was estimated

for each agency
s'.3

or program. The results are shown in Table IV-26.
"7.-,..
O. .

The average Ailit"-of increasing the size or improving the quality

of personnel in child protective agencies, 'for example, is ,slightly

over $120, 000 per agency; the corresponding figure for school
..

.

systems was almost twice as much (about $200, 000). Thetotal
costs of priorities are highest for child protective services,

followed by schools. It is interesting to, note that himpital

pediatric departments were least in terms of needs for addi-
tional resources, followed by police.

It must be noted, however, that these estimates are".crude

and entail considerable overlap across agencies. For example,

protective agencies, the courts, and the= police allocated con-,
siderable amounts of funds for the development and impiovement

of placemlent facilities. Also, public health nursing departments !
.-,

assigned high costs to improving the staffing h other agencies.

Another source of --instability in these figures is the high non-
..,

response rate of cost estimates; this might be largely attributable

to the fluid situation in regard to the problems of abuse and
s

neglect. The ability to make cost projections is limited by the

respondents' uncertainty about the appropriate size of their case

loads. Thus, respondents who firmly perceived the need for

staff expansion might have not been able to anticipate the addi-

tional manpower needed, and so could not place a monetary
,

value on this priority.
-107-
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In spite of these limitations,, the cost estimates are

instructive in some respects. The sizable allocatiOns for

"staffing other agencies" can be viewed as an indication that

the inadequacies of current personnel in some agencies were

keenly felt by those in the others. foeus briefly, on the

average cost estimates given by child protective_ agencies, a

useful distinction, can be made between one shot expenditures,

such as those needed for placement facilities ($120,230), and

the regularoperating costs represented by the other, items-

($171,574). This means that estimates of needed resources

for all of the 129 such agenc 's included in the survey would

amount to about '$15-.--5 million in one shot appropriations for

placement facilities, and about $22 million in additional annual

operating costs. Consisi ring that the. jurisdictions of these 129

agencies include aboUt'isne-third of the United States population,

the national project s s of these agencies' needs for additional

resources would be $46..5 million in cast of facilities, and $66

Million in annual appropriations for prograth operations.'

Finally, another significant indicator of the quality of

services is the level of knowledge and skills characteristic of

available personnel. The collection of specific data about the

qualifications of these organizations' staffs was beyond the
,

scope of this study. Nevertheless, some hiformationlihout

participation in werkshops,' conferences, and bother forms of

meetings addressed to the problems of 'child maltreatment was

sought. In this respect, respondents were asked: "When

was the last time any of the staff attended any program dealing;

with child abuse ?" Answers to this question are included in

Table IV' -27. Child protectitre agencies reported the most
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frequent recent, attendance; and hospital medical personnel and

the hospital social services, the least. A sizable Iproportion of

the ,,population are represented by agencies from which someone

has attended such programs' within the six month period pre-
iceding interviews for this study. It is stijil important, however,

to note the high prevalence of non-attendance of such programs by most

agericies; especially by members of hospital pediatric departments.

It should" be added also that in many of the agencies, ,persons ;

, who attended training programs were frequently the heads of

departments or supervisors.

Legal Intervention: Custody and Placement

Katz's ',p6sition on the legal rights of parent-child' relations

and the state's right to intervention constitutes:, a useful frame-
work for the presentation of survey data on these issues. As

previously' described, he maintains that while "the state places
a high priority on a stable and independent parent-child relation-

ship," it imposes upon; parents specific -responsibilities toward

the chitdren--"finandial security, health, education, morality,.

and respect for people and authority. "4 Clearly, 'each of these

responsibilities represents a continuum, and the state's right
to `intervene is invoked in cases of failure to meet what is con-

r 0

sidered,,minimum n essities along these parental responsibilities.
.% .

. , v .. ; -,The process f intervention begins with reports of 'abuse and/or

neglect, follow d by investigations -conducted by authorized agencies.

Often; children are not removed-lrom their ,biomes and services

iare ,provided 'to them and their parents. hese three phases in,
the- state's intervention' process.--'teportik,irivestigatioti, and

servides --were discussed in earlier segions of this reporte
in nitinS7 'daps, howeve;', the ate'sthterventton takes on a

,. 0

,- -194-
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leg4 form, regardless
, of Whether or ifot services are needed or/

pr vided. The following' Section presents. data related to legal
"

i tervention and its consequences, as organized under five headings':
/
/process or legal intervention, ch4nge of custody, placement of

children, reuniting children with- their parents, and f011oVi-up

practices.

Process of Legal InterventiOn:
("A.`'t- .

4"1

' Beyond a report or an investigation by authorized agencies,
Katz views legal intervention to include a challenge to parerits'
right to custody, a court investigation, or a Court hearing..

Table IV-1. presents the relative frequencies with whicyffi-,

davits are filed by various sources to the respective courts

concerning abuse and neglect. These distributions' show that

the most frequent sources are child protective services, Offices
;

of prosecuting attorneys, welfare- services, police and sheriff
departments, and relatives, in that order.

In cases .involving the .emergency' removal of children from

their litres, the time frame given the involved agencies ,to

obtain a nourt authorization varied frame within 24 Wouts (46,3%),,

to within one week (31.3%), 'tend even to mote than,a4eek (1.3%).
t.

In courts representing 18.4% of the population, court orders

were always required prior to removal. The rest of the
respondents did not know about time limitations for court

authorization of emergency removal. Respondents from the

courts were also`..asked,about the frequency with which court

orders actually were obtained, prior tab -the temporary removal
. .

of children.. Their answers were:

Always 1.9 %0

Almost Alwdys 34.4 %0
Often 11.8%
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;',.(113. 54i,-judges ma the fr'cisiCnk4iiotit.petitionk,for temporary

,,,
removal. F'or..--.F% poptilation, , decisions were'roade by

______fort _refereesLand .7_970,_ try other 'officials.,

--- The-rates of court refusals of these -petitions are summarized
: (,

in Table IV =28.. In addition to estimates of refusal for :all of:

the -petitions given by respondents from the courts, the table
,,

presents a ,coMPaintive Pilt'e of 'these rates for Petitions made
.,,

by child protective agents \ind the dice. The table reveils*

that courts tend slightly nitore Often to refuse petitions einanating

fiom the Police than those from protective agencies. In oeder \

of frequency, "the lackjof evidence and inability to -show cause,"
: '.

,"the court 'feeling removal not `best interest of child," and
t ,

. .

'!in Proper petitioning proceduies were the reasons given by
_ . \

respondents from the courts for r

teroporrry removal'of children.

ing petitions advocating the

\
In relation to this, respondent frdm the,*OtectiVe agencies

were asked Seve 1 questio ns con 'ruing, the avaILn abl,_t y of legal.

atsistaftce. 12Ver\ 40% of the' pQ lation ielitles

dictions ,whose

'esdistance' they*

',County!, or state
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,

foe.-eeting -these agencies'- needs for legal aide Me/Caked

if they felt that theLr.agZ-nties-', work WW1 niiiidered in 'regard

. a.?use and neglect because of inadeqUate-legel.essistanoe,

impediments as: having to respond slowly to eituatians,because
.

of the necessity of waiting for legal advice; being unable to

titelATeadeVsktetY rorreouTe-priice' dures ILTIFffairtrrgifF1Wakti,
mistakes because of lack of knowledge of the laws-and of the

.

vtkaaliww.,eteri:b respondents from agendies
' ''0,---'77? l:7441V --,,,,,...4,--,.-- -

serving 50.970 of the population. Respondents deserilie'iiith,

altettatives available to agency personnel; terCeiving a bias in

the legthe:id available to them, often in favor of parental rIgth.,1,s;

and, re6eivirig incompetent legal counseling,
c

r.

Of all 'the cases of abuse and neglect brought to the attention

of the courts; eaiinatesof the proportions resole d without formal

court hearings were as billows

Afinost,All 6.4

Abotii. Half , , ,,,1 10.7%
,,, t 1.7.1%.,

2,P.4%
t 1.2.4k

f

infbrInally isiere described ,'

i
,
iiian abuse,lil and.

se than,
A fiioSt
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of the pOpulation i211;0%), judge

case proceeded to"formal- hearings.

various personnel were empowered to- make such decisions;

ihed whether or not a

the rest of the coals;

. ,

responses" Included other personnel in the courts (espeOiait

1***W104114~3)- - other agencies (especially --;, .

,: ,p, 1, ,,. -,:,v)L,,;41_,'.,.'' ,Trov.,;,.,
child protective services). Aniong the characterisrws-Agred teNN

. ,
describe- those cases most-likely to proceed toward format-

hearings were: abuste-ctalk when serious, chronic casei;\
imcooper'ative Parents, and cases with sufflitient evidence.

Respondent& from courts were asked "how often parents

were represented by lawyers" in both informally resolved

and in, formal hearings. As might be expected, estimates

presented in Table IV-29 indicate a much greater preponderance

of legal representation in formal bearings. In fact, in courts

representing 28.3% of the population,. lawyers were assigned to

cases when parents could not .afford such representation. Courts

ft/presenting 20.6% of the population never appointed a Guardian

ad Litem to represent the interests of children in formal hearings.

The following are the distributions of frequencies by which such

apPOintments were reported to hay been made:
P

Hardly Ev,er
Never

Altrroat Always.
Often 6.9%
Sometimes 9.2%
O4casionally

40.

12.8%
11.0%
0.6%

When the, appointment of a, Guardian ad Litem was the_ practice,

lawyers predomi ted as appointees in the ratio of nearly fc0 to

one. In a des' riding order o frequency, non-lawrrs appointed

tc this role inc uded relative' , 4 u epresentatives of laecialf agenies,

probation offi

, 44'
'1

rs, 'others.,
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Table IV-30 tallies ,types of evidence acceptable to the/ .

courts -in their investigatio 'of cases of abuse and neglect;
many of these actually cons 'dimensions that would be very
useful in attempts toward :tie furt er specification of criteria.
The distributions indicate a greater hdency to rely upon medical

.
and health- rested evidence and tOati a in cases of,abuse

i;-than in neglect, where expert witnesses tot thanl physicians)
4:

- and evidence concerning child supervision ass...-- relatively. _
more significance. The distribution of witnesses who appeared

.
in formal court hearings on child maltreatment (Table IV-31)

- Z114-

indicates that reliance was most frequently placed upon personnel

from child protective agencies, followed by the police, hospital

physicians, and relatives, in that order.

According to respondents from the courts, the latter were

mostly likely to remove children from their "homes: ,if they felt

the-children would be in danger left at home; if they perceived

removal to be in the children's best interest; if parents were un-
cooperative and refused to seek help; or if parents were unable_..
to care for the children. It is important to_nritelhat not all

N. -__-formal court he ings ihVOTve Petitions for change df custody.

Respondents from c. representing only 30. 5% of the popu-

lation mentioned that such rigs always involved challenge to
parental custody. In order of im ce, other issues that
became involved in formal hearings in the reniaining,courts

.
included authorizing the supervision of child protettive -agencies,.
requiring parents to seek mental health treatment, requesting

_ temporary custody, and requesting the return of children to

their parents. Respondents fro courts isdietions

representing 88.9% of the population re

-114-
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"occasionally" .or "hardly ever" appealed decisions reached in .

formal hearings.

The data presented s.o far characterize the legal processes

involved in the challenge of parental custody: the court's

investigation in terms of evidence and testimonies, informal

resolutions, and formal hearings. One resulting cbnalusion is

,that this .process tends to be less formal in smaller communities

than in those with larger populations. Furthermore, in spite of

the presumably-hon-adversary,naltire Octhe courts; involved, legal

representation .is prevalent, especially in connection)vith formal,

hearings. From the point of view of distributive justice, it is
important to consider differentials in the ability to secure legal

representation, as well as the effects of such representation and

the likelihood of appeals upon the disposition of cases. Valid

answers to these questions would have been difficult. to obtain

through a survey of the practices and opinions of those in

charge of these decisions. Information obtained through un-

, structured interviews, however, as well as studies in similar

decision-making processes lead to the conclusion that differences

in the availability of legal representation and the threat of

appeals do introduce varying degrees of influence upcin court

decisions. While some may confider this an indication of un-

equal justice favoring parents in better socio-economic conditions',

others may view the inequality from the perspective of the

protection of children, in which case these same parentS' children

are clearly disfavored.

Change of Custody:

Estimates of the final dispositions of cases requiring forthal

hearings, presented in Table IV-32, 'designate the proportions

--115-
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of abuse and neglect cases that resulted .in the termination of

parental rights to custody, in temporary changes in custody,

and in the non:removal of children froth their homes. Although

legal distinctions between abuse and neglect are not necessarily
maintained in all 'toarts, this did not create any difficulties in

^

classification for this survey. As would be expected, both

permanent and temporary changes in custody were, less prevalent
iilidrhat were considered to have been cases of neglect than, in
those of abuse. The termination of parental custody, frees, the ...

children for adoption. Except for the possible appeal of such

disposition and adoption services vided the children and

potential adopters,. the involvement of public agencies- in such:

cases also comes to a clos

In the majority of ca s,l however, there was either no 4%.%

change or only a tern change in custody (Table IV-32).-

Respondents were .asked a series of questions' about court

requirements and actions in decisions involving custody. The

most frequently mentioned requirement is counseling, or therapy.

Improvement in interpersonal. relations, the physical conditions

of the home, and home supervision were also mentioned in

significant proportions of the weighted responses. Supervision

Was required, more often when children were left at home, the
responsibility most frequently being' delegated to Iersonnel

from child profettive agencies, followed by those from pry-
batiOn departments.

Respondents froth courts representing 3.7% of the population

reported that\parents were not allowed to see their children

when_ there_was ;a-temporary change of custody. In the

remaining jurisdictions, if parepts were allowed to contact

-116-
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their children after removal, child protection agencies were mbst

likely to determine or participate in specifying the nature of

contacts (84.2%), followed in frequency of mention by the probation'

departments and others connected with the courts (46. 1%).

Temporary Placement:

Of all the respondents in this. survey, the personnel of child

protection agencies were expected to be most knowledgeable about

the temporary placement of abused and neglected children for whom

a change of custody had been authorized. Several questions were

asked of these respondents about the types of facilities used,

their quality, and other problems encountered in placement. Data

on the types of facilities and their usage (Tabl P1 -34) indicate that

the majority of children were placed in foster homes, although

\placement with relatives was the second most frequen y employed

resource, agencies representing slightly less than one-quarter

of the population also mentioned the use of detention homes.

These facilities were utilized mostly for teenage children and

those with "behavioral problems," "delinquents or pre-delinquents,"

or those "neglected." Decisions on such placement were made

by judges, caseworkers, probation officers, "and` the police with

fairly similar rates of prevalenbe.

The existence of facilities other than foster homes, relatives,

and detention homes was reported for communities including about

one-half of the population sample (50.3%). These included

children's shelter ,homes (25.3%), group homes (16.5%), treat-

ment facilities (12.4%), orphanages (7.3%), runaway homes (6.6%),

and similar types.
* In most cases where such facilities existed,

*
The cumulative per cents appearing for the facilities exceed 50.3%
because some communities had more than one type of facility.
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their use was not limited to the placement of abused and neglected

children. As. implied by -their names, their residents included

delinquents, children with physical and ipental impairments,

runaways, and others jvho, for a variety of reasons, became

dependents or needed custodial care. Finally, it should be noted

that the results of the survey indicate that hospitals were at

times "used as a place to keep children who were temporarily

rooved from their homes when it is not medically necessary.."

This practice; however., seems to be fairly limited.

In general, the importance of the quality of any care that

substitutes for that of parents and families cannot be over-
,

emphasized especially for children in younger ages. This

assumes even greater significance for children removed from

their homes under conditions of abuse and neglect. And yet,

evidence gathered in this study indicates that temporary place-

ment is one of the weakest aspects -crf services and intervention

programs. Conflicts in the professional roles of caseworkers

in protective services have been outlined earlier. These

conflicts are based on the differing needs and interests of

. multiple clientele: the abused and neglected children, the

abusive and neglectful parents and guardians, and foster

parents, especially aspirants for adoption. It should be

added that our data revealed\the potential for such conflicts

to be quite widespread since" child protective agencies repre-

senting 80. 1% of the population also handled foster home

placement themselves.
ti

It -iniirealistic to expect foster parents to develop the.

emotional committment necessary for the desired quality of

care when agencies emphasize the temporary nature of their

-118-
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relations to the children involved. Katz illustrates other

aspects of the problem:

From a theoretical perspective, -foster care
is designed to be a non-permanent arrangement,
and as a consequence, standards for choosing
temporary custodians differ from those for
permanent custodians. Experience has shown
that to assume non-permanence in foster care
is unrealistic. Children placed in foster care
remain in that status longer than is generally
admitted by -many placement agencies. 'Yet
some agencies ... continue to hold foster
parent's and children in a* state of limbo
while jealously guarding biological ties.
Their protection of the natural parent's' rights
often represents a misplaced loyalty and is
sometimes simply a rationalization for the
agency's own decisions. 6

Evidence also indicates that children were frquently moved

from one foster home to another, and that two or more moves

per year were not uncommon. 7 This was not only the case for

teenage children, where interpersonal incompatibilities may lead

to the need for change, but was also prevalent among infants'

less than two years of age. No explanations are available for

this pattern, which deserves careful study: Still, regardless of

the underlying reasons, the important question concerns the effects

of such instability upon the children. Finally, it must be noted that
considering the numbers of children, in foster homes, the rates of
abuse and neglect attributed to Mater parents looms significant
(Table III-3).

Responses in the present survey demonstrate that for 75.9%

of the population, child protection agencies encountered difficulties

and delays in placing c dren in-foster homes. For 65.3% of

the population, the.,diff'culty was primarily one of shortage. The

rest attributed the tr uble, 'at least in part, to certain character-
istiCs of the childr= needing temporary placement, particularly
those with behavi al problems and the physically or Mentally
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impaired. Finhlly, when respondents from the courts were

asked to assess the quality of available facilities for temporary

placement in their jurisdictions, their appraisals were: good

(44. 3%), adequate (38. 2%), pO6r (15;2%), and (0. 1%) did not

know. Those who rated ,these facilities as less than "good"

were also asked about ' the problems and limitations character-
.

istic of their communities' The most widely mentioned

problem was the lack of sufficient foster homes and other

facilitiei, followed by limitations in the quality of those

available. An important item frequently mentioned wss the

shortage of, facilities appropriate for handling short-term

crisis situations. In summary, both the survey results and

the unstructured interviews conducted in a number of

comm unities highlighted the difficulties in temporary place-
_

ment, a major issue in serving abuse And neglected children.

Reuniting Families arid. Follow-Up:

-

For the majority of the population (76.'3%), the duration

of temporary change in custody was determined by the courts

in consultation with other agencies, primarily the child

protection and social services. For 14. 5% of the population,

these decisions were made by the courts independently. For

the .remaining 9. 2% of the population, dpcisions involving

temporary custody did not involve the courts.. It is important

to note variations in estimates of the average duration of

temporary custody:

Up to One Month 5.3%
Two to Three Months 18.1 %.
Four to Six Months 22. 1%
Seven to Twelve Months 19.. 3%
Over One Year 6. 2%
Don't Know 29.0%
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Som:_casted to last several years. Of significance
a ,

ISO is high'prev,alence of "don't know" responses. to this question

(29.0%). AlthOugh respondents Tor court jurisdictions, including
.

sizable proportions of the sample, felt that the duration pf

temporary custody was associated with certain characteristics

9f the children involved (48.9%) as well as with given attributes

of parents and guardians (48.7 %), the only clear agrbement cod

cerning these char teristics is that children under five .yearS
old experience long durations.

J
The conditions most likely to have persuaded child protective

agencies and the eourts to return abused and neglected children

to the custody of their parents included: indications of improve-
_

ment in the Home situation, progress in counseling and/or a

change in the attitudes of parents, and the availability of

services and folloW-up plans. Within child protection agencies,
_

decisions concerning the return of children were' made most often

by the caseworkers themselves (44:5%), and slightly less often

by heads of agencies and supervisors (43.9%). Respondents

from child protection agencies, public health, pursing, and hospital

social services reported that their agencies 'and programs

provided follow-up services when abused and neglected children

were not removed ftem their homes, and often also when

families were reunited. The average duration of these services

was 7.7 months, 10.3 months,' and 4.5 months for the three

agencies, respectively. As would be expected, the most

prevalent consideration for terminating follow-up by any of

these three agencies was "the improvement and stabilization of

the family condition." Case load' pressures were also. among the

factors affecting the duration of follow-up by protective services.
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Finally, it is of- interest to note that protective agencies serving- -
.

11.3% of the population,, and.courts representing 20.6 %; had no

involvement in returning any abused or neglected children to

their families during the year prior to interviews:

,Decision-Making

The identification and management of child abuse and neglect.
. cases requires that human 4ervice-nd law_enfcecenient persOnriel

make many decisions, which harbor serious risks for affected

children and parents. Such decisions include whether'to report

suspected cases, to investigate reports, to leav,e the' children

in the custody of potential/3r or actually abusing and neglectful

parents and guardians, to, remove the' children and change .,

custody, to select appropriate placement for children removed

from their homes-, to provide or arrange for needed .services ,

for Children and parents, to reunite families, to extend or to

terminate f011ow-u,p services, and to terminate parental custody

and free t1' children for adoption. The process of decision-
,:

making is around the development of criteria, the collection ,

of evidences and the exercise of judgment in applying &riteria- to

evidence and reaching a decision.

concerning chil)fl abuse and neglect

ities, but also fpfn one agency to

community. Such variations have.
the .quality of the decisions made.

The 'division-malting structures

vary not only among commuh-

another within the same

considerable bearing upon

Justice and effectiveness

require that decisionsillhe fair and equitable; and that they serve:,

the beat interests of abused and neglected children. Often,

however, these dqcisions are influenced by factors extraneous

to the problem. Some of the potential sources of bias will

-1122,
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beck e evident as We first examine the impo

in the elements of decision-miking.

On. Criteria:

t issues involved

A criterion is a standard, a characteristic,' or a qualif'

upon which judgments are based. The dete of Whether

a child has been abused or neglected; or parent, abusive or-

neglectful; .41rnmtdiatefy taiga '16,:':cinesilon of criteria, that is,

the, indications' upon which one bases such distinctions. _In

complex phenomena such as abuse and. neglect, distiintions and

determinations are often based upoh multiple, criteria; which ,

must balance diverse and cpnflicting interests. The. development

of conceptually and methodologically defensible indices, which

combine the relative weights of the various dimensions of abuse

and neglect, remaixt one of the pressing areas of needed

research.

Attempts have been made, and progress has been achieved,

in the development of criteria and other operational indicators

for ,physical abuse and neglect based primarily upon medical

and other health conditions. UnfortUnately, the same cannot

be said for other types of abuse and neglect, or for such

related questions as:. What determines fitness for parenting?

What are the minimum standards? How can healthy graWth

development be ascertained? What constitutes appropriate child

care? As mentioned earlier, the status of the development

Of criteria reflects current substantive and technological

limitations in the field. Fifty-six per cent of the weighted

responses from child _protective agencies, and 64% from

police departments agreed with the statethent that "it is

difficult to say What is and what is 17t child maltreatment,"
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as did even. higher prOportions of the weighted responses of judges
and physicians. There were even greater rates of agreement

with the statement "it is...difficult to determine when/parent§

should have their children returned." Proportions of the
population served by agencies respondiugiliffirmaatively to this IIP ' -..

. - , .
statement fanged from 68% fol. the, courta....to 86% .for .hospital

,.. ., ..:',.i.... ...... . - P

medical personnel.

In varying degrees, all concepts exhibit openness of

meaning; that is, there is a potential variation in the correspondence
.

between the meaning a term, such as abuse and neglect, acquires
and its- actual/ case by case observations and decisions. Concepts

are vague, then, ifi the sense that it often is difficUlt to decide

"whether or not something belongs -to the designated class," so

that "belongingness in any case is a matter, of degree. "8 The

problem of "where to draw the line" arises not only in identi-

fying the categories of children to whom the-terms abuse and

neglect apply, for example, but also in distinguishing sub-

classes of children on the basis of the types and _degrees of

abuse and neglect inflird. There is always the possibility

of borderline cases at Whatever points the lines might be
drawn. To assert the existence of openness of meaning in
the concepts, and terms crucial to decisions regarding the

identification and control of abuse and neglect, and of vague-

ness around the lines of differentiation is not, however, to.
- sanction self-defeating apathy and careless decisions. Rather,

the purpose is to emphasize one of the major problems

underlying difficulties in the. delivery of services and the

Administration of justice in this field. Hopefully, identifying

a probleni is a step toward addressing it.
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( h. Evidence: ;.
Evidence consists- -itenulf" asserii4(of

as proof for the exist ce of Elphenontenon;.state'rof

past happening. What' constitutes evicience t4y vapf

'4 ..c.441

context or purpose fet- which it is'"useci' m

everyday situations eiridence may bet anytlitag that rsusdes

the _mind that a giyen factual proposition is true, i law
I

evidence deeignates facts -that meet the requiremelits set by

47 certain Itgal rues. These rules govern the nature of

admissible faets and specify the methods by which facts are to

be established.

Subjecth'rity enters into evidence in at leap two major ways.

The 'first involve the process of selecting facts. Contrary .to

the popular saying, evidence or "facts" do not speak for them-

selves; they must be conscientiously sought out and assembled.

They are selected from a wide range of "facts" and rarely, if

ever, can be said to be complete: process of evidence

selpttion is a httuattn enterprise that requires a- number of, sub-

jective decisions. note that evidence can be selected IS one

issue, but the basis for selecting among various-possibilities
-

is another. Some caseworkers, police officers, and personnel
.

from other- agencies interviewed in -depth mentioned early

"impressionistic decisions" as what guides their selection of

evidenge. in pther words, decisions seem to be made on. the.

basis of impressions add observations. Once such decisions

are reaclietn the evaluation or investigation searches for

evidence to document them. Needless to say, this is the

reverse of the optimal process of decision-making, 1,n which

the collection of'evidence is guicied by the criteria identifying ,
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prhOe judgments and decisions deferred until.
;
evidence hits n gathered and examined.

t 6

Subjectivity, also enters evidence through opinions and

interiiretations. The rules of evidence in the Anglo-American

system of legal and administrative proceedings have generally

excluded "hearsay" and "opinion," confining a witness to
describe wbat he or she perceives, and thus reserving the
function of inference to the jury, judge, or evaluator. "Only ,

e'

an expert qualified to the satisfaction of the court may testify

to the inferenc/lis he drew from his perceptions. "9 The problem

Of 'distinguishing between perceptions and conclusion's; however,

is not allays easily resolved. Even. the "non-adverSary" pro- -*

ceatires of courts handling abuse and neglect are ojen to the,

Subjective opinions and interpretations of police ,officerg-, case-,

workers, physicians, and other sources of inforrhatioht

Dirthermore, subjectivity tray enter into not ("thy- viirbil

testimonies, but reports aswell, especially those of a -

narrative form:

Important as they are,. issues/ involved in evidence have
,

'generally ,received little research attention. The objectives

of research and development efforts 'in this area should be to
fac 'tate the collection of evidence and to develqp its utility.
Wi n this conteXt, the .utility of evidence is a fulactioh, of

(a) its relevance,' .that is, the degree to which it is related to

both the phenomenon being etraluated and the criteria of
evaluation; (by its accuracy in &presenting the facts, that is,
its freedom from the errors of identification and measurement;

(c) its timeliness; -or. iffi 4:apondence to current' and up-to-date

conditions; and (d) Its adequIcy, that .is,'.coinpleteness.
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On Judgment:

The role of judgment in'clecisions concerning abuse and

neglect, or any other phenomenon for that matter, ,varies

according to the specificity-diffuseness of criteria and the
,

nature of evidence. Two types of 'decision processes can

be identified. Firsts is a process based upon objectively

defined criteria for which there are concrete indicators, as

in determinations concerning the eligibility of widows for certain
. ,

benefits upon the death of their husbands. Such .decisions are

of routine nature, and only entail the mechanical matching

of simplesimple evidence with clear-cut; criteria. 11' Sometimes, when
)

the items of evidence called for are not
\.

svailable, designating

an acceptable substitute may create difficu ies, but the dis-

position of these problems has also e irly routinized.

Decisions of this type require dat only that sped criteria

be established, but als that relative weights be acco (rded to
Ibt

each, To make such decisions, only evidence lelat.ed to

established criteria need be Collected.

The
.
second' type of decision process, which, may [le termed.

non - routine, entails judgnient on 4he meaning of criteria, the

relative weight.; they are to be assigned, the nature and rele-

vance of evidence, and the application of criteria to evidence.

Typical .non-routine decisions are based upon' an inductive

process in which broadly categorized data mrty be relevant

and, need 'to be collected. in this process, one looks for

signs; trends, syndromei, and clues, which would then re-
.

quire further review of the data to'.determine their Significance.

The extent to which "meaning" is derived from. the data may A

depend as 'much. on ,the artfulness of the decision makers and
. . 'a: .
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the constraints placed upon them, as oik<the nature or extent of
the data.

These two decision models represent a continuum. As the

phenomena about which decisions are made become, better under-

stood and their indicators more.,clearly delineated, the greater
routinization of decisions becomes more feasible. At present,
'most, if not all, major decisions concerning abuse and neglect

are'much closer to the non-routine end of the continuum. The

susceptibility of these decisions to the subjective influence- -of

human judgment raises, a nuniber of questions about the dis-.

%position of doubtful `eases. It is a truism to avert that decisions
in doubtful -cases hre Clore likely to be subject to errors -in

judgment thin. cases 'representing obviOtts extremes. : To
-«-N- ,. - .-,, ., ,i. .illustrate, a dtful case m* be _determined to involve "abuse -.

.-..
, when "in fact" it does not, dr-riot to involve abuse when "in ....-

,

',fact" it doea. SimiltrIT,--evase may., be determined to ,require
. ......... - .t.. , * .

certain action' (e. g. change of custody) wfiej ".iii fact" it does not,

or not to reqUire such action while "in fact". it does. -.These. two
: ;.----;"--:, ' ` . -,

errors are usUally referred to as false-positiVei ah false-
& -

"
A

negatives, respectively. Without fOrther specification of the .
,

meaning-, the identifying criteria, and the' nature of evidence, ,,.-

attempts to limit the false negatives would almost automatically

result in an increase in the falSe-positives,' and vice versa., - .
-

This dilemma -raises important issued in decisions eimeerb-

Ing the identificationand control of:abuse and neglect. Tq begin

with, there- is the question of the consequences-'of each of the
.

two types of deision errors for children -and. for parents. While
.

one- type of error constitutes a risk for the elAldren's safety

and well-beitg, the other entalla.undue harassnient,of parents.
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Since the absence of clear-cut criteria and evidence in non-routine

decisions leads t6 an increase in the ranks of doubtful cases,

another 'important issue concerns the rules' or norms that 'guide

judgment in such cases.' For example, the general norms in

medicine are to minimize'the false-negatives, even-ifit means

an increase in the false-positives. This is consistent With the

provision of .medical care, and therefore, "most physicians learn

early in- their training that it jS far more culpable to dismiss a

sick person than to retain a well one. "11 On the other hand,

the norm in law is that "a .tnan iS innocent until proven guilty.'.

Here the emphasis is upon minimizing false-positives and acquitting'

defendants unless the judge or _jury "find the evidence of guilt

compelling beyond a reasonable doubt," the 'rationale being that

, . 4 "the individual is... weak anddefenseless, relative to society,

. -and therefore in no position to sustain the consequences of an,

erroneous decision.° 12

. .

-Inferences 'that can be made, from-the findings of this study
. ..--

would lead to the- concluSion that there are no consistent decision
. ,, . .

*-.7 aruleS i* regard to theSe problems. They vary accoidinf to .,,
, -,

frequently(--agencies,- ;to prOfessional backgrounds, and' quite to

--
Widerjiifferences informal deCision rules were

_

flected'.in responsesjo a- question about the degree to which

yoerlbtvel n the respective agencies varied in "decisions ,at id

approaches to prdblems di abuse and neglect." The answers

are presented in :Table IV-35. 'Responses citing "no" variations0
ranged troth 1.1.9% for personnel in child protection agencies to

,Thic,I'far those fn hospitil social services. On the other hand,

1,kgreat" variations- were hign'est' Eimohg, medical personn el (37.3

and lovieit: ain8ng hospital _social services (2. 23!):- As might be,
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expected, "some" .variations were reported by agedcies repre-
senting large proportions of the partulation.

As mentioned. earlier, equity, fairness, and effectiveness in

programs are predicated on decisions free of errors, especially
,

those errors of a systematic nature that tend to prejudice the

delivery of service or law' enforcement efforts. One way to .

limit the susceptibility of decisions to both variations in judg-

ment and other related subjective influences is to move the

decision process toward the routine end of the continuum. Such

change can only be accomplished through further specification

of criteria and evidence, however, arid .at present there is

much room for improvement along these lines. Furthermore,

as has already been mentioned, opinions will alWays exert some

degfee of influence over decisions concerning complex issues
`emanacting, from abuse and neglect. Becau of this, it is
necessary to examine those approaches to the problem involving

the structure of decision- making.

Structure of Decision-Making:
.

- A
. generally, thiee structural approaches have been used in

attempts .to .reduce the openness of'clecisions. The first is
"due process," whith orie ted to achieving the morma of
justice decisions. Its basic. element' is the right to,,
be hard befo decision is taken that affects one's life,
liberty, or property. 13 .

Sc lwarti- e41.ains that the 'right to be

heard should include the' ri ht (1), be heard orally, (24

sent evidence; and argame t, (a) rebut adverse .evidence through,

Oss-elarnina$ion and of er- appropriate` means, .(4) have .the

decision based only upo fi known evidence, and .(5j appear with.

counsel.
14

Furthermore, the ,right' ter a jury is. granted to

10,

I
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criminal defendants, declared the Supreme Court in 1968, "in

order to prevent oppresSion by the government ... to provide ...
an estimable- safeguard against the corrupt or overzealous

prosecutor and against the compliant, biased or eccentric

judge. ',15 Neither-court hearings concerned with abuse and

neglect nor other related procedures' adhere to either of these

structural apprcaches -- due process or jury trial. The argu-

ments against introducing them assert that they wQuld interfere

"with the informal 'helping' -nature of the 'Courts and violate the

principle of parens patriae." 16 And, thus,

Hearing procedures vary from jurisdiction to
jurisdiction. Generally, however, the hearings
are informal and private. Unlike criminal pit-

, ceedlngs which are governed by strict rule& of
evidence, neglect hearings tend to allow for wide-
ranging inquiries beyond the specific' allegations
of neglect ... Many jurisdictions, give- wide dis7
cretion to the judge, allowing hini to make what-
ever disposition he'cleems .willyadvance the child's
best interests. Others limit the judge's discretion
tct actions short of legally terminatjng the parent-
child relationship. 17

, ,
Further increasing the openness of court decidions in regard

to abuse and neglect
I
is the lack of specificity of statutes govern-..

ing Jr rent-child ,relations. ..Ozie judge observed:

The, neglect statutes are concerned with parental
behavior, not -as behavioi per se, but only and
solely as it adversely affects the child in those
areas of the child's life about which the statutes
have expressed' concern. Each, child embodies his'
own unique combination 'of physical, psychological,
and social components,, no child hasequite .the same
strengths or.weakneeses as alibther ,or exactly the
same relationship with his ,fancily. The -parental
failiire which markedly damagea one child might
leave another quite untouched. This interaction
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between the 'child and his family is the essence
of a neglect situation, the imponderable which
defies statutory constraints. 18

Katz. maintains that "it is the nonspecific statute which provides
the judge with a vehicle for imposing on others his own preferences
for certairchild=iearing practices and his own ,ideas of adult
behaVior and parental morality." 19

Equally important are the
false-negatives and false-positives inevitable in court 'decisions
.when open -to individual jydgment. As mentioned earlier, such
"errors" entail substantial risks for children and parents,
especially when they concern custody, and even more so when
permanent separation is at stake. In conclusion, we believe that
due process remains a viable and important option.

The second approach public agencies follow in addressing
openness in decisions is to place such decisions in the hands of
('professionals," who presumably possess, specialized knowledge

* and skills relevant to the prbblems at hand. There, is a paradox
involved 'here, however, since the fact that decisions are open'
to the exercise' of judgment indicates that knowledge concerning
the problems is both incomplete and nonspecific. The folloWing
excerpts about police dectson-making in regard to the "unprotected
chirr illustrate the paradox:

Juvenile personnel are selected for specIali-
zation partly on the basis of demonstrated decision-.
making in other areas of police work', along with
other considerations regarding qualifications ... °f-
all 'police branches, _juvenile enforcement, can least
afford, an officer 'who is incapable of making solid
dedisions that can stand the test of time.

'Many departments have no established policy
. ;guidelines for the officers to follow in the appli-

cation of police discretionary power. The officer
is- sent forth to analyze the situation, and only

'after he'ilas.taken action will the "secondguessing"
begin If, as most professipnals argue, such .
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a policies cannot be set down in writing because of
the individuality of each case; then it must be
conversely stated that the officer, when making a
bad 'decision on an individual case cannot be
expected to learn from his own experience, ig
the case is individual and The truth. is,
no policy is written beca,ase-there is not,enough,,
knowledge and understanding of the basis of police
decision-making at this time to form a foundation
for the establishment of adequate policy.2°

Argunients have been advanced that caseworkers in 'child pro -

tective agencies are better prepared professionally to handle initial

investigations.
21

Thedistinct impression gathered in field inter-

views, however, was that the rate ,pf turnover in these positions

is high, resulting in} less cumulative experience. Furt ermore,

irwas often mentioned that the current training of social workers

does not equip them to handle decisions of this type appropriately.

It is thus no accident "that "personnel" was one of the highest

ranking areas of need in child protective agencies, and that -up-

- grading personnel quality was a prevalent concern-- nor were

these responses (Table IV-25) unique to protective services.,

The central issue, however, continues to,be the status of the

available knowledge and technology; and whether or n,ot they are

sufficiently developed to provide the basis for decisions free from

personal biases and other extraneous influences.- And, it need

-.hardly be added, tbe literature aboubds ,with indications of such

influences in "professional" decisions. 22'

A third approaith to guard against -the consequences of Open-
ti

ness in decisions is to limit; ndividual decisions in favor of

"group decision13" made by two or mores persons. The(fe persons

could be from the- same agency or from differen' agencies;

they could have the same professional background -or

14 5
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could represent different professions. While some view inter-
*

disciplinary "team". approaches as a panacea for solving all
problems, others see them as nothing more than compounding

the ignoranCe of individual partiCipants. Neither extreme
presents a constructive position.

If properly managed, collective views, especially if they
represent diverse professional perspectives, are lesS likely
to be influenced by subjective and other extraneous factors.
The findings of this survey, however, indicate that individual
decisions prevail in current practices. For example, in
protective agencie's representing about 60% of the population,

caseworkers themselves make decisions to seek temporary

custody; in agencies' responsible for 42% of the population, they
also make decisions to seek permanent separation or return of
children to their families. Furthermore, reports from police
departments serving 61% of the population indicate that the
officer on the scene makes decisions on the removal of children
from their homes.. Changes' the deCision-making structure
toward "collective" and "interdisciplinary" forms would not only
require change in the internal procedures within, given agencies,
but much,closer coordination of programs as weir .

Program Coordination

In this analysis the' term, "program" is used to designate
those .service and law enforcement activities directed to the

rr

control of child maltreatment or to the alleviation of its conse-
quences. this sense, a program is not to be equated with

any given agency or organization. ideal ly, integrated program
planning involVes identifying objectives,, then selecting: means

140,
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and technologies appropriate to the objectives, and finally

organizing programs to implement these means. The actual'm
development of child maltreatment programs is far from

approximating this ideal pattern.

As have programs addressed to other ',hi-problem

categories of the population, those concerned with child mal-
.,

treatment have experienced fragmentation -- a, predictable

consequence of the specialization of agencies. Obviously,

.having one agency handle all the activities related tO.child

abuse and neglect is neither possible nor necessarily desirable.

Nevertheless, the involvement of such luncti6nally specialized:

agencies as the police, the courts, the hospitals,- and the

schools inevitably raises the question of coordination. Pre-

suinably, child welfare and protective agencies were conceived

the function of coordination in mind. Indeed, it is largely

because of this intended coordinative role that Kadushin found it

"difficult to neatly classify -protective services" in his scheme

of services as "supportive, supplementary, or substitutive" in

relation to the families. 23 But although the function of pro-

tective agencies is to cut across all three types, -their lack of

authority (vis-a-vis other agencies), limitations in resources,

and the training and experience of their staffs have severely

reduce& their effectiveness in performing .this role.

Emphasis in.the literature on coordination has been

focused primarily on forms of cooperation, among agencies;

an exchange framework has provided the most usefutrperspectives

for such analysis. Levine and White define", organizational ex-.

change as "any voluntary activity between organizations which

,has consequences, actual or. anticipated, . for the realization of

-135-



theft: respective objectives."24 It should be noted-that exchange

refer's not only to reciprocal activittes, but also to organizational
a

activities in general. Thus, an exchange can be unidirectional,

such as when one Organization refers a client to another.' This

broad. definition permits one to consider vribtls dimensions of

organizational interaction that might otherwise be overlooked.-

Theoretically, if all organizations were endowed 'with infinite

resources, there would be no need for organizational exchange.

Given the actual conditions of scarcity", however,' interorgani-

'zational exchanges are necessary for goal atinment. The

complex network of agencies concerned with child abuse,- for

example, can be viewed as an exchange system, the agencies'

interrelationships being determined according to their nee

commitment to the control of this problem. The elements

which are exchanged Jail into three basic categories: clients;

manpower representing different skills; and such non-labor

resources as hinds, information, and equipment.25 Agencies

dealing with child abuse differ in there needs for`these elements

according to the finictions they perform in a program. of 'child'

_abuse and to the resources available to them.'

a

Reid suggests that, the exehOge perspective has two advantages /
in an analysis of interagency cnordination. 26 First, it draws -

-/
attention to the, importance of organizational goals. Any organi-

zational activity, including coordination, may be viewed as J
directed toward goal achievement, no matted how the organization
defines its ovin goals.

Vie*ing coordination as an exchange thibugh
which agerthies attempt to acigeve their goals,
forces considerition of what these goals actually
are. In this type of analysis, one need not.

-136-
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assume that the most impo tant agency goals be
in furthering the welfare of the community, or
that agencies in a communi are bound together
in a closely knit system in hich each seeks
similar goals through differe t means. Much of
the prescriptive writingiton c rdination assumes
that agencies have or should ve common goals.
It is another matter, however to examine agency
goals for what they are withou prior assumptions

##or.illusions. Only in this-Way can the subject of
interagency doordination/be dea t with analytically. 27

Second, the exchange ,pertive sen itizes one to the fact
that any coordinative activity involves org hizatiorral resources,_

which 'may be broadly defined as any eleni nts an organization.
##

need's to achieve its goals. An exchange ,a ong organizations

can be described in terms of the types of -sources included in '
1

the transaction.

Using a typology based on the extensiven ss of the exchabge,

w Reid delineates three levels of coordination t at hold d-a great
deal of promise for analyzing the relationsni among agencies
involved in c\kald abuse programs. The first, Ad Hoc Qase

Coordination, is least costly and does not re, uire extensive

organizational commitment. The following, ar instances of
this level of coordidation; a physician in` a h sfsital who attempts .

tod get social services for 'a family in which h suspects an'
incidence of child abuse; 'a ,school teacher:,wh tries to get a
public health nurke to pay a, visit to the home of a child iihe

suspects as being maltreated; .or. a Csaseworice in a ehild wel-
fare agency who introduces a parentinvolv

_
ed child-ablise to

. -
a local unit of "ParentsAnOnymous." T ese e*amPles

Alltultrate an unstructured or -emergent excha ge process, as
oppaseil to Service Integration, which, occur When dr'gamzations.-

CI
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have a general policy of working together for certain types of
cases, and have,established rules for handling them. This
second level of exchange represents more formalization of the

interorganizationai relationships, and is less dependent upon the

idiosyncrasies of the functionaries involved. The-A4rd level,
Program Integrations takes place awhen'two or more organizations
establish special programs, jointly coordinated and managed,
to at comp goals which the participating agencies have in

common; he institutionalization of such programs represents
.

greater commitment to goals and assurance of continuity.
Mechpsisms for Co olling the exhange relationships are also

significant. te.

Reid maintains that sharred goals and complementarity
P° °of resources are often sufficient condition's for rower levels of
..*

coordinition, Such: as the ad hoe' type,. if agencies have mutuallf
respected doMains. more systematic' forms of coordination,

however, formal means ,.of control must be developed,

Such coiltrof the chanisms may take the form
of interagency agreements, of regularly scheduled
case conferences between staff members of different
agencies, or interagency Ccommittees. Program
coordination may require such mechanisms as
formal agreements, ,accountability procedures,
interagency conferences, and allocations of co-
ordinatinrresoonsibilitiea to speeific' staff
members. 28

One bf the mechanisms for controlling' exchange among agencei
*k"concerned With child abuse has been the interagency comnitttee,

Which serves as tisceara&-ciearinghouse or boordiriator Of reIate`d.
agencies, and ceasionally as al,catalyst in the veloppent/ of
nenew seservices.

29
At times, the work _of such ..cOmmitteesqrriay

extend beyond program coordination to the actual 'handling of
:cases of abuse. impetus'for the divefopmeni. of -,interagency

4
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committetbkzuy, come not only from the personnel of certain

public or private agencies, but slab from concerned citizens,
.

. ,

Who may take part in the committees ,once they are fbrrned.

Another. approach to the control 'of organizational exchange

is through "coordinating agencies," 'which have as their

c.sbjeotive the ordering of "behavior...between two or More other

formal organizations by comtpunicating pertinent information,

by adjudicating areas of dispute, by providing- standards of

behavior, by promoting areas of common interest, and so

forth. "30 This type of- agency attempts to

pendent organizations either ,because they here

rckin.2;

gbals.

or because, -although they share *comnion gars, th rnands

of efficiency dictate specializatioh. EXampleg coordi

agencies would involve only higher-levels of adlnin stration, It

should be, noted that, of .the. level of the delivery services,

their'control of exchange in the daily operations of agencies

hai not been effective. Furthermore, this mechanism' for .

'\,eontrolling exchange is rendered less viable. in regard to the

problem of child abuse bees. trse*-5-1- -ths4vovement of varying

jurisdictional leVels"--; federal, state, local, -and-voluntary.,

the control of 'Complex interagency coordination is '15tith

40'.

costly and diffibult. Thus, agencies "are often ..tetuCtant to
01.

devote expensive staff .tirne and other resources tit -less than

'adequate -regulation- of complex exchange's. Unless commitment
.

to shared goals "and need of. complementary resources provide
. ,sufficient force, agencies may decide that..coord ination is not

wqrth the. Price.'31
- t.

distinction sh. d be Made between inter:-

interagency. coo idination. Interdisciplinary

)molly, the

disciplinary aatid

t

.
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coordination consists of a team of member's frbm different

-.professions and occupations, who nevertheless function as a

unit within one organization. This pattern can be found more

frequently in hospitals and mental health clinic's than- in any

of the. other agencies-concerned with child maltreatment.

Typically, such teams include physicians, nurses, casev.iorkers,

and others who are employed by the hospital or-clinic or who

volunteer their services.. ?nteragency coordination, on the
other hand, links independent organizations. As observed

earlier, the linkage varies in terms of the degree of formali-
zation and, the level of operation at which relations are .articu-

.

' lated e. g. at the policy, and_ general level or in day-to-day

case management. Needle's to say, the number and types of

agencies which enter into coordinative agreements vary from

one community to another as well:

,'Guided by the previous conceptual distinctions, several

questions were 'i.ncluded in this survey to *i ther inforthation

about the status kformally organized .interagency coordination

in the sample deas. Table IV-a6 presents the types and preva,

lence of coordinative arrangements' as reported By .respondents

from 'the' various agencies: Although differences in responses

largely reflect the pattern of participation in, and knowledge

about the existence of, such arrangements; they may 'also, to a

lesser degree, reflect differences in terminology,. Since pro=

tective services' are the Most cential for programs addressed

o child maltreatment, and therefore the Most likely to know

ut, coordinative activities and to take part in them, more
,

ance can be placed Upon their information.

Depending upon the. reporting agency,' 55;,6% to 76. Fq, of

S.-

-140-
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the population lived in areas where there were no centers an-
child abuse and neglect, no interagency teams, and no liaison
committees or other mechanisms for interagency coordination.

Nonparticipation in interagency linkages, where existent, was highest
for the courts (7.7 %1 and lowest for public health nurses (1,4%),
Protective services representing 2. 5',76 the population
reported the existence of liaison activities in which they took
no part.

The coordinating bodies varied in' composition, function, and
administrative location. in the, majority. off,; Cis; when these
bodies had been established they included,fottr Or more partic-
ipant agencies. The fast that department headaand suttivisors-,thost:COminonly took part - -in Coord:matAng, efforts may indicatz
tigitifia;--pia.loi- function of most coordinating mechanisms in-

ii,.0,erorgin4attoftal relations rather .than, actual case

'Ihatiagenierocisinee ,emphaSis on the Ifittgr:wOuldi'regiu'tr4'the _

- .

pariic*ion of polite'officers.,Ca*worliers ; Muses.. anolrOthers
directly, engaged in the 'Aeliery":cif ThatThat talnfi tnd
'liaison groups usually-met about ofioe. a rhOr4h, allsc! inditittes

4More concern with general weral Matters than Jtiie day-l Y) ,r
case management.

t s'k
A close, examination 1',71 *-esponsei tianjoerning'th. re of ,

i r-{ 7interorganiiational lifiisons revealed- thai abOut 1 t4, o the
.

.iopulation resided in jurisdictions 4pttrt nttaie thanogenienti
4'1 ,r 'level of coordination; -and 'ari additional 2g.84, in- jprisdictions. -;_

,characterized. by liasonscbrCerned witlitiatiter-*Ms of "admInis-
,

trativev bodrclina tipri not involvi,ng ,ease..Vanagement.: '-.:The ,, . . .,', , iremaining 55;tiric of. the in area where the working .-'
relations among agenclesreachedrtiettiter of:coordination. I In-, '

S
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order to test the .relationship' between these three forms of
relations (case management coOrdination, administrative coor-
dination, and no coordination) and the prevalence of interagency
difficulties, a queStion was formulated asking the respondents
if the ways other agencies handle cases of abuse and neglect
caused delays or other problems for the respondents'' respective
agencies.

Table 37 presents the weighted proportions of agencies in
the survey, according to the three levels of coordination, that
experience such problems in their relaticins-lo three or more
tither agencies.- The important trend revealed is that of a

4
consistent curvilinear ,relationship between' level's. of coordination
and the prevalence of problems for every agency. This- indi-
cates that the development of coordination in child maltreatment
programs follows Three broad transitional 'phases. The

F
first

phase is -characteristic of communitieg: wliere there a,re no
pressures for -coordination, Because agencies operate in an
independent manner, no problems exist concerning, roles,
boundaries, control over resources, or control over clientele.
Thus, these agencies tend to perceive feiVer problems in re--

, .

lating:to each other than do those in communities where
pressures toward -coordination

Vie seconti phase involves age in the early stages of
developing coordinative mechanisms. ce the 'perception of
needs fbr coordination generally stems fro eightened aware
neiS about; the 'problem, it is not- surprising tha programs in
tfil-s phase have exhibited the greatest preyalenc; o nteragencyr.
difficulties; 'Even if no coordination exists, awareness f,the
problem and of the need for- i(
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-
in itself' a source, of consiflerable dissatisfaction. Whe problem

; .

is. further compottnded by apprehensions about the roles, respoo-
sibilities, and boundaries as WO.. as the distribution of resources.

. ,
"No' doubt,- the exposure. of personnel with varying disciplinary. .= .
and profestional 'backgrounds' to each other as potential collab-,.
orators on serious decisions adds to their anxiety and sensitivity
concerning interagency difficulties.

The third phase, that of close coordination and a

"'

tual 'case
'management, occurs when most of the difficulties 'in olving
boundaries and responsibilities= have been resolved. . Generally,
personnel from thevarioustagenaies have become acquainted
with one ahother's,orientatioas and approacheS. Because this,.

A. A

phase is chi.racteriied by the more preCise artieulaUon of *rotei ,

it. is also marked by a. reduction in 'the' prevarenceof problems
-and difficulties in iht4rageney relations.:

,
The three 'phases actually1, representAs,abstrctions of

Conti noufn . At least f rorn a Ali etapeuti c," viewPoint, infor-
mation should prove useful "to tomniunitipS:ivoriciiig toward program

.
coordination, especially- those in fke second 'phase.. The .impli

...

cations of .these ,relatiOnS .reach beyond programs frir ;child mal-
,

treattnent, however, extending. to .other 'efforts totvard cOordination
. ,around. other combiunity problems. t

*The prevalence of cliffidulties interagency

puraue,d 'independently of its relations_ to levels
TOle 38 presents a cross tabulation of agencie

'relations wfts. also

of ,.coordination..

3th-at repOrted
'experienciiig-problemal and those darned as the sources of the
problems. 'Perhaps, because of then/ central role,' child ProtectiVe
services experienced *lot* ,difficulties than `any 'other agency in,
the survey.. Child protective .services an$14.hcispital medical

A
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personnel showed a high Ibvel of .riitual dissatieaction, As did
the police and child protective services'. The schools ranked
high on the problem:lists of 'child protective services and -the

,
police, while ,the courts were ranked fairly high as sources of_
problems b most respondents' agencieS. irially, it. 'should be

d also that child protective services were:frequeritly., and'
-in' a fair 'consistent manner, viewed as sources of- problems.

To obnclude this section; in' Table 39 we present data on
the nature' Of the pi:oblemS and difficulties encountered by the

, .
respondents! age'zinies. -This infprruatiori was obtained in respor$e
to the question: "Considering the varidos facetsof the problem, '

40

and the many agencies involved? .what diffidukies iio you see
.

irithe way child ablie and neglect is handled in this area'7"'

The distributions of responses , demon,strate the prevalence of
'N. ,

problems --arkd difficulties indicative of iriadequadies io inter-
agency coordination (non n-centralized handling ana lack of

interagericy cooperation). InsufficiOnty or Inadequacy in staffing,jn
. .

case, identification and reportinge and in placement facilities
.

were also among the most prevalent sources of problems f Or

the various, agencies.,

4

4

,
. ,
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TABLE IV-1

Sources of Report's, Re4errals, and
Affidavits can Child Abuse and Neglect to

Agencies in the Survey Sample

$ 'a .

Sourc

Rbceiving Agencies

CPS PHI4 CRT POL

Public yealth Departments ' . 3.6 - 1.3 '1.8
ProseCuting Attorney Offices 2.5 1.4 14.8 '2 :2
Courts 7 f 0 Q. 8 - 1.7
Hospitals and Clinics 11.9 ', 18.4 . 1.4 9.3
Child Protective Agencies - , 21. 9 . . '43.0,, 8.7

Other Welfare Services , 12.2 5.4 13.6 3. 5
Schools . - 12.1 13.5 1.8 10.5
Police and Sheriff Departments 11.0 0.9 8. -
Private and Voluntary Agencies 2.,3 1.5 '0.9 0.9
Other Agencies 1. 2 11.9 3.9 '6. 0

Clergymen 0.5 0.2 0.0 0.5
Private Physicians 2.4 5.1 O. 5 ' 3.1
Private Psychologists , 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.1 .
Other Professionals 0.3 .' 1.'3 0.2 0,4
Relatives . 15.1 8-, 2 7.8 L.'5

Friends and Neighbors
,

16.0 9.2 . 1.6 .,21.1
Other Laymen 1.7 b. 2' 0.5 2.6

. .- . , .
.

I
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TABLE 1VT2

'Distributions of Abuse and Neglect
Among Children Known to Agencies in the Survey

r

'Cases Known to Agencies /
Abuse s Neglect. ,

Agencies and Programs : % 1) '.

School s 50.4 ; 49. 6
. .

Hospital Medic'al Departments 63.4 36. 6

Hospital Social Services 60.2 39.8
CoUrts

v : 25.4 74-6

Police and Sheriff Departments . ' 46.6 53.4

- _
Child Protective Services ' 27.0 73.,0

Public Health Nurses 8 69.2. -

.

.?"
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TAISLE IV-3

Procedure'S, for Reporting Suspected Cases of
Child Abuse and Neglect in.SchOol Systems,

Hospitals, and Divisions prPublic -Health Narging

.
, - _-

Prbaedures and Their Use
. . , ,

..
- Organizations and Respondents'

,
PHN SCH

.
TIME;

.

, lISS

Existence and Forms of Procedure

,

I

48.6
21.4

0.0
30.0

,

-87. 8
7.3
4.7.
0..2
0 0-

- .

,23. 2
46:5
30.3 -

1,

50.3
18,,1
2.6

28.8

78.8
, 14.0

4:4
,' '1. 6

1.31

'

54. 9
16.0
29.1

,_..

46.0
16.5
2.3

35.2

83:4
8: 8 .

`5. 7.'

2. 1
0..0

.

47. 1
17.0
'35.9

,
.

60:2
16.5
1.4 , -

21.9

.

84.9
7.1,
7. 6
0. 2

'O. 2,

-

,

65.8
11.2
22:9.
/ ,-

Written Procedures
Unwritten ProcedureS e

Unsure of Form
No Procedures Exist

. .
,

Where Procedure Exists, ,How
Regli...rly Followed?

Alm'crst Always .., ,.

Often1.
Sometimeg /

-Occasionally
Hardly Ever

o '

Is,Reporting to Other Agencies Assigned
to SpecificDepartment or Person? ,,

Yes _,

No r.,
No'Procedures Exist

e
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TABLE IV74'

,Estimate of the. Likelihood of Reporting
Suspected Abuse and Neglect to Child Protection Services

-
Ve

Likelihood ofReporting to CPS'

Source of Identification .
Almost
Always Often

Some-
times

Occas,
ionaily

H,ardly-
Ever

Public Health NurseA 40.4 26.6 17:6 8.1 7.2
Ho'spitalg 29.4 33.6 19. 6` 10.1 7.3
Welfare and Social Services 53.6 - 26.3 14.3" '3.3 2.4
Schools 26.1 39.8, 21e 4 41. 2 1.6
Police and Sheriff Departments 47.0 ( 27.4 18.2 4.2 3.2

. 1 Private and. Voluntary Agencies " 24.1 16.1 2-8.4 11.3. , 20.0
Other Agencies ' 28.5 11.0! 19.4 14.0 27.0
,clergymen 9.'5' 11.9 13.2 22. 2: 43.-2

"4. Physicians 14:5- 13:2 20.,3" 18.7 3i. 2
Psychologrsts and Counselors '13.3 9. 9.9 9.7 57.9

Other Professionals 1:4;9 15.9 16.4 45.7
Relatives and Family 9:7 35.5 15.1 2. 2
FriendS and Neighbors 6. 2 40. 6 36.7 11.4 5.Q
-OtherLa.ymen 11. 6 13.6 32.6 21.4' 20.8

,

c

,
11-

- 15'1 -,
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TABLE IV-5

EstiMates of the Likelihood of Reporting Suspected
Abuse and Neglept to P9lice and Sheriff Departments '

z.

Sources or Identification

Likelihood of

Often,

Reporting
Some-
tunes

to POI,
Occas-
ional,ly

1 ,

Hardly
Eyer

Almost
Always

.

Public Health Nui'ses
N

Hospitals
Child ProtePtive 'Services
Welf#e and Social Services
Schools'

Private and Voluntary Agencies
Other Agencies ,

Clergymen, '
. ,

Ph,ysicialis
Psychologists and Counselors

Other Professionals
Relatives and Family
Friends and Neighbors
Other Laymen;

.

38A
47.0
45.4
30.1
39.5

19.1.
24.6'
22.6
30.8
10.6

23.9
.19.3

'14,6. 5
'21.4

9.1
13.3'
9.9

'14.2
12:7

10.0
9.2
6.5
9.6
3. 9

3.8
22,6

-32.1
15.2

8.8
11.4
11:4
10.4

.10.1

9.9
9.0,
7.8

J1.4
0.8

4.8
31.5
24.9
16.6

.

.,

7.4
' 7 6

, 4.7
6.4

14.1

7.6
3.9

"11.3
12.4

5. 6

8.0
12.7
14.1

, 9.4

36.3
20.8
28.6
38.8
17.6

53.4
53,4
X1.7
35.'8
70.1

59.5
13.6
12.4
37.5

a

4
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TABLE 1V-6 t

Likelihood of Repoi4ing Suspected
Abuse and Neglect to Public IfealtrNurseS

s

Likelihood f Reporting to

Sources of identification. Almost.
Always

.

Often,
Some-
times

Occas-:
ionally

Ilardly
Ever,

-1145spital*
Child Protekaive Services

'Welfare and Social Services
Schools 4 --
Police anck Sheriff Departments

20.1
30.4-
20.3
20.6
11.8

11.5
14.9
IO. G

21.3
3.6

16.0
13.0.
18.1
12.,6.
8.6

16.8
18.3
12.2-*4
12.7

`3418
31.2

34.6'
0.2

Private and Voluntary Agencies'
. 0.8 4.0' 9'19 16.0

,Other Agencies -22.8 4, 12.2 10.5. 4.1 50.5
Clergymen 9.3 7.8 9.3, P3:9
Physicians , 11.0 5.1, 15.3 48.4' 5012
psychologists and Counselors

. t <-

7.4 16 7449 )-.413 784
I

. Other. Professionals :4.4 3: 7 14.3 9.1 68.5
,Relatives and Family 7.9 17.1 '24.7' 23.5 26.7 .
Friends and Neighbors 12.4' 18.2 21.2 24.0 -24.2
Other Laym pia 8.9 4:8 947 13.3 63.3

. -
Or,

4,

a
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TABLE

Lilfeliheod otReportini Abuse and Neglect by
flospitalPhysices,ns and Nurses as Assessed by

Medical and.,Social Services Respondents

Asseisment by Assessment. by
Medical Peisonriel Social Services Personnel

0,

LikelihOOd of Repoiting',. For
Physicians

For
Nurses.

For
Ph1;sicialfs

For
t:urses

Almbst Always
-

Often
,

Soinetirnes :
OCC:ASiOnallY

Hardly E-V&r, s.

65.8

17.3

12.9

..' 3.0

1.'0

82.4

9.9

3.4

1.8

2.6

54.1

1640

18.9

6.7

3.3

-70.2

, 15.6

9.3

1.6

3.3

. r'

I
t.

"

. -___.___----------

a' :-
I r

1,

e

.

.1p4-
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TABLE IV-8

Likelihood of Under- Reporting iii Different Parts of
: Hospital, Operations as Assessed by.

-'Medical and Social Services- Personnel

Assessments
Hospital Operatlo . By Hospital By Staff of.

Medical Staff Social SeiTices
4

Vi*e Unaie r-Reporting
I

3 -LIM-1y to Occur:

-Etnergency Rooms 40,6 23.4

-Out- Patient Services

t V

16.8 24.3

In- Patient Wards 8.9 12.6

.co Differences 31.8 35.4

Don't Know. 3.2

Column totals may exceed 100% because cjf multiple responses.

167
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, TABLE
,

. Likelthood,of Reporting Sui;pe cted-
Abuse andNeglect by School Personnel

.

rsonnel Category

`tlicelihood Of Reporting
r

times
Occas-
Tonally

,

Hardly'
Ever

Almost
Always _Often

'Some-
,

-

Teachers .
, .

Counselors r--

.
school Nlises

Prine ipals .

'School Physicians .

School Social Workers .

Others
,

.

.

_

"

64.8

78.4

90.4

78.6

, 16.6

91.2

78.0,
.

A

,

'

, .

19.3

12.0

3.4

10.1

4.0

4.8

.0. 0

.

9:9

4.4

4.5
-h
9.0

5.3

2.4

.. 8.6
,.

.

3.9

:'2.7

0.2

'1.7
3.3.
0.2
2.2

2.1

2.4 .

.

1.6

, 0.7

10.8

1.4

- 2.2-

a
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TA131..E W-10
:

Standard Screening procedures 4n School Systeme,
Public Health Nursing Divisions, and Ho'spital Medici Departments,

Standard Scrtening Or: anizaticat and Res r. I ent
PHN SCH HMD.

. .

,

None Employed

Screening Applied to
All Cblidren:

Screening Applied
- Selectively-

Don!..k Know
.

,

.

53.5

31.2

14.3

1.0
.

.

56..1

.

31.4 .

11.8

0 . '6

,86.5
,

8.3

4 . 8

0.4

..

'

. .

4

t

t.
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TABLE IV-11 . .

Estimates of Under- Reporting of .
. , Abuse and Neglect in the Community'

j Degreeof Under-Reporting

0 anhation5 and Respondents

CPS SCli :' HMD IISg Gift 4 POL
1

,
/Child Abuse

,

.
r

.

k

45.0
40.6

/ 14.4

. '
33.4
35.3
31.3

4e.5
49.3 -
10.5

5Q.0
41. t

, 8. a

,

29.8
46.4
23'.8

37.7
40.2

- 22.1

.

24.3
34;7
41.0

40.5
33.9
25.6

,

34.7
39. 1
26.1 1

50.4'.
31.4
18.3

40.9
42.1
17.0

45.1
, 32.5.

22.4

30. 6.
49.5
19.9

,,

47.2
3G. 8

13.9

.. e
A Groat Deal, ._

Some
No Under-Reporting

Child Neglect

1 A Great Deal.
Scare

' No Under-Reporting

1

ti

, ...

-. I , . .

.
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'TABLE IV-12.
,

Special Efforts Toward Identifying And
, Reporting Abuse and Neglect t

.
. .

. ,

Special Efforts
. .

.

.

..
' ,Organizations and-Respondents

CPS PHN SCH HMD IISS CRT POL-,_
-

'' Nature of rfforts
s

' i .

None undertaken 0.3 8.0 33." 44.6 23.4 17.5 25.9
24-hour telephone 3.0 3. 7 0.8 0:0 2. 6 1.2 2, 6 ,

. Broad based team 13.9 33.9 9.3 6."7 12.0 6.4 7. 6
Changed laws 38.5 . 81..0 17..7 11.2 14.3 42.7 24. 1
New reporting system 25.8 22.1 8.4 5.3 10.0 12.2 6.9, . . ,,
Improved CRS service . 0,0 2.5 0.0 1.6 , 0.0 G.5 0.0
Public cducatipn 43. ,,,, 16.9 4, 9 11.9 22, 7 22.7 21 9
Professional education '17.7 23.1 29.2 20.2 27z6 11.9 16.7
Interagency cooperation 10.7 11.1 7.1 3.1 9, 1 5.0 T. 5
Other _ 1.5 5.4 8'.6 '4.1 5.1 2.0 11.7

-Don't Know . . -
1.3 0.6 0.4 3. 4 3.6 t. 3 3. 1

Level of Lffarts
,

iState 48.4 47.9 29.1 30.3 28.0 62.7 50.1
Regional . 0.7 1.2 0.0 0.2- 1.0 0.0 0.3rocal 50.9 50.9 70.9 69.5 71.0 37.3 49.6

- -

-Effects of Efforts on Reporting .

. Increased gfeatly 53.1 , 38. 0 29.3 30:0 32..5 32.6 46.5
-Increased soniewhat , 39.4 44.5 53.6 58.5 48.8 "53.8 32. 2
Not increased at all

.
7.5 17.5 17.2 11.5 18.7

., .

13.6 21.3 ,

Column totals may exceed 10K because of mujtiple response

e
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TABLE IV-13 ,
Procedures Used to Ascertain the Validity of

Abtise and Neglect Reports,Orber Than Home Visits

Organizations and Respondents. Procedures
CPS POL

Elimihate anonymous telephone calls
Ask caller for details

ei:mtne urgency from caller

to previously
unsu 'tiated calls,_. .

4.6

10.8

8.4

12.3

.

3.7

3.6

9.1

9.4
Have trarleii.eport in person 0.0 3.6
Get confirmation from other agency 38:1 39.3
Get confikmation from other people 14.6 3.2
Check on previous reports 15.4 4.8-
Use best judgment 14.9', 7.9
Refer caller to probate court 1.0' 0.0

_ s
Refer to other agency '3.3 27.3
Other 6.8 9.9

,Screen neglect calls and visit
all abuse calls 6.2 1.3

Column totals may exceed 100% because of multiple responies.

/

-160-
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TABLE IV-14

Proportions of Cases in Which Children's
ary Separationopi Their Families Was Foubd Advisable

! "'"._..,

li .44-453Ortiobs
Organitations and Respondents

CPS PHN - IISS

Less than 25% 54.0 70.6 .47.4
25 - 49% , 19.4 9.6 21.2

50 - 74% 20.4 11.4 15.4

75 - 99% , 2.6 3.7 8.8
100% 3.7 4. 7 7.2

-161 -
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TABLE IV-15

Conditions Warranting Temporary
RemoVal of Children from Their Home

Cohditions
Organizations and Respondents

CPS 'PHN HSS
f

No one to care for child 2.4 1.8 4.3
Parent incapable of care 17.1 8.5 16.4
'Parent uncooperative, unresponsive 16.1 7.6 17.7
While parents get treatment 5.2 1.8 5.5
Seriousness of abuse 24.2 2,1.0 18.9

severe threat to child still present 46.0 13.7 1Q.5
Fighting in home 7.5 7.9 9.5
To protect and help the child 34.4 - 33.. 5 26.1
If no food, heat, water,, etc. 5.1 2.7 2.1
Parents request child be taken 2.6

Emergency situation 0.1 A0.3
All cases 1.2 2.2
Never - 1.3 18.9. 20.0
Other 8.6 16.0 6.6

column totals may exceed 100% because of multiple responses.

, 7
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TABLE IV-16

Type's of Eyidence of Abuse and Neglect
Pursued by .Respondents from the -.Police,

Hospital' Medical Deptrtrnents, and' School Systems

6

Types of Evidence

Abuse \ Neglect

SCH HMD POL SCH. HMD , POL

Signs of Physical Abuse .

Emotional Injuries

General Conditten of Child ,
.

Horne Environment _

Evidedee of Alcoholism
or Drug Abuse

Child's Own Report of Incident
.

Child Left Alone .

Parent's Reaction to Child

Absenteeism from Schooltt'Wiesses /
Physical Evidence Used

to Abuse - Weapons ;

Repetition of Incidents,
Reports, Injuries

Injuries, 'Conditions with -..r

. Implausible Explanations

Delay in getting Medical Attention

Evidence of Previous Injuries ----------.4

Poor Health with No Apparent Cause

Report, Information from
Other Agencies -

FarnitS History or Background ,,

No Monky for Lunch t

School Performance e

r . . 4

Other ,

i

,

.

-

88.6

17.5

5.4
.

-
.,

-
37.1

-
`I0.5

5.6

4.6

, .

-

2.7

3.5

0.1

1.0
21 .

,
-

...

0.2

0.4
.
2.0

..
1.0

56.4

.- '`11.5

3.0-
0:2

0.8

.-.1_,..,,

11.1

-

9. 5

,
"0.7

26.'0

47.8

1.8

12.0

, 71

0.3
.

4.9

-:
- .

1:0

89.9

12.0

7.2

18.?
,

1.4

6.3

-

13

2.0 '

.

4.9.

r..
D r

1

-
-
-

-
-

. -
4,5

79.8

18.5

8.4

1.7
0

0.7

17.1
.

2.4

1.0 ,
17.3

6.5

-
_

1.3

. ...
-

0.9

-,

-,

,

7

0:3
.1
2.9

4.7, -
i fk.

3.0;,,

80.9

30.9'

6.5

0.1

0.9

. 1.0
0 -

3.4

8.74

-

2.

.,
-..,

5.2

3.8

4,.7

-.
.7.9

,

'0:2

6.5

...- .

-
1... 1

4 69.0.--

10.1
I'
9.1

66.3

1.7

1.4

17.2

4.4

,. -

. 2.4

,

-

-

-

-
-

-

2.4

Column totals may exceed 100% because of multiple responses.
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Services Pr
to Child

Source

. .

TAME IV-17

vided, by FiV-43- PtogrAms Included in thcSurvey,
en and FamilieS Involved' in Abuse and Neglect*

0X,

Marital and ily counseling
Alcoholic Onnseling 1.3,
ounseliri services to child 15.4

COunsel' g of parents 15. 2
Couns mg for unmarried parents 0.5

General psycho.logical counseling 74:2
Counseling for foster, parents 1.4
testing'and diagnostic services 12.3W

Medical exam or check up
Nutrition and diet services 9.2

Birth control information 2.3
Nursing service 24.0
Home visits with public nurses. 5.0

',Alcohol treatment . 1.6
(Medicalaid 43.4

Other Medical seAvices
Help with gild care' ,

4

.0.6
8'. 5

Homemaker- service -18.7
Other home support functions 6.5
Vocational. counseling r 0.7

, ,

Job training prog'raiA 2.2
Job placement servsipp,s 1.7
Other, job related services 0: 6
Financial Assistance 27.9
Hotising 5..7

Clothing 15.4
Food provided 16,,E
Budgeting help 1.-6
Medicaki 2.2
Other financial "services 0.8

Source

Child day care Services 8:2
Education Services 5. 2
Special educationl, placements 1.9,
Legal services /, 5.4
Transportation services 3.7

Provide volunteers
Parent's group services.
Card of children
School IMison
Recreation.sery

Services for hethdicapped
Placement services
Foster hoMes
Group Wines ,

TreatMent facilities

0.9
2.2
O. 6

2.4

optiollt se+vice , '0.3
Other Placement facilities 2.0
SUpervision in home 23.5
Investigation 10.1
Follow up services 4. 9

Referrals to other agencies
and services

References to courts
Protective services
Other miscellaneous
Don't-know

46.1
1.1
8.5

34.6
4.5

*Thp five progragis included CPS, PHN, SCH, HMD, and HSS,-

-154.-
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TABLE IV-78.

Agencies. from Which Services Are Sought for
Parents and Children by Programs.Included in This Survey

r .

7

Source Source
r

Social services
Child protective agency
Welfare department
Police department
Probation office

10.3
.23.4
16.7
2.2
1.4

Housing' authority
thitreach prograins
Other public agencies
Unspecified priVate agencies
Churches or ministers

1.4
0.2
3.5
1.2
6.9

Courts 2.7 Catholic family services 3.4
Prosecuting attorney's office 0.8 Family`service agency 1.4
Hospitals or clinics 8.2 Volunteers' 3.2
Hospital social service unit 0.2 Home extension service 2.5
Mental health care facilities' 25.0 United Fund or Salvation Army 3.0

Psychological counseling 5. 5 Legal aid 1.2
Drug or alcoholic treatment 0.4 Private counseling 1.4
Other -medical facilities 4.2 Privatt drug or alcohol'
Public health department 12.8 treatment 1. 1
Schools 4.5 Day .care ,,

Society for prevention of
1.1

School nurses 3 cruelty to children 0. 1
Special schools = blind,,

deaf, etc. 0.6 Parents anonymous j.4
Sthool counselors 0.4 Fo,ster homes or other
Parent Teacher Associations' 0.2 placement facilities , 1.8
Colleges, universities 0.7 Other private agencies 1.7

SoCial workers
Child abuse teamor SCAN team 0.9 5. 2

'Vocational-rehabilitation office
Mental retardation agency 0.9 'Psychiatrist or psychologist 1.8
Community *ion office 0.9 'lawyers' '0.2

',Veteran's adrainistration 0.1 Other miscellaneous 5.2
,1.

None 0.9

.1

-

-1657
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TABLE IV-19

Recommendations to Parents and Guardians
for Seeking Help in Regard to Their Ment'al Health

4
4

Organizations and Respondents
-

Questions and Responses PHN IIMD. ,.H8S

-Hoy Often Seeking Help
is Recommended?

Ailnost Always
.Often
Sometimes
OCcasionally
Hardly Ever
Not Applicable* or

Don't Know

How Reluctant Are
Parents or Guardians

'Annost Always
Often ,

Sometimes
Occasionally
Hardly ,Ever
Not Applicable` or
. Don't Know

Tie Services?

Very. Helpful f
SomeWkat
Little 'Help -

No 'Help
Not Applicable* or
,Don!t Know

. 27.0
44.2
19.8
7.7
1.3

0.0

8.5'
.424

9;9
2.8

5

28.2
68'.7

o.o

36.7
24.4
12.6
9.7
9.1'

7.d

12.4
37.0
16.6
11.5
1.

20.7

33.4
1).

40.9
1.'9

20.8

44.3
16.5

6.0
8.3

'23.2

'1.8

16.4
24.7
11.8_
9.4
6.3

31.4

22.6
43, 6
0.0
0.0;

33. 8 )

applicable refers to Weighted, responses indicating that
no services,were retommended.

a " .

S

33.8
18.3
15.6
8,5

23.3

0:5

13.1
25.5
17,8
6.0

30.1

35. 6
. 0.0'

O. Q

31.0.

°e
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TABLE IV-20

Availability of "Pirents Anonymous" and "Other
"Self Help" Groups, Referral to These Groups, and

A ssessmentof Their InfluOlhee

..
. .

Questions and Responses
t.JIVLIIIL:11.101.1b ii1.1(1 ,..114 31/012lItilLb

CPS I PHN SCH HINID
,,

HSS CRT

.

Da "Parents Anonymous 'br

-

35,1
62.1
2.8

0 31,2
4.0

i44
64.9.

.

V.-,

. 95.6
. 0: 9
3.6

49

..

.

33.0
50.5
16.5

A

'23;2
9.0 '

,

r:
'07.8

..

',.

82.2
14.6
3: 2

..'

.

26.1
68.3
5.6

1'8.6

,
7.4
,

74.0
%

.
1

71.,0-
22.5
6.,55

.

15.4
.. .74:9

9.7

11..3

_ 3.8

84.9

.

V

_ 79:8
11.7
8.5

.

30.3
6 .1'
75-. 7

19.3
.10.2

76. 5

.

86-. 2

8.7
6.1

.

.

,

27.7
53.4
18.9

14.0
12.7

..73.3

76.31
9.1

. 14.5

Similar Groups Exist in
. Community ?

.

Yes .

No
Don't Know

Does Ageiry Refer Parents
to These Groups ? .. dir

Yes
% .

No "
Don't Know or .

None Exist '

Do you Feel Thgose Groups
Would-be Helpful ? ..

.." ,

Yes
I

i
No - .

Don't Know
.

,

'40

11
;
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TABLE IV-21

Services Unavailable or Difficult
to Obtain-foChildren and Families

Type .of Service _and Arai labgity

Organizations and Respondents

. CPS PHN SC H HAW HSS

Are Any Services Unavailable'
or Difficult to Obtain?

Its i 84.8
No / 14. 1
Don't Know 1. 1

Tv of Service Unavailable
or Difficult to Obtain?

I - _Marital d family
couns 8. 1

Alcohol counseling
Counselik services to child.
Cotms'eling of p ents
General psyc al

counseling

'resting and diagnostic
services

1.',Iedical exam or check up
Nutrition and diet services
.'ursing service
Brth control information

HomNn visits_with public
nurses

Alcohol treatment
Medical aid
Other medical services
InstructOn & help w/children

Homemaker service
Other home support

functions
Vocational counseling
Job training programs
Job placement services

0.6
3.5
4.2

33.9.

3.1
1.3

3.2

0.2
8.1

4.1

22. $

5.2

4.8

70.5
29.5

1.5

3.2
1.1

33.3

0.

1.9
8.8
0:3

(30.6
38.4
1.0

7.2 I,

2.3
1.6

3g. 1"

0.9

,0.2
_6.8
0.6

38. 5
54. 8
6.6

5.8

3.6
9.5

53.9 _

42.8
3.a

4.0
4.2

37.8 26.7 r

-
7.9 4.0

- .

0.6 3.4 ,

0.4 2.1 i

0.4
0 6

,

8. 7 15.7
0.6
4.0 1: 1

14.0 5.7

0.1

1.8

1

2.5
1.1
7.3

-168:
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3.1
0,5.
3.5
0.4
3.2

3.,3 15.7

2.5

0.7 3.4
0.1 1 0.4
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(continued).
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TABLE IV-21

*Services Unavailakile or Difficult
Obtain for Children andramilies

Or 'anization Respondents.

Type of Service; and-Availability CPS I PHIsi,
I

SCH. HAM

,

. HSS

Tape of Service 1_11avaliable
.

0. 6
10.7
12.3

,, 0: 3
--

1.8
0.6

13.3
0. 5
6. 7

3.4
5.6
6.2
3..7
1.6

.
4.3
2. I
5.1
3:1
3.8

5.4
10.5

-
0. 7

.

-

--

1.4
10.2
6.5.

'-

. - :'
0. 5
1.6`'
8.3
0. 7
1.0

. 0.4
7.9
-

5.9
-

. .

-
1. 5

--
9.1 -'
-

0.6
4e0

.0. 3-
-

' .

1.9
1.7

17.2

..

7 '
. 5.1

3. 7
2:8
1. 8

0. 6
: -.

0.4
3. 9

- 3. 5

2.3
- 3.9

. 1.4
4: 7
0.7,

-
1.0
2.0
7. 7
0.1

0. 1
6.2
1.4

# 0.1
.1. 7

,

- 4.7
2. 9
2.4

.

21.1

.
-

8. 7
2.6
-.
-

.

1.2
-

8.2
, 2.9'

-

0.5'
3.6
0.4

'6. 4
-4,

-...

1.1
-

.0.9
3.0
0.2

.1.8
1. 5

.
,

,-
'8.'8 -.,

0.2
4,-1

. 4.9
i-

;16.5

3.1
16.0
8.1

. 0.-3
0.3 .

,.;
3.8 ,

-
18.6
4.2
1.2

1. T
11.2

3. 1
14.3

' -

0.5
0.2
_4.

3.9
0.4

- 2.1,
,I.9
2.4
_

2.7
t,

.

1.3
-

1.3
19.8

.

or Difficult to Obtain?

(
Other job related services
Financial assistance
Housing ,

Clothing
Food provided

.

Budgeting help ,

Other financial services
Child daS, care services
Education services -

Special education placement
_Legal services

Transpertatien srvices
sProt ide yolunteq. ,

Parent's group services
School liaison

'.. . -
Recreation services
SeiNices for handicapped
Placement, services
Foster homeg
Group homes -

. "Treatment facilities"
Other placement services
Supervision in home
"Inveveigati on' .

Follow up services
.

Referrals ft) other agencies
and servic.cs ,

References to cca,trts
Protective services
Other miseellaneous

.

4

_

Column totals may exceed 1.00q bec

s
a

41

se of multiple responses,
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TfAi3LE 1V-.22

Proportions of Cases in the,Attive Caseloads of
Child. Protective Services in Which Victims
Were Taken to Hospitals or Came to the

Attention of the Police Because of Continued
altreatment, as Estimated by Hespondents

from Protective Agencieg

V.
7

Proportions of Case

Almost Al

More Than alf

About Half

Less Than Half

Almost gone

pcn't Know

Continued Continued
Abuse l Neglect

Were Taken
to Hospital

Became Known
to Police:

2.3 3.2 2.1
,._

7.8

/3.0 :.../ 8..9 4.3 10.7

8.9 29.9 12.2 10.9 '_

45.0 40.0 38.7 39.6
33.3 8.8,

.
<' 40.0, 26. 1

7.5" 9.2 2/6 5.0

1,

r Q

c.

0

V

lo"
4 4,1

4 ",

$

,
\

1a
-es



TABLE IV-23
,

Proportions of Cases in the Active Caseloads of Child
Protective Services in'Which Victims Were Taken to

Hospitals or Came to the Attention of the .-Police-
Because of -Continued Maltreatment aS-Estimited by

Perkiiier from Hospitalsand Police. -,

.

Proportions:Of Cases

Almost-Alt

Mefe than Half

Abo4 Half

Less than Half .

Almost None.

-Don't-Kno-4;1"

Betaine Down
to Police

6.2

10.5

14.7--

9. 6

6

18.6

1'8.5
.

- 41.6 27.8

17.4 15,7,

-23.0'

17.6

15.1

21:-4

cs

f.

ra

-171

.
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-TABLE IV-24

-

Reactions to Opinidn Item: 'Agencies Are Not
, Given Sufficient Resources to DealEffectively

With Child :Abuse and Neglect"

Reactions .

'Ll1 6411,1441.11_,I1W 2111(-1 11,12JLIUC11120

CPS PHN SCH HMD HSS CRT , POL'

=

-

Strongly Agree

Tend to Agree

Tend to Disagree
.

Strongly bisasgree
--= .

Don't Know
,

-

-- .. I

56, 1

33.0

7.0

3.3

-0. 6

,
39. 1
.

42.3
_

13.5

3.3

1 1. 8

43.2
.
48.6

6.2

O.7

1.2

31:4

41.1;

15:4

3. 5

'8. 5

.

45:1

38.1

12.8

2.3
.
1. 7

'29.8

612.2

22.2

1.9

3.9

45.9

. 29.8
,

15.7

4.7

3. 9

.2

2.

1

-

:..-

,

*I,
./ " ,1.

It'

A

I

I

I

vy

F.

T.

, "4
.`

t8
. 111 '

/ I

a

_

1

4`.,

\:

./ y.
` 2' .*

"

4
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TABLE IV-25

Priorities in Use of Additional Resotirces ,far Agencies
in Child Abuse and Neglect Programs and Services

t

Organizajns and RespondentsPriorities . .

CPS PI-IN SCH ,\-13MD HSS .CRT POI '!/-

- .

' Personnel ,

-Improve staffing of .

other` agencies

Inera-Agency operations

P acement facilities

rvkes/programa
in community

Services to Other agencies

Inter-Agency functions

11:1i stcllap,edu,s :

--None,

J

72.4

--.--

8,p

42.8

' 49.1

TA 1

.... 454

12.
.

16.9

1.9

.

it.5

23.4

33._3

21.1

: 661
42.1

- 13.3 ,
_.

' . 35.8
_: 9.0

64.7

13.8

:37.6

20.5

,
50.6

,122:6'

9...9

21.6

5.8

.

4

46.7.

19.4

25.1

,15. 8

- r

43.,3

32. 7.
. _
' 7.4 ,2.

.',25.0

18.5 ,

-

"55,0

'15.4.

34.4
...

, 27.4

«

-56.. 2'

42.0

13-.3

21.3

10.8.'

46.5

11-.,5

22'.-8

_46.7

"41.0

23. 7--,,,

. 2.0

,..16.6

18.2

5'7.7

11.1;

41.1

25.7
;

-26.8

38.0'`

12.5

37.7

10,3

(--

Column totals may exceAd 100% because of multiple responsep:

14

.

-I

sit

,

. , .: - . .
, .

f' I e 1 ' ---
,.

..,, . 4

, ' v

ti , 211' 3 ,- .- ,_ ', '', s .4, 1 .1. , r .. .. .
.
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TABLE W-26
go,

1,7

Average Costs for Piven Priorities in Doilars

rain

Priorities -
Organizations and Aespondents

HMD HSS CRT
,

CPS PHINI SCH

Personnel,

Irapro's/a staffing **

"of "other agencies

. Intra-agency operations

Placement: facilities

Service andprogranis
:in community

. .

Services to other ,
.

agencies, i ..

, .
. Inter- agency functions

)- Miscellaneous
. ..

,

123,403'

620

, 5,, 989

.120,ti30

3,402

..,6,181.

590.--4,856

2,389

22,638

12,454

18, 145

1,786-

43,166
.

2,558

28,958

196,841

73

6, 364

1,188

39,840

.3,360

1,103

3,865

9,269

-',

740

1,093

26,845

1,141

25-'3

321

18,486

..

.

2, 687

4189,,

35,028

2,183

313

3,525

49,798

2,077

251

18,5891

.

1405'4,

-5;404

134

23,412

17,830

97

16,568

9,182

,

22,679

*

2-,794

2,723

i0,00_8

.1

V

AO

;

.

7.

186
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TABLE. IV -27

Staff Attendance at Conferences and Workshops

Organizations and Respondents

HMD HSS< ,CRT POLC, PHN SCH

None attended , 2.3 23.5 29.7 39.4 '24.6 20.6 32.

Within last year 88. 3 67. 7 57. 9 38. 9 62.0 63. 2 /6. 7
1 - 5 Years ago 7.4 7.9 9.8 16.8 12.8 7.5/ 10.7/Don't know, other 2.0 0.9 2.6 4.9 0.7 81 0.2

.

.

0,

-

Q

P.

r, t

- ,/

-195-
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TABLE IV -28

Rates of Court Refusals of Petitions for Temporary ilemoval

Rates of Refusal
As Reported By

The Courts
For All Petitions

As Reported By
The CPS 2,

For Their Petitions

As Reported By
The Police

For Their Petitions

Almost Always - - 1.4

Often
.

Sometimes 13.4 6.7 16.3

Occasionally 20.2 38.8 29.2

Hardly Ever 64.6 54.5 49.1, .

Dot* Know 1.9 - 3.4

.4

a

j
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TABLE IV-29

Legal ReptesentatiOn of Parents in Informal.
Resolutions and Formal Hearings

How Often Parents Were
Represented By Lawyers

In Informal
Resolutions

In Formal
Hearings

,Almost Always

Often

Sometimes

Occasionally-,`

Hardly Ever
.Don't Know

21,1

r. 2

18.9

'29.7

3.7

63.0

11.ts

.

3.4 ,

6 ,1

I

.1. it

-\

Jr

4
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TABLE IV-30

' o' Type's of Evidence Acceptable to the
Courts in Cases of Abuse and Neglect

Types of Evidence,.

Testimony, of lay witnesses
Testimony bf expert witness
Tdstimeny of physician
Testimony of child
Condition of child

Delinqueny of Child
Truanc3;,.of child
Health' records
Other tangible evidencp,
Evidence that child

is unsupervised

Evidence that child 'does not
get medical attention

Evidence conCeriu-ng,Child's,
lack of food, clothing, -etc.

Testimony oreviderice.coriOerning
parents, bena,vior.,

,

Evidence' of pilys140,1 or emotional "

damage to cjiild
-cireuntstantial ehdetice

,

Hearsay evidence
Same types'of evidence

acceptable in any Court
Anythipg;relevant, .

.; Anything relevant-except
hearsay

Other .

eases of
Abuse'

Cases of
Neglect

36.9 33.9 1

14.6 37.3
29.1 10.4
9.2 9.3

22.2

1.2 1.3
0.0

41.6 23.7, .
25.3 31.1

1.6 18:3

,

0.4 7.2

0. 4.8

8.4 .2.2

,

7.9 3t,2
5.2- . 5.7

,

2.7 1.2
2.4 3.4

'4'

2.3 2.3

elumn,,tbtals may exceed 100% because of raultipli,resi5origes';-:-

iY

-i78-
1\

k.

0

4



TABLE IV -31

Distributioias of Witnepses in F rmal
Court Hearings about-Abase Neglect

"

. ,

T3,pes of Witnesses
a Ho Ofteli Do The A ear ? ,

Almost,'
AlwaS' Often

Some-
times

Occas-
tonally

Hardly
Ever

. Don't
Know

,

.

,

r-1.-- ___
,

Protective Service Personnel

Hospital Physicians
, , ,

Hospital Social, Workers

physicians in Private Pilactice

The Police

School Officials

Public NursesHealth

Relatives

Friends and NeighbOrs ,

. Others ,

,,,, 78.8

, 11.9
4

. 7.9 ,

4.'6

. 19.7

5.9

4.7

. 9.6
.

3'. 7

27 7.

,

9-.,6

14.8

11,, 3 .

12'.2

27.9

14.0

14. 1

36.0

17. 5

29: 6

. .

2.4

24 : 1°

22.8

, 17.5

33.3

.39.8

22.9

27.7

39.8

.18. 2

5.4

22.0

15. 1

20.0

10.9

29.2

'22. 2

, 19.1
. .

24. 6

19. 0
/

3.2

25.8

42.1

45.0

1.5,

. 10.6 ,

35.5

7.0 ,..

13. a

5. 6

. .

0.6

-` 1,'.4

0..7

' 0.6

0.6

0;6

0.6

. 0.'7

0.7

i ,

. .

!

.
COliunniotals may, exceed 0% because of

'

tiple respo

ti

,1) ?, '
to"

4 ,e
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TABDE IV-32

Decisions Related to CustOdy in Final
Dispbsitioriof Ca4esin COvrt Hearings-

'sr

K.

-7.
.

..

.,

.

, , ' Abuse . Neglect
,

,

,

i =

,

Re,spondentknew disposition
T,

e rtnination di
, parental" custody

Temporary change ''
of custody

.

Children not removed
from home

.-,
. .

Resphdents did tiot'khow
.

t.

c'

.2

,
83.8

. .

1* '

l
...

-,
,,f--

16..2

23.3

5J.0'

'23.8

,

, r

88.3
4

,
-.,

-...

,.
: . ,

11':7
A '

.
. .
4

,-.v
17:9

474,8:

34.3
.

;::

4

(

- I \

, . ta

4

,

, 1, ".

0

:

C

r-'
,t-,

'

"7

14

h t,

- ,
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I
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--..t.::_ \-- TABLE IV-33

Co rt Requirements of Parents When
dtkidren\Ar Left at-Home or Temporarily Removed

Court Requirements

Proportion of eases Where Probatn
or Supervision Was Stipolated

Almost all
More tan half
About half
Less than half
Noneor Almost None
Don't Knov.

Supervisors of Parents Compliance

e

CPA or Other Social Service Personnel,
Probation Departrhent
Other
Don't know

N

4N,

N.

Status of Children

Temporarily 1 Left at
Removed Home

36.0
14.2-
7:i
5.1

36.5

' 74.7
44.0
14. 7

53.7
.12.1,

8.2
4.6

19.2
2.3 .

_ 67.14
27.8

. 4.9

7.1
Change in Attitude 0.8 ' 5.0. .
Cooperate with Court 9.2 17.9
Supervision by a Social Agency

. 4- 9.1`±
Other ,.., . 8 12.4

N N .
Don't Know .* --Q. 3 4.9

40-

Typical Requiremenk mfor Co ce.-1cf14,111

Counseling or Therapy for Parents 67.8 33.6
,Improvement in Inter Personal

Relations in.the,Home 4 14:816
ImproNementin Physical , . .. ,

.,
r.. .

AspectS of Home ' -... 19.0, - . 18.9
Cease Abuse or NegreCt of-Honle- N.,_ 5.0 6.1,'

.
,

Other tinprovernents in Home -2.7 1.9 .

Home Supervision 4it.'
# 11.6 .1.9

Medical Failoiv-up ., - 5.'8 7.0..
Attend Meetings ,----7.6 7.4
Curfew \ \- 2.6 1.9
Restrict>is on Drug

or -Arebhol Use

. , A i
Column totals may exceed 10t!FEe ofivultiplp.respons'es; ±

*193
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TABLE IV-34

EstimateS of ProportionS ofChildren
in Different Types of Placement

r

Proportions of Children

Types of Placement

Foster
Homes Relatives,

-Detention
Homes .

Other
Facilities

None 2.3 1.0 75.8 55.2\
1 - 25% 12.1 66.4 15.7 31.5

4

26 - .505 18. 1. 25.9 . 5.3 5.8 ,

51: 75q .26.1 0.9 1.0 1.6
76 -, lbef 35.5 1.6 0.6 0.1
Don't Know 5.9

,

4.3 1.5 5.8

Average Proportion 65.0 .21.1 4.4 6:8

4 -182-
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TABLE IV-35

'3
Degree of Variation Among Case Workers in

Decisions and Handling of Cases

.,
Degree of Variation

Organizations an espondents

PHN SCH Hb HSS , CRT POL

Great 20.6 12.2 21.:2 37. 2.2 14.4 4.3

Somewhat 65.5 61.2 53.2 43.4 20.4 60.7 39.8'

None 13.9 26.6 25.6 19.3 P.77.4 24.9 55. 9

re"

-183- Air



1V-36

Patterns of-- Interagency Coordination
.

f

/ '-.

Patterns of Coordmat

OrganizatiOni and Respondents

CPS. PHN SCH HrsifID MSS 1 CRT 1- POL

Forms of Coo rd Lion.

24..0
0.9

, 19.3
.0.2

65.6
-

41.8
2.5

14.4
2.5

1$.5
0.1

64.2
0.2

34.2
1.4

64.4
_-_.

3.3
30.5

-
66.2

-

0

6.0
23.6
64.2
0.7

7. 6
2d.5
65.5
0.4

15.6
0.9
7.6
1.5

72.5
2.0

22.3
3.7

73.9

13.3'
9.8
-

77.0
-

.

3.0
2.6

14.6
73.1
2.6

1.9
19.9
77.8
0 . 3

12.3
1. 1
5.6
-

76.8
4.2

14.3
4.5

80.1
1.1

6.3
7.0
2.1

83.9
0.6

..0
2.4
2.9
2.6
5.9

77.1
4.1

4.8
10.4
83.9
0.9

14.7
I. 1
7. 6
1. 6

71.1
4.0

20.3
5.6

74.0
-

13.5
11.0
D. 3

75.2
-

. 4. 6
2.7
2.0
4.2

13.4
70.4
2.6

2. 5
21.3
75.0
1.3

15.4
.6

1325
2.1

66.4
2.0

24.5
7.7

67`.8
-

12.9
13, 7

-
73.4

-

1.0
3.0
3, 7
6.5

15.1
67.1
3.

2.
21.6
74.8r

19.7
2.3
5.0

-0.4
71.6
0.9

23.9
2.7

72.4
1.0

12.0
12. 5

-
7

-
..

1.1
2.0
2.5
4.0.

15.6
72.4
2.4

3. 4k,
7

74. 4
0.4

N. ,--

Teams ..... -
Centers .
Liaison comm i

..

Other mechanisms
None
Don't know 4

Does Agency Participate ?

Yes
4.' .

No
..o coord atio in:-NbinTir."...."in
Don w

....,...

--s:

iiiho ,Partieipates.7

55: 6
-

19.9
22.6

57.4
-

1.1
- 2.2

8.1
2.9

30:0
55.6

-
.

2.7
41.0
56. 2

-

1
f .

, .
Administrator's 1...,,.......

Personnel at oper revel
No distinction could be made
Nosoordination in community

\ Don't know

HolAIany Agencies Participate ?
%

1.1 Only one
li Only two
Three . ir

', Ti-Ye o more
No coo retina in community ,

Do w

isaellaecumis-K Common, Poe'?

Yes
_No

No coordination in community ...4
Do'n' t know

1

Percentages across questions differ due to varying rates of missing
data which are not included in tables._
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TABLE IV-37

Prevalence of Problems Within
ommunities with Different Levels of Coordination

_ -----
L se Tias of Coordination

Organizations and Respondents

CPS --.PHN FIND POL '
_

Communities with no
coordination 57.2 22.3 3.0 23.7.. 23.5

Co unities With
77.5 29.3 9.4 36.0 2.7.8administrative coordination

Communities with i
"-rase -management coordinationi 65.9 29.2 5.5 17.8 18.7

),-------
.... ..... 1

1-

/
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TABLE IV-38

Prevalence of Problems Encountered by Agencies
Because of the Way Others Handle Abuse and Neglect

Agencies Causing
the Problems

Agencies Experienc ing the Problems
Weighted
Averagecps PHN HMD HSS

Police and Sheriff
Department 44.9 12.2 7.2 21.0 23.6

,

Hospital Social Services . 40.2 10.3 - 4.0 - 15.5 19.1

Hospital Medical Personnel 56. 7 17. 8 7 43. 0 22. 1 . 34. 3/
Child Protective Services - 27.7 i'l 8. 3 36.2 22.2 25. 8-/
Other Welfare Services 32.0 18.7( 8.3 25.5 13.2 20.2

Schools 37. 0 26.4 5.8 10.6 20.0 25.3

Courts 45.8 - , 23.0 16.1' 28.5 15.9 ' 26.8
Mental Health Clinics 51'. 8 16.0 5.5 12.6 12.1 22 0

Private Oiganizations ' 33.2 6.8 1.6 4.8 11.4 13.4

Prosecuting Attorneys 29.5 14.6 7.2 14.8 9. b 15.9

Column totals may exceed 100% because of multiple responses.
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TA E IV-39'

. Problems a Difficulties in Handling
Child Abu and Neglect in the Area

Problems and ifficultics

Insufficient o inadequate staff
Insufficient 5 r inadequate placement
facilities 1.i;

lnsuffici t o;4i adequate reporting,
identif'caticur

Probl , . sin j, irkigating and...

evicnce
iteola s in Handling

141ftfficient funds
Lack of staff training
Poor public education
Non-centralized handling -

Lack of interagency cooperation,.
Lack of referral agencies
or some services

Legal limitations
Courts too slow/leriient
Reluctance to take child from parents
Lack of counseling

Lack of follow Ria--
Need coraunity resources
Need prevention program
-Complaints about courts
Complaints about police

COmplaints about hospitals

Complaints 4bout social s ice agencies
Complaints about schoo,1

Complaints about mescal personnel

Other
Don't knout'
None

Organizations and Respondents

CPS PHN SCH HMO HSS CRT PQL

33.1

',12.5

17.6 20.4 8.4 12- 23.4 16.6
3.9 2.0 3.1 3.1 18.0 11.5

17.3 28.1 19.1 20.8 21.5 18.0 15.2

0.0 Z9 4.1 1.5 4.4 7.9 1.7
0.,0 8.0 7.4 3.0 1.4 0.9 0.0

..-

6.6 10.8 , 5.5 3.7 1.8 5.2 0.3
15.4 7. 8 8-9 13.2 9.8 3.9 10.2
16.5 12.9 10.9 12.1 12.,9 7.8 10.3
28.7 29.3 10.2 13.9 17.4 7.6 12.0
16.1 25.8 14.2 11.2 16.8 8.1' 12.9

3.0 , 4. 0 1.8 5.9 4.8 2.7 2.5
2.3 1.9 2.7 ' 1.1 2.3 4.3 1.0
3.0 5.8 '5.7 . 9.0 7.9 2.8 10.t
0.0 4.3 1.3 3.1 2.1 1.2 2.1
0.3 2.0 5.4 8.2 0 2.3 3.3 5.9
0.0 10.3 5.5 10.9 3.4 r4.7 0.0
4.7 2.1 2.6 1.8 3.4 6.2 0.0
0.0 2.0 4.9 1.1 0.4 0.3 0.0
2.4 1.3 4.6 2. 6 2. 5 4.9 7.2
0.0 3.0 2.3 0.9 1.9 1.1 0.0
0.9 0.4 0.5 0.3 .0.4 0.8 0.5
0.5 3.2 13.0 2.5 3.3 12.7 6:7
0.1 0.3 1.0 0.0 0.6 1.2 0.0'
1.4 1.2 0.7 0.8 3.3 0.0 0.3c_

25.4 17,2 16.4 7.8 9.0 10.9 '8.9
2.0 1.5 2.3 5.6 7.3 4.9 2.0
5.0 4.* 6.2 13.2 8.2 20.5 21.0 .

IL,_Colurcrfalotals may exceed 100% because of multiple responses.

.1
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CHAPTER V

.
""-t*

TOWARDS ENHANCED COPING

One of the primary objectives in this work was to prepare a set
of recommendations and to develop,a model for the organization of
programs addressed to child abuse and neglect. As mentioned
earlier, in this report "program" refers te t sum of services
law enforcement, and other activities brought to bear

prevention, identification, treatment, and control-of-these lems;
- .The literature abounds with prescriptions, ranging from specific

instructions for professionals and others orf-"liow- to do it," to
general societal admonitions to renounce violence and distribute .---wealth more equitably. Between these two extremes of specificity
and bieadth, there exists a host of other opinions and conclusions

d educational and

fev.f of

concerning needed pro-gram components, regp

7support activities, and. improved organizational patterns.
F.-

these recommendations are well reasoned and grounded in the
realities of the problem; some constitute important sources of-ilifor--
mation and suggestions for this work.

I 9Appraisals of the practicei and'perforznance of, various agencies
and programs pervade the whole report: While risking repetition,
we believe a concluding assessment would be useful, not on to

consolidate a proftle. Of strengths and limitations of current pro-
grams, but also to 'explicate the. basis for, the recommendatiOns
that follow. We also believe that such a summary can best :be

presented in relation to an optimal set of ibjgctives for pro rams
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,Summary Assessment

EValUathre statenients generally begin by clarifying the program
goals and objectives frorn which their criteria are derived. The

ultifnate. goals of programs addressed to child maltreatment are
either to prevent its occurrence or to alleviate its consequences
once it occurs. Therefore, indications of reduction of the rates
and/or severities of the problem, and- of effectiveness in inter-
ventive spprOaches cons u

/
te the ultimate criteria for° assessing

these progra In ieiv of the curr'nt status of definitiops
and criteria fo i. ntification, as well 'as the levels of knowledge
about incidence nd prev-ilenc attempts toward assessing.

reductions in the m e of-the problem would be futile. A

0"direct evaluation the 4ectirenss of interventIve 'programs
would require specific information about children and parents.
Even then, it might be difficult to place a valueson programs tliaf,
help the children at the cost of depriving the parents versus thOse
assisting the parents at tlje risk tif endangering the welfare of
children.

These limita o/ns do not mean that appraisals o.f-Orscilgrams on
Child 'maitre nt are hopeless, for important infermeces can be
ma a in re a z mere- specific intermediate goals. . When cast
at concrete ands ifi levels,, goal's often resemble means or

S

program functi ;4they also' become more applicable., to the
deVelopme

are s
of manageable, evaluation criteria. The following

ents of thegoals for ,child maltreatment prograMs

onsittBred in planning this study,:

1. Primary preventive services through tooth public -
, education and-the identification of risk populations,

so that pdteptial victims can be reached before
maltre,atmeqt occurs.'
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2. Identification of children who-become victims of
maltreatment, and their referral to apPii-wriate
agencies.

3, Intervention in diffuse crisis situations before
they bet-erne_ seriously damaging to the children
and their fami

4. Achievem enti6f a balance in the use of deterrent
and the utic services, remembering that the

.primary objective of programs is protection rather .
than prosecution.

5. Separation of children, when necessary for their
protection, and their placement in homes or
facilities that will enhance their recovery from
maltreatment.

6. Provision of needed ser, ices to children and/or
parents and families, whether the children remain
at home or are separated,

7. Provision of information a d training to related
professionals, program a inistrators, and
gover ment policy makers concerning the problem
and r uirements for prevention and control.

8. Decisi n making structures commensurate with the
seriou ness and .multidimensionalith.stkfge problem;
structures that prodttce reasoned and equitable
decisions. .

9.* Pik vision for effective systems to coordinate related
agencies' activities, so that their practices are
consistent 'with 'the delivery and continuity of sex.--
vies anh' the legal handlingoof cases, with 'minimum
conflict among objectives.

'

The application of .these program objectives or function's to the
findings of this study; and IQ those of other"s, leads to the *following.
summary assessments: .

. 0, ,.,<!

First, most efforts toward ,public education thus far have been
primarily .to increase awareness Cc)f the occurrence of ingttreatmerit;
especially abuse, .and to encourage the reporting of such cases
when they occur., Undoubtedly, throUgh coverage -in the mass .
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A .media and We press,, and through public pregra the visibilitys

,of the problem has increased greatly over the, ast ten years. An:
/.1increase , in the visibility of a, ptoblem it -no alwayi accompanied,. . .. , '.4.

however, by an increase in the dissemination Of preventive inTor-.
, - ,., ' 1mation to thettpublic. Nor does, the' present state of epidemiological

knpitledge allow for the identification of n populations for who
..

ipreventive efforts might be concentrated./ In fact, knowledge out.concentrated./
.,.what would constitute primary-"Preventi is yet to be deg ped.

z

Second, if our estirriates of the " e" rates of pre,ialence 'of
abuse are within an acceptable mar: dr eritpr,. then it can be

, -
said tin 972. the nation was s ghtly over hall-wei in identifying

.;/ rconfi able abuse cakes, and le than one-tnir of the way, in' .

entifying confirmable neglect. Frequent faire to report ittspetted
es was cited by child. prot ctive service's and -the police for most

of the potential sources of eporting/ Especially problematic,' how-
aver, were schools, whit are in/ a good ikosition for case identifi-

cation, and ptofessionals i ate practices, esriezcially Physicians:
41.On the other hand, only .2% of the ',population resided in areas where

the reportihg of suspected Maltreatment reached ,ds lexceeded 17.0

per 100,0/according to our es4imates, this would be-necessary tct.
.1

//` identify 7570.6f,confirmable abuse under current laWs' and
practices. And 4.9% resided' in areas here reporting reache or
exceeded 25.0 per 1000, sufficient to, entify 90% of such cases.

tn.. sumnia6{, thmaicture of ident cation and reporting- is '_highly
.

varied fterent areas of. th nation, with jurisdictiois cerrprising
a Clear majority f the po ation (72.4%) reportipg at levels below

10.5 pv.r,A40150 the level, of reporting is "sufficient for identifying
lir50% of the buse cases confirmable unde,r existing. 1a and

practices

f

z
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I ,fte.
Third, the pattern of responses to repor t's of abuse and neglect-/

`indicates that. intervention with erisis
. situations is largely left tb the

police, .`wio more often reach. the ,homes'- sooner than the personnel
of 'child protective services and ,public health nurses. Much has
been written ;about differences./n.approaChes.between tip law-
enfor*cement, oriented police and tie therapeutically` oriented
members/of the other two agencies. Personnel shortages account inpart
for the- Taktat4.....of protectiveo services personnel al-id,public health .

na,rseg to respond' to the ,crises with. greater promptness. Further
- 0when report made to police and sheriff departments are/

investigated, for/the majority of the_pOpulation, personnel of her,'f z i /
agencied -are never called, upon during the first home visit./ Thus,
therapeutic intervention with crisis situations is fairly ,li Red/
Finally, "facilities for short -term' placement for childr during the
crises are sorely lacking. In a pictures*. statement before the

Senatey,s Subcorninittee Children and Youth, Ken-ipe vividly
described the problem. ,- --

xx There isn' in this country a place to put' a child
at no notice" at once with no red tape. It is easier/ . to parks a,car,in Denver at any time than to park
a bay at 2 o'clock in 'the morning Saturday night.
In the eddle 'Ages;. very convent had a place

* where somebody cQd'place a baby, ptill the bell
nd run like the devil and s'omebOdy would'iake ,

,
.nares of that -child. This is not true in our sOciety.
Today these people are very isolated. There
sre rio 'neighbors to take the child if yoti 'have a.
ebig family battle going on°. The child must be out
of the home during a crisis: We, therefore, feel
that eVery community should think about a safe
place, or a baby at moments of crisis. 1

Fourth, since it is- an important, objective or function balanc

Wthe yore of deterrent and !,yprapeutic approaches was entione
---/-

above. Although an assestatis of curr t practie
. :' '"
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.
.1, in ,this respect would reeuire a special study, slime' inferences can

be pieced together from the survey findings, information obtained

through the unstructured inif,depth studies of selected programs, and

the literatue. Therapy, oriented professionals often Mentioned

that the deterrence and coercion of the law is necessary, but

preferred that law enforcement should be kept as a threat to
motivate perpetrators of maltreatment :to conform to the therapeutic

4
courses prescibed.' From the viewpoint' of many law enforcement

officers and judges, howe\:er, a report 'made to the police sets

into motion steps prescribed by laws and regulations they are

;bound to uphold -- investigation, evidence gathering, removal

of children when necesSary, and court petitions (including criminal

prosecution if- warranted. The position of some judges is that,

if allowed law enforcement processes to_ ijecome a motivativ

tool in the arsenal of therapists, they would violate their own

"oath." Others have found enough flexibility in t e discretionary

authority they have to work,together with caseworlters and other

therapists, toward shared and joint decisions or close coordination

in. the management o cases. .The lager patterns are definitely in

the nainoritA. These statements are not intended to imply that

punitive approaChes are necessarily characteristic of all cases

reported 'to and InvitstigaieO'by the police. Specific information
Nat

comparing the fate of chrlfiren and patents who enter child mal-

1
44treatinent pr*ograms through law enforcement channels with those

.
who enter them through therapeutically oriented services would be '

valuable. The dichotomz was frequently_ mentioned in interviews,

and is prevalent in the literature. In conclusion, conflicts

between therapeutic and punitive,,approaches remain problematic;

and their effects.,., pervasive.

;C-p
'a ...
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Fifth, indications are that, in a sizable proportion of the

cases, children are left in homes where they continue to be

subjected to maltreatment while child protection workers attempt

to counsel the parents. Many'of the 'children who had to

taken to hospitals or were reported to the, police had already be

known to protective services. Furthermore, respondents from

child protection services serving two-thirds of the population

acknowledged that abuse and neglect continued in varying pro-

portions of the Cases after they had become part of the active
case loads of these agenthes. Four factors emerge from this
and other studies as contributing to this situation: .(1) inadequacies

in the staffing of protective services, which limit necessary sur-
veillance-, (2) emphasis on the part of caseworkers upon rehabilitating

parents, and on the need to gain their cbnfidence and cooperation, --
at times jeopardizing the children'S immediate safety; (3) in-

----
adequacies in the preparation, of caseworkers in legal matters;"

which limit their effectiveness in court proceedings;Adki (41 limits-
,.

tion in accessibility to trained legal counsel, which works to the
same end.

Whellier in availability or in quality, few probleins were'. as

:consistently stressed by respondents from the various agencies as

that of plapeme t facilitieS. By 1872, .4.4% of the maltreated
_ .

children were sti 1.being placed in-detention homes; such placement.

was reported in jurisdictions comprising 22.6% of the population.

Although no data, were collected in this survey about the "stability" .

of placement, evidence from other sources cited. earlier-indicate"

frequent changes over short.periOdA of time, even for 'children in
the young ages of one, two, and three years.

Sixth, assessments of the appropriateness and effectiveness of.
services proyided,to victims. of maltreatment would require specific
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evaluations 'of-the children beyond the scope of this work. 'Still,

responses in the survey indicate that medical care, placement,

and counseling, constitute the most prevalent services extended.

to children. Because of the lack of systematic review, 'children*

are often left for "long periods in foster homes and other placement

facilities, with little or no further service attention-. Furthermore,

an oerwhelfning proportion of the population ('4. Bn,i resided in areas

where, according to respondents froM child' protective serwices,

necessary. services were 3inavailable or difficult to obtain. In this . , ,.
.,---.

respect, responses from other agencies' were not much more

. reassuring.

The situat on concerning services to parents and families

parallels that of ervices to children. Counselidg, financial assist=

ante,: and hdrnemaker services .are the most common. Ironically, --

these three types of service-a- were also among those most fr,equently

mentioned as unavailable or difficult to obtain. This means that

they are well utilized where available, and adUtely tnisaed in areas

where they are lacking. Vocational types of services are less

utilized than, might be expected in view or the literature linking

abuse and neglect to crises emanating from economic and emplqy-
,

ment problems. Finally, although most ,agencies frequently refer

parents and gtiardians to mental health services, res dents'

evaluations of the effectiveness of these services were less

enthusiastic. In fact, 45,8% of the weighted responses of public.

health departments were that these ,services were of little or no
,help. The reiuc ce of parents and:guardians to seek mental health

tiservices was a o widely reported in ibis survey. The articulation

of 'the relations among constiti4ent parts in complex programs as

those addressed to child maltreatment 1s as important as the
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.effective management of each part. Such articulation becomes

more difficult when,different agencienvelved in different
parts of the programs:, A case in point is the dislocation between

efforts toward enhanced ,identifiaation and reporting, and the

capability of services to cope with the surging rates of repotting.

Appropriate planning' would have anticipated inoreases In the volUme

Of reports and ,cansequent need to expand investigative and

service capacities. The findingsof this survey show that this
was not the pattern followed, For example, the rates of
reporting were positively associated with the case loads of
personnel in child protective agencies (r = .48), indicating that

the rise in case identification was_not matched -by'an_ equal

expansion in the staffing of these services. Residual or ttrirnet

demand for services has been one of the stroll fnents for

persuading political decision_ makers to increase reSour for

the agencies involved, and it has served as a successful tacti
for some agencies. The problem here arose, however, from

myopic approaches that placed disproportionate emphasis upon

reporting, without giving equal weight to the emergent ifeeck_
for services. Whether from the perspective of children and

parents, or from that of the prOviders of services, the

cost of such imbalance is high.2

Seventh, *attendance -of conferences and workshops oh problems
of abuse and neglect was fairly prevalent. Attendance within the

year prior to interviews was highest for ,personnel from protective,
agencies, and lowest for hospital medicalivrsonnel. Irt 'many-

of the agencies, persons who attended training programs were
frequently the heads of departments or supervisors. ,_)The effectiveness
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of training activities cannot be evaluated, solely ern the basis
of attendance in meetings and workshops, however; it is also
necessary to consider the quality of information available for
,dissemination, which in this field remains -at a low level of develop-
ment. ;

Eighth? the open and diffuse definitions and criteria of child
abuse and neglect invite the unsystematic collection of evidence
needed for decisions on service and legal aspects of programs.
These factors also introduce subjectivity in th7 selection and
evaluation of evidence, as well as in the exercise of judgment
in reaching these decisions. Individual caseworkers and law
enforcement officers often make decisions that may entail serious
cOnseqbences for children and parents: to investigate reports,
to leave the p hi 1 d re n in the custody of potentially or actually
abusing and ;neglectful parents and guardians, to remove the
children and change custody, to select appropriate placement for.
children removed from their homes, to provide or arkange for
needed services for children and parents, to reunite famThes,
to extend 0e:to terminate followLup services, and to terminate

.
parental custody and f4e the children for adoption. Information
obtaild thrOugh this stidy indicates that there are no Consistent
decision malting rules a neerni-ng these problems. Instead, they
vary according to agencies, to professional bac kgrounds , and

quite frequently .
to individ IL Variation in decisions inevitably

'raises questions about the r validity and equity;.
4v

`Ninth, dila on progrEim coordinition show that
only of the population resided iri areas where interagency
collaboration- had been worked out at the case management level.
An additional 28.9%'were in areas where interagency liaisons
were still at the "administrative", level, which involves meetings
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among heads of agencies or their representatives. In contrast
`s. I

to actual case managelment, the purpose of administrative rela-.

------iTfrn-S---i-s-to--elear roles and responsibilities of the respective.."

i

A

agencies. Finally; 55. (i of the population lived in communities

Where neither level of Coordination among agencies existed.

Among the problems most frequently mentioned by respondents
lin the survey was the lack of interagency cooperation and non-

1 centralized handling of reports and investigations of abuse and
neglect.

It is interesting to note that the prevalence of perceived
interagency problems in case management were related to the
level of coordination in a curvilinear manner. Respdndents
from communities where no liaisons existed, and from those
where close case AnagementcoOrdination was reported, were
less likely to report_ interagency problems than respondents
from agencies characterized by administrative forms of coordi-
nation. The three levels of coordination seem to represent
evolutionary phases in the process of building interagency linkages.
In the first phase, with 'no coordination, the level of awareness
of the problem is likely to be low; consequently, agencies see no

challenge to their roles and routines. Attempts toward adminis-
trative coordination in the second phase a growing aware-
ness of the problem. f nge signals a challenge to the
established reciprocal roles and responsibilities of the agencies,
heightening the perception of problems in interagency
The third phases in which new routines have developed around
closer case management coordination, tends to resolve some of
the problems characteristic of the second phase.

Finally, it would,be only appropriate in this summary assess-
ment to indicate the respondents' overall appraisals of the effective-
ness of the various agencies in their area, as well as of their
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respective agencies, in dealing with child abuse and neglect.

Table **-1 presents the results of these appraisals, which

exhibit a lack of .conviction about overall program effectiveness.

In varying measures, respondents tended to attribute greater

effectiveness to their own agencies than to others in their

communities. 1-Since responses 'designating- the agencies as "very

effective" represent the Clearest positive evaluations, the proportions

of respondents who gave these answers were tabulated in, relation

to the levels of coordination in their areas. The distributions

(Table V-2) corroborate the conclusions reached earlier concern-

ing the three phases in the development of interagency working

relations. With minor, exceptions, agencies in communities with

coordination at the case management level and those with no

coordination at all were more likely to view the performanGe of

'agencies in dealing with abuse and negle-efas being very effective.

To Enhance Performance

As in the case of complex and multidimensional programs,

recommendations toward enhanced coping with child maltreatment

may be viewed at two levels --the specific components of programs

and` the larger picture of' relations among the components. 'While

the first eight of the pine goals outlined earlier can be genera ly

considered to address specific components and aspects, the ni h

concerns the broader question of coordination. No attempt ill be

made to present/ the following -comment§ in y po

correspondence to the goals, for individual recommendations are

not necessarily coterminous with individual goals. Finally, it

should be mentioned that the points to be :Made are 'neither new

nor unfamiliar to readers knowledgeable in the field. Neverthe-

ss, because child maltreatment is a problem of such scope and
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V
seriousness, their continued articulation -- even at the risk of repetition--
is necessary.

Specific Programttgmponents

The contrast of summary assessments of the current status
of programs to their goals and functions makes readily apparent a

number of directions for program development. To begin with,
primary -prevention of child maltreatment will require public education,
not only about identification and reporting, but also about the sub-

'stantive aspects of parenting, child care, and the rights of children
and parents. School curricula, civic organizations, and the mass
media constitute important channels for such programs. Admittedly,

ation is a slow process, but it results are relatively mare enduring.
Primary prevention will also require sustained effo"rts to find ways
to identify risk populations for whom special educational and service
programs can be specifically tailored. It should be noted that program
components addressed to primary prevention will remain weak as.long
as epidemiological. knowledge remains underdeveloped.

Well reasoned-options and guidelines for legiolation on the reporting
_.,-91-trfind abuse and neglect have been prepared.3 Also, many communi-''

ties have experimented with means to improve identification and re-
porting-, and pockets of reluctance or indifference have become better
recognized. In addition to statutory- change ,-to remove legal liability
for unconfirmable reports and to mandate reporting on the part of
certain professions agencies, mass media compaigns, special:
telephonts-Tines, and continuous coverage at all hours have proven to
be an effective combination in substantially increasing the rates of
reporting. The fact that the rates of confirmition decrease as the
rates of reporting rise calls 'for directing special attention to initial
investigations and to the managelnent of registeries.
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No information is available concerning the impact of an investi-

.
gation upon families that were falsely reported. Such investigations

could be harassing, however, and cause "labeling" among friends
and neighbors, as well as in recordsultimately -having unhealthy

consequences to both parent-child relations and the family- as a
whole. On the other hand, complacent reactions to reports be-

cause of an increased probability of non-confirmation would render

efforts toward identification and reporting useless. Therefore,

attempts to increase reports of suspected abuse and neglect should

be coupled with means to increase accuracy in reporting.

Stationing protective service personnel in schools and orienting_

school health examinations' toward screening for abuse and neglect

are examples of means toward these dual objectives.

Increased reporting should never be. Seen as'an end in itself,
but only as a step toward the delivery of appropriate services. -

Shortages in resources, staffing and services are acute, especially

in communities where reporting has been -risitig at accelerated rates.

Evidence so far seems to demonstrate that it itis fai-easier
4

to in-
crease identification and reporting than to enhance the picture of

services to accommodate the children and parents identified. It

should be possible to make fairly reliable estimates of the IlecesSery

expansion of new and existing serviced on the basis of experiences

in communities with high rates of reporting. Such estimates could

be used to anticipate such needs in communities about to embark on
, .efforts toward enhancing identification and reporting. SusSman and

Cohen underscore the danger of a disjunction between high levels
of reporting and a shortage of services:

While this Act does not prescribe the nature of
the services which must 1;,e provided, the purpose
clause takes into account the fact that mere re-
porting, without concern Io_the treatment of the
child or the problems which caused the harm, may
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be meaningless if not ha rmful. For this reason,'
the purpose of 'this Act is described' as the pro- '

motion of reporting in a manner which will, foster
the provision of necessary: protective serif-ces.4

Lists of the types of services. lacking in the varidus communities
have been presented and disc4,ssed at other points in this report.
Emphasis' should be placed; however, on placement facilitieS and

'services. The utility and feasibility of "crises intervention

facilities" oriented to short-term placement and crises resoluti on
have been !already demonstrated.5. Early response to diffuse
crises situations is second in importance .only to effective primary
prevention. Longer term placement also requires special

attention*, not ',only In regard to availability, but also to quality.
To avoid leaving' children in "limbo" for long periods of time in

,toe.ter homes, protective agencies. shatad institute periodic
TT

reviews of cases at replar_intervals, in wshiph members of the
,

staff:other than the caseworker in' charge would take part.
The heavy reliance upon foster homes also call for giving

serious .consideration tio the development of standards, investigation",
and licensure in this area. In addition to SerVices required for'

separated childAn, protective service worker% Will need to,
T.,

develop options to regulate parents' rights to .1.)isit in such 'a
way that -they do not become stressful to 'foster parents and to the

children. They alsq need' to deNieltip criteria for determining

when permanent separation should be sought to 'free children from
the transient status of foster parentage to adoption. A

periodic review' of cases should help tftne such lecisions more
,appropriately for the children's-best interest. in;ctirder to

address these matters more effectively, most protective services'
need tobecome better acquainted with the' taVers and to have

greater accessibility to specialized legal- assistance.
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Because o e prese.ntyopenness of criteria defining the basis
for- decisions vital to children and parents, and the likelihdod
that thisTopennesS will continue in the foreseeable future, it 9
would be advisable to consider developing patterns in the decision

making structures to avoid the possible subjectiyge influences. of

individual decisions. As mentioned earlier, qne approach to t

problem is to limit individual -decisions in favol- of "group

decisions" made by two or .'more persons. These persons could

be from the same agency or bettei yet from different agencies;

similarly; they could either have the same professional bitOk-
-

ground or could represent- different professions. Although such

group decision making is characteristic of therapeutic teams within

givep settings, it is much less prevalent in interagency decisions,

Special training 'is needed to establish a structue and tradition of
firlk

joint decisions involving personnel from different 'agencies and

professio;;tal backgrounds. 'It _ls:through such ,decision making

structures :and traditions that many' of the dilefnmas and value

conflicts discussed in the second chapteof this report can be
resolved. This would require forms of coordination among

agencies at the level of, case management. .

It wad not our intention in, the foregoing discussion to become

involved either in the details Of the specific coMponenti, of pro-6
.

, -4 .t
_. . .grams. chi child maltreatment, or in 'the partienlari,..45f approaches

to investigations or Service modalitieli. the purpo:se was

to emphasize a few salient points t ye pervasive 'effects

upon the pellorinance of tots ograrhs. We "tUrn now to, the

larger pictike, of prograM coordination.

Coordination at the COmntunity Level

Specialization in service's and other forms of intervention- ieldun

inevitable outcome of diffeerences in' the,' nature of problems to which
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they are addressed, the growth of ktioWledee`
_

about these problems,
and the corresponding technological developments. Although in
many respects functional, specialization has d in con
proliferation and fragMentation in the structure and ac der eery
of services. This situation, is further complicated by th /Involve-, __.-----
ment of various jurisdictional levera- in public prOgrdths (federal,
state, and local). Adding to this complexity, the influence of
incrementalism in program development.
. One faotor contributing to piecemeal a ions and reforms in
human services involves ambiguities and shifts in emphasis betWeen
'two types of programs that, for the lack of better terms, will be
referred to as "functional" and -"categorical." Functional programs
are problemT:oriented, regardless of the Population's that encounter
the, problem. Tkusi- health care Is 'oriented to pathology and
injurieS' regardless of other characteristics of those experiencing
them --whether-they ate abused -children, other children, or
adults whose health conditions 'warrant care. In contrast,
categorical Programs are organized around the needs_ of>certain

. categories" of the population, such as the aged, child n; veterans,
etc. One Underlying factor in the Many generations of reorgani

.
zation of tuenan services at the ,various levels of government, do*. ., ,

. e-.,ipecially at-the -Department of Health, 4clucaiion, and Welfare, 4t .
1,4%.his been vacillation between functional and Categorical arrange-: . 4 .4

ments iof programs.. Similar pioblemi 'Characterize attempts to, . .
..

organize -prOgrams on child abtise and neglect in many communities,
.,:-

..where---func,t,ionally oriented agencies Itre attempting to take on the
_- - .-,...

.'eategorfcal responaibilitieS" Of Coordination. Thus, in addition to
.providing the functional services in which they specialize, , hospitals. ..= ---.----- Is e . . .

; and mental health clinics are- bectoxning.involved.iri the role ofi
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cOordinating the activities of other agencies. In fact,- some
arrangements seem to duplicate already existing pro Alas on

child maltreatment in the community.
. .

It is /important to, recognize tlat'l*h coMponents need to be
..

c dered iirthe prbbosed model for the structure and delivery',
.,-

of services concerning child maltreatment.d. Involved children apemaltreatment
parents share, with other hectors of society milk common -Problems,
that fall within the domains of the3same functiOnal agenciesf The

L

.
, ,..similarity of the§e needs makes itequally important-that program// . 1

. ,development be done with One eye On the nature ef the, problem77/ and related service requireinenti, arind ,the other on the broader
--

4' . - .F / , w

4,context of human services. To avoid duplication an unnecessary .,
. /overlap, programs/organized around problems.Of abuse ill neglect- - . 6 ,

should build upon existing functionalservices, where they can

4"

. '''

at

serve commen needs. For -example, designating and advertising
, a- special telephone number to call for reP-------e-ftgC1

of abuse and neglect serves in important fun,ction. Howev r,
. .

confusion must arise When the public is bombarded by, pecials
- 4

numbers for each type of crises, sdch as suicide/prevention,
.drug addiction, veneral diseases, unwed mothe, s, poison, control,

41,

.
squad ambulances, just to name a few. contextual view would
lead to the consolidation q. emergency ituations into one easy
number that- people can memorize. ,it then, becomes the responsi-. .

bility, of recipients of the calls, Jto are in better states of mind
to distinguish among the types` of 'emergencies, to, make- the

appropriate_arr-anglinents. ,.certain obleins, and there'-
,fore specialized needs, ,rnay -assiiCiated 'wish child maltreatment,
as is the cane with crises ',intervention or fbater home placement.

:An incomplete list of relevant servicea'and' other ,intervention
activities around which,functional progra is are organiied would
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J.( . .,
include: medical screen' ; treatment; restorative 'care; mental 's

health services; c)3 ling to children; parents, and fosteir parents;

nutrition1 services; emergency placement;"mporary placement;
ad Lion services; day-qiire facilities; education; legal, representation;

.

vocalional services (training, rehabilitation, and placement"); income

maintenance and support; family housing; and homemaker services.

Many of these headings include a variety of tees administered

-different agencies. For example, there.are Many forms of incdme

maintenance program4 such as those associated with unelploy-

ment insurance, veterans' -benefits, sociaf security, disability and. ,

other benefits, aid -to. dependent children, e4p: Soine of these. .
4

services are more applicable to the children, others to the parentS;

and still: others to the families tug' a whole. With the exception

of the type. of crisis intervention needed in the case of child mal-
- ,

treatment; Wand possibly placement services, the rest of these
service oriented to problems ooMmpn to other children and
adul her should -be 'nrneed to duplicate any of these ser-
vices*Withia the boundaries of a hospital, a protective, agency, a
center, or 'other newly created entities. Rather, efforts toWard

-

r

building a community, program fin. child maltreatment should be

directed to improving and expanding existent services, if needed,

and to developing non-existent ones.-

Me coordination of these services and activities ealls for
. -

the other component of the programs -7 the categorically oriented

agencies. The' relations between theo,two :types (functional° and -

categorical) are represented graphically in Figure V-I. Categorical-
,

coordinative agencies are needed for those sectors of the, popula-. 4
'tion. with multiple problems whose needs fall within the dofnains of

.
large numbers 61 agencies. Multiproblem families, including those

- . , i
/ involved in abuse and neglect; the 'disabled; anct the aged consti-

tute examples saf'sucti 'sectors. FocuSing now on child maltreatment,

resiionsibilities of the ,mategorical-coordinalive agencies would inolitie:
4 -
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1. Activities related to case identification, such as
MIll nt.ain___Ig telephones deiignated for that purpose;
continuous 'cove rigc, xi* these. Rhone s and other
means of reporting; mounting* campaigns for early

ridentification and o buildingrting; and bding liaisonst
'th schools, day re centers, and other institu-i- tion here case- inntification oould be improved:

....,--- i.
,..2°;" 'Carrying ou 'oi,',:pait' icipating,,,with:law enfoece- ,

ment ofecers in the inveAtigation pi...seports.
. N

3. Keeping centralized, records on reports and active
cases; such records should beCome oriented to
case management in the sense of reflecting an
up -to-date picture of the pathways of children
and gents through the system, services-re-
ceived, decisions made in regard to their cases,
and the current status. .'

. . ..4. Case management through functional agencies
Ilp 0

providing services and benefits, as well as through
the legal aspects of the situation. #

5. Arranging for periodical review of cases and for
-joint assessments and decisionS at important ints
in the process.

J.

"-- , -*-

6.- Assessment and development of the community .,

resources and services needed by children and
families involv'ed in',the problem. .. .

7. Arranging for' programs, on public 'and profes-sionals,.
education concerning child maltreatment preventionr -and treatment.

If the categoiical-coordinative agencies are rform. these

tea thatfunctions effectively, they must be &luipped, by -legal m

would render the

a
practices of other public ncies cordiste

-,these definitions responsibi4ties.'---`Thusi c riatlye,agen
should, be notified upon the receiptOrftports'iof suspected

maltreatment by other The participation-of 'coordinative

agency personnel in ihltialeinvestfgations sh "o be mandated.
In addition to structuring legally intcrrelations between

d-
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. FIGURE' V-I

A Diagramrnatic Scheme Our The Structuie
Of Programs On Child Maltreatment

Furietional Programs

, 81eal.tht Citre?'

Restorative .'Care

Mental Health Services

Psychological Counseling

Nutritional Ser*vices

Crisis Interventioh

Longer Term 'Placement

Emergency Placement

Adoption Services

Day Care Facilities

Education

Legal Representation

Vocational and Employinent
Services _

Maintenance

Housing

Homemaker Services

Institutional Care.

Categorical-Cgordinative Programs
Child The _,Multiproblem

Maltreatnient 4Disabled. Aged_

4., ND...

Alf
2:

al

4.4

r
. -

the functionally oriented and the categorical- coordinative agencies, the
latter shoOld be given the necessary resources to enter, into contractual

.
arrangements for obtaining the,. services, needed .for their clients. This
could be done through the direct purchase of services, such as from
hospitals, clinics,

A
and private..vendors. Another possibility would be

to extend rebouraks to another public ageney so 'that it could-enhance
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its ov:m staffing, and thus ac iodate the needs of abused and
.neglected children and their families. An example of the latter

hrringement would be providing funds so that local health depart-
thents could establish positions for public health nurses whose
time would be devoted to these. problems.

It shoUld be noted that the role of categorical-coordinative
agencies as defyed here does not include involvement in therapeutic,
placem ent, Of, ()filer services aro& which functional
are organized. Focusing the categorical-coordinative agencies'
role ,on the case management aspects should help resolve a
number 0'r-the dilemmas and conflicts mentioned at the onseeof
this report. No longer should personnel in the coordinative 'role
feel they need to gain the confidence of parents for therapeutic
purposes, at times risking the safety of the children. Counseling
and therapeutic intervention -cenle the responsibility of others.
By the same token, separating responsibilities for placement would
Ito limit the potential for' conflicts in roles. Finally, these
agencies' non-involvement in the direct provision of services
falling within the domains of functional programs should both
reduce the potential for 'interorganizational conflicts and eliminate
unnecessary duplication of efforts,

-The most likely ,,candidates for the categorical-coordinative
role are the child protective 'services. However, their responsi-
bilities and poiiiixt*itanifyibeir -presen need
to undergo major change if they were to carry out this role as- /defined above. While specializing in the seven functions com-
prising this role, they would no longer be direCtly responsible for
-the placement scit child1*n, nor woald they engage in psychological
and other intensive counseling of children, parents, or fosler
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parents. -Instead, the counseling role of personnel in these agencies
would be to providing inforination necessary for referrals
and other aspects of case management. It should be noted, how-

.
eier, that the division of labor described in this model does not
negate_ the utility of multiprofessional teams within given then,
peutic settings, such as in hospitals, or multi-agency committees

operating on, a community -wide basis to assess progress and
render decisionb on cases. The latter could.be organiied either

011- "1:1 reet,AS1443,1.34 te- deal- with- all .casAS oreilt Ari- ad *hoc- fashion

for cases with particular characteristics and needs.

The Role of the Federal Government

The fragmentation, duplication, gaps, overlaps, and, general
lack of coordination characteristic of the program elements related
to child maltreatment at the comnAlitste level are matched by those
at the feders* level. Although the newly established Center on

Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment, which administers the ,

1.04Aet and related demonstrations, is part of the Children's
Bureau and the Office of Child Development, for exalt*, federal
responsibilities for protective services are located in the Social
and Rehabilitation Services Administration. On the other hand,
while the operational aspects of protective services-are at the
SRS, related'research and technical personnel are in the
Children's Bureau. In addition, two national centers with over-
lapping domains '(National Center for Child Advocacy, and National

Center on Child AbUse Prevention and Treatment) coexist within
_the Children's Bureau. The problem is compounded by un-

resolved. ambiguities and conflicts about the robes of fedeiV,
regional, and state levels of government. However, responsi-
bilities may eventually be distributed among these levels;' that is,

.
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no matter where the- authority to make change may ultimately lie,
several issues warrant serious consideration.

The Lizat involves the consolidation of program elements al
higher levels of government and the clear articulation of the
relations p.mong these elements. There are no defensible reasons
why' child maltreatment demonstrations, research, and technical
capabilities should be located .in one ency, and the operational
arm of protective services in in A consolidation of these A

-'' segments into'one: agency would be' advantageous from -both
administrative and .program viewpoints; The following also

n.

need further clarification and coordination of their roles and
.funactions at higher levels of government: child abuse ,and neglect,.
child advocacy, such other welfare services as addption and
foster home placement, and day care and other family services.

The jecond issue concerns resources. The picture re-
vealed in this survey raises. a general question, about the extent
'of public commitment ,to the treatment and,,controlof child mat--
treat/bent: As his been pointed- out eirlier,, support to child
protective services has remained relatively low, and the fast
rise in case identification and reporting in many communities
has createki serious prgblems in the delivery .of services, since
capacities have not kept pace with the increading demands.
Because needed resources cannot be expected to be forthcoming

.at the local leVels, some articulation of this problem needs to
ba cern .hut at the higher levels of government.

The thirdrecomrldation is that a, long-range persiiective
on the problem of child maltreatrainti as well as related progPami
and resources, be developed. Most Of the funds made available
threigh the 1974 Act, and from pooling ,resources from several
agencies in HEW, prior to the 'Act, were 'invested in different



types of demonstrations located at various parts of the country.
In the preoccupation with the enactment and implementation of laws,_

some fundamental questions are left begging for answers. Important

among these is the question of the purpose of it all, which can be

answered only by looking beyond the duration of the current
generation of demonstrations r` Are the long-range objectives:

(1) to demonstrate that effective programs can be mounted, with ,

the idea, that appro'priatiOns might be increased to generalize theni
to other parts of the country ? (2) to 'demonstrate the 'methods and

results of mounting effective programs in certain communities, with

the hopes that 'other communities would emulate the efforts using
resources of their own? or, (3) do the approved demonstrations

represent ends in themselves ? In Order to maximize the yield "-

from demonstrations of this type, lorig-range perspectives must be
developed at an early point in the 'process of Planning and imple2

Traditionally, the -pile of higher levels of government has

inoluded developingand maintaining standards,eiplving technical

capabilities for guide programs at the local level, condutting
. .-research and demoinstrations to expand the horizons of knowledge ,--

disseminating
Itology relattd to the problems of concern, and s

the ;results Although the ctirrent,national mood has been to make

reduction i-n tile size o'f govornment a popular cau, it would be
mistaken to place constriitts on staffing in the various agencies in
an indiscriiinate manner. The waste that results from a shortage
in 'qualified technical capabilities can tar exceed the savings
realited. FUrfhermore, the various communities look tcritate,

regional, and federal agencies fcir guldance on problems, related
to the various- aspects and standards for servitces anprogram
organizatiof .
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Important also is the function of the .diffusion of new ideas
and approaches to servicesdiffusion here referring to both the'
dissemination of 4ovations and their implementation or adoption.
Diffusion Chus, includes a systematic and purposeful approach to
motivating the adoption of the new ideas, techniques, or organi-
zational patterns. In most instances, however, this process has.
been limited to circulating the results of research and demonstrations

printed forms (papers, pamphlets, or books). Efforts may go
one step ftfrther to include ipreaentatioAn in eonferences, work--.
shops: or other gathering's. At best, these approaches can
make participants 0.ware of new findings. Nevertheless; knowledge
by itself,is not.sufficient for the adoption of change. Motivation
to adopt innovations requires that agency personnel have knowledge 41

11(not only about the innovation, but also about the ways the
innovation relates to their own programs, what the change would
mean in-terms of established routines, the structure of roles and
responsibilities: and the demand for and availability of resources.

These issues require careful and intensive analyses- of the
situations of agencies in question by experts in the related fields.
Unless such a serious effort toward the diffusion'of innovations is

\s, undertaken, the results of research and demonstrations,. conducted
at high cost, will remain largely of academic use. We recommend
that a pilot study be 'organized around this approach to diffusion,
dealing with a limited number of innovations and a small number of

0communities. If effective, the pattern should be expanded, especially
if one of the primary objectives 9f demonstrations is to encourage
ommunities throughout the country to .emulate the successful

models that emerge.

Finally, a note on evluation seems appropriate. Deviations from
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ideals in the structure and performance of humah services are
common; they vary in frequency and intensity from one program

to another, and from one sector of the population .to another,

The ideals, however, serve the important functions of setting

goals and providingert)andards against ,which deviations Can be

identified and assessed. These deviations ,give rise to the

search for remedies and to the identification of alternative

policies and plans. 'Given the complexity of economic, social,*

and psychological factors. and q

and programs, it can be assu

of positive and negative effects.

comes involved in social policies

that most, planning. has a balance_

The point is to maintain a course
of action that maximizes the positive consequences and minimizes

°the negative. Policy and program decisions are often made, how--
ever, without the full realization of their secondary effects. As

inadequacies and negative effects of earlier actions become

apparent, remedial attempts are made through new decisions and

4

,

---actions. Harold Lasswell sees an essential role for systematic

data in this continual process of policy and program planning:

These include the intelligence function, i.e. ,

the gathering of information which may include
either information which suggests a problem for
policymakerst attention or information for the
formulation of alternatives. A second function is
the recommendation of one or more possible
pOlicy alternatives. A third is the prescription
or enactment of one among several proposed
alternative solutions. A fourth is the invocation
of the adopted alternktive,, and a fifth is its
application in specific situations by executive or
enforcement offices. A sixth stage of the decision

---Koceis is the appraisal of the. effectiveness of
the prescribed alternative, and the seventh is the
termination of the original policy.6

Concern with policy and program analysis has given rise to
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evaluative research. Much has been written on methodological

approaches to evaluation, the roles of evaluators, and the contexts
of evaluation. Nevertheless, pressuies of time, inappropriate
pitterns- of funding, and -defensive attitudes Oh the part of those

the affairs of agencies haVe combined to produce
evaluations: that are conceptually limited in scope and methodologi-
cally faulty. Well designed and meaningful evaluations* are costly
and threatening.

Emphasis- in reported zes has been placed primarily on
tvalidity in -ures of outcome, that is, change. ir.__;ctielit1434d

their, conditions conMsteht with program objectives. Equal
attention needs to be given to developing ways to assess equity
and organizational responsiveness in regard to both pro SSes
and outcomes. This-Calls for the inclusion of informalion abo
the opinions of applicants, clients, and other segments of the
piiblic in data 'systems being used in policy and" program planning.
The opinions of personnel engaged in the provision of services
and benefits also constitute an important input into evaluative

r,

.4;

ra

studies*. These opinions will need to be elicited in independent
surveys, 'rather than through the official channels of agencies.
Furthermore, because public policies and programs are ''often of
a national scope, cross-national comparisons become an impor-

-

N

A

tant source of 'alternatives. Thus, four types of data are I

necessary for sound policy and program analysis: (a) information
directly from applicants, clipits, and related segments of the public;
(b) informatioli (based on their individual Opinion), from providers

of services, adjudicators of claims foriionefifs, and administlators
p .in these programs; (c) official reports of agencies; and- (,d) eomparative t"

information on similar ,agencies and programs. in other societies,
especially those with comparable sooio-economic' conditions..
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6Furthermae, it should be noted that one shot evaluations
.are not as useful as long-term continued programs of info
and monitoring. Physicians and weather forecast/R.( ye learned
that a change in readings is more significant diagnosis and pre-,-
didtions than an initial 'set of meg ures. It is also impOrtint that
longitudinal monitoring systems, not be focused exclusively on out.-
come, but includ explanatory information Well. Emphasis in
the selection of planatory factors should be on manipulable

. variables," so tlipt they would not only suggest directions for change,14r
but also make" such change possible.
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... TABLE V-1

General Assessment of the Effectiveness of
>Agencies in 'Hanaring Abusieand Neglect I

Organizations and Reipcndents
, ,. .

Agencies and Assessment \ %
CPS PHS SCH HMI) HSS CAT POL

All Agencies in the Area ,
.

15.1VeryVeffective 25. 6 ..,, 23.2 28: 1 23.8 35:0 44. 3 .

Sariewhat -effective )-- '. "-"- ~62.5 72.4. J .56-. 6 42.1 49.8 57...8 44.6
Not very effective 4.9.1 10.9, 13.0 15:0 .16.6 0.8 9.3

,

p l o t effectivt all - 1. 3. "7 2. 4,,, 1.7 . 2. 7 1.0
Don' know 1. 1 1.5 - 3. 6 12.4 '' 8.1 3:7 0. V

. I ,
-:ffe-s- ents' wn Age.

, .. . .. Very effect': 39.1 .1,8.7 23.9 41.9 40.1 44.8 62.0
Soi'n at effective 58.3 - 66.;5 - 57.0 37.9 45.9 50.4 28.9
ot very efclve 2.5 9.7 14.3 12.4 9. 9 1.7 5.4. .

. Not effective at all - 3. 9.,. 1.8 2.2 1.1 I 1.2 L. 7

----Don'tlinow ' 1.3 3.0 5.7 3.0 I 1.9 -). 9
. , ...

A . .

1 . . I &

0 '

'ate

0

0

f. ,
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z/ TABLE V-2

PropOrciOns of Respondents Assessing the
Overall,Performance.of Agencies as "Very Effective,"

and Relations to Forms of Coordination

Forms of Coordination
,

. Organizations and Respondents

CPS ,,PHA( SCH HMD HISS CRT POL

.. '

s .. Case Management Level
. i

nistratlie Cpordhlation,

'No Coordination
..:

.

:

23.2
. P

24.7

'' 2t. 8

i
22.2

C.

,. 9. 7

.,/'
15. 8/

28.1)//
24'. 5

$ .

.
, 21.0-

,,

, 19.5

.,12. 1

38.0

, 27.4

16.4

, *
27'. 7

34.6
1

19. 3
.."

42)"Z

:,

48.6

y..8/. 6

52.8


